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Dear Assistant Commissioner for Patents:

This amendment, and fee for CIP application are filed to maintain the parent case which is to be
abandoned when filing a new application claiming its benefit.

1. The amendment in this case is a bona fide attempt by applicant to respond and to advance
this application to final action and comprises a separately filed:

Continuation Application

X Continuation—in—Part Application

_Divisiona| Application (where parent case is to be
abandoned.

A copy of this amendment and petition is being filed with the papers constituting the filing
of the separately filed application.

The amendment being filed in this case is attached.

This is not a petition for extension of time to respond to:

(d) _ the Office Action mailed on , and Advisory Action dated

08/26/03



(e) X Other: The Office Action dated 02/26/2003 did not specify a shortened
time period for reply.

4. Please abandon this application conditioned upon the granting of the petition and granting
of a filing date to the continuing application so as to make the continuing application co-
pending with this application.

Applicant is:

a small entity verified statement

X is enclosed.

was filed in parent application (a copy attached) and this status is still proper and
its benefit under 37 CFR 1.28 (a) is hereby claimed.

other than a small entity.

Extension requested under 37 CFR 1.17(c) is for months to
fee of $———.——.

Enclosed is:

Continuation-in—Part Patent Application including:

1 1 pages of specifications

2 pages of drawings
Small Entity Statement

Combination Declaration and Power of Attorney
Nonpublication Request

Proof of Mailing
Self Addressed Postcard

A check in the amount of $375.00

This amount is based on:

5 claim and 3 independent claim $375.00

0 independent claims in excess of three ($42.00) 0.00

0 claims in excess of twenty ($9.00) 0.00

TOTAL FILING FEE: $375.00
Very truly yours,

Qw-W  
DENNIS W. BEECH

Reg. No.: 35,443
DWB/ab
Enclosures



FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

This is a continuation-in-part of application Serial No. 10/027,739

which patent application is pending.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to audio player devices and more particularly

to systems that include headphone listening devices. The new audio system

uses existing audio player device headphone jacks to connect a battery

powered transmitter for wireless transmission of a signal to a battery powered

receiving headphone.

[0002] Use of audio headphones with audio player devices such as radio,

tape players, CD players, computers, television audio and the like have been in

use for may years. These systems usually incorporate an audio source having

a headphone jack to which a headphone may be connected by wire and

connector.

[0003] There are also known wireless headphones that may receive A.M.

and F.M. radio transmissions. However. these systems do not allow use of a

simple plug in battery powered transmitter for connection to any audio player

device jack, such as, laptop and desktop computers, portable compact disc

players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette players and the like, for

wireless transmission and reception of audio music for private listening to

multiple users occupying the same space. Existing audio systems make use of

electrical wire connections between the audio source and the headphones to

accomplish private listening to multiple users.

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for

existing audio player devices, to allow wireless transmission to a headphone

receiver that accomplishes private listening to multiple users occupying the

same space.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention is directed to FAWM (Fuzzy Audio Wireless

Music) systems for coded digital transmission of an audio signal from any audio

player device with a headphone jack to a receiver headphone using fuzzy logic

technology. A battery powered digital transmitter may include a headphone

plug in communication with any of the previously mentioned audio sources,

laptop and desktop computers, portable compact disc players, portable MP3

players, portable cassette players and the like. The FAWM system converts

the audio music signal that may be supplied by the source, into a digital signal.

This conversion takes place in the small battery powered transmitter that

connects to the headphone jack of the source. The transmitter then adds a

unique user code and transmits it to the battery powered receiver headphones

where the fuzzy logic detector decodes only the unique user code to allow

private listening without interference from other users.

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present

invention will become better understood with reference to the following

drawings, description and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram representation of the

FAWM system;

Figure 2 illustrates a graph of the high and low bit fuzzy logic if-then

part fuzzy set according to an embodiment of the invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated

modes for carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a

limiting sense, but is made merely for the purpose of illustrating the general

principles of the invention.

[0009] Referring to Figure 1, a FAWM system 10 may include a battery

powered transmitter 20 connected to a portable audio player or audio source

80. The battery powered transmitter 20 may be connected to the audio source

80 headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery powered

transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional

for transmitting a coded digital modulated signal to a receiving antenna 52 of a

battery powered receiver 50 that may be a headphone receiver. The battery

powered receiver 50 may have headphone speakers 54 in headphones 55 for

listening to the demodulated and decoded digital signal. The FAWM transmitter

20 may digitize the audio signal. This digital signal has a throughput of

approximately 1.4 Mbps, which may be determined by the analog to digital A/D

converter sampling rate of 44.1kHz multiplied by 16 bit quantization. To reduce

the effects of channel noise, the battery powered transmitter 20 may use

convolutional encoding, and interleaving. For further noise immunity. spread

spectrum modulation may be utilized. The battery powered transmitter 20 may

contain a shift register generator (SRG) that may be used to create a unique

user code. The unique user code generated is specifically associated with one

FAWM user, and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered FAWM

headphone receiver 50 of that particular user. The radio frequency (RF)

spectrum utilized (as taken from the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM)

band), may be approximately 2.4 GHz. And the power radiated by the

transmitter adheres to the ISM standard.

[0010] Referring to Figure 1, the digital modulated signal from transmit

antenna 24 may be received by receiving antenna 52 and then demodulated,



decoded and deinterleaved in the battery powered receiver 50 headphones.

The battery powered receiver 50 may utilize fuzzy logic to optimize the

detection of the received user code.

[0011] Each receiver 50 user may be able to listen (privately) to high

fidelity audio music. using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the

use of wires, and without interference from any other receiver 50 user.

Because of the fuzzy logic detection technique used in the wireless digital audio

system, user separation through code division may be achieved.

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio information to

the battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format. Each packet may

consist of, at minimum, a start bit to indicate the beginning of a packet, the

unique user code, the digitized audio information and a stop bit to indicate the

end of a packet. These packets may flow to create a digital bit stream rate less

than or equal to 1 Mbls.

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may be received and detected by

a fuzzy logic detector in the headset receiver 50. For each consecutive packet

received, the fuzzy logic detector may compute a conditional density with

respect to the context and fuzziness of the user code vector, i.e., the received

user code bits in each packet. The fuzzy logic detector is the key component to

the FAWM system 10. Because the fuzzy logic detector enables the battery

powered FAWM receiver 50 to accurately detect the assigned user code in the

presence of noise, which includes other FAWM users. Fuzziness may describe

the ambiguity of the high (1 )/low (0) bit event in the noisy received packet. Note

that the fuzzy detector may measure the degree to which a high/low bit occurs

in the user code vector, which produces a low probability of bit error in the

presence of noise. The fuzzy detector may use a set of if-then rules to map the

user code bit inputs to validation outputs. These rules may be developed as if-

then statements.

[0014] The fuzzy logic detector in the battery powered receiver 50 utilizes

the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two values; a low



(0) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if" rules map

the signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy

set high value to some degree. See Figure 2. Due to additive noise each user

code bit (bit energy x) may have some membership to a low and high as

represented in Figure 2. Therefore, the if-part fuzzy set may determine if each

bit in the user code, for every received packet, has a greater membership to a

high bit representation or a low bit representation. The more a user code bit

energy, x fits into the high or low representation, the closer its subsethood, i.e.,

a measure of the degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be

to one. Note that Figure 2 shows that -1 equals the maximum low bit energy

representation and 1 equals the maximum high bit energy representation to

illustrate that this design may utilize Manchester encoding/decoding schemes.

[0015] The received user code input bit in each packet may be:

x(i), where i = 1,2, ...., n is the set of all bits that make up the user

code vector.

X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents each user assigned a unique

user code.

So user X(1) has bit code [X(1) x (2) .....x(n)] and user X(m) has bit

code [X(1) x (2) ....x(n)] which is different from user X(1).

[0016] Each x in X may activate a fuzzy "if" rule. The if-part sets may be

conditional densities, so the fuzzy "if" rule activates to the degree p[x(i)|X(c)]

p[X(c)], which is the probability of the user code bits x given the user vector X

multiplied by the probability of X.

[0017] The then-part fuzzy rule set may be indirectly dependent on the

input bits x in X. The then-part set may be a weighted sum equal to p[x(i)]

p[y|x(i), i = 1, 2,

[0018] Which is the probability of the user bit vector x multiplied by the

probability of y given the user bit vector x. Where y may be a number

representation to define the correct user headset battery powered receiver 50



given the input bit set x(i), I = 1, 2,

[0019] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detector must be

followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the output fuzzy

set to a single number that determines if the correct received user code bits

within the transmitted packet have been detected. The defuzzifying operation

may be implemented with the modal method, i.e., calculation of the value that

has the highest membership in the fuzzy set. With the modal method a strategy

of clarity may be applied in the event that some user code energy bit values

have equally high membership. The clarity of a fuzzy set may be considered by

weighting the conditional densities discussed previously. The weighting

determines relative fuzziness of the user code energy bit (x) that gives a

measure of the uncertainty of the unique user code vector. As a result, the

fuzzy logic detector used in the battery powered headset receiver 50 greatly

reduces the unique user code bit error probability. The fuzzy logic detector

technique, combined with convolutional error detection and correction

techniques, may enable the FAWM system 10 to operate in most any

environment.

[0020] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with

respect to the illustrated and preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood

by those skilled in the art that the foregoing and other changes in form and details

may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.



I claim:

1. A fuzzy audio wireless music system for wireless transmission of a

signal from an audio source to a battery powered headphone receiver

comprising:

a headphone jack from an audio source in communication with a

connectable battery powered transmitter;

said connectable battery powered transmitter contains an A/D

converter wherein said A/D converter converts an analog music audio signal to

a digital signal at a signal rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps;

said A/D converter in communication with a shift register

generator, a convolutional encoder and an interleaver;

said interleaver in communication with a spread spectrum

modulator;

said spread spectrum modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna for wireless transmission of a coded digital signal to a receiving

antenna at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum

demodulator, a convolutional deinterleaver and a decoder; and

said decoder in communication with a fuzzy logic detector.

2. The fuzzy audio wireless music system as in claim 1 wherein said

battery powered headphone receiver having said fuzzy logic detector with a

detection method, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code having:

x(i) where i = 1, 2, n is the set of all bits that make up

the user code vector;

X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents each user assigned



unique user code;

Wherein user X(1) has bit code [x(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

X(m) has bit code [X(1) x(2) x(n)] which is different form X(1);

b) activating a may if rule based on each x in X wherein the if

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if rule to the degree p[x(i)lX(c)]

PlX(C)];

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum equal to p[x(i)]p[y|x(i)], i =

1,2, n; and

d) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.

3. A battery powered headphone receiver having a fuzzy logic

detector method, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code having:

x(i) where i = 1, 2, n is the set of all bits that make up

the user code vector;

X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents each user assigned

unique user code;

wherein user X(1) has bit code [x(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

X(m) has bit code [x(1) x(2) x(n)] which is different form X(1);

b) activating a fuzzy if rule based on each x in X wherein the if

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if rule to the degree p[x(i)lX(c)]

P[X(C)];

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum equal to p[x(i)]p[y|x(i)]. i =

1,2, n; and

d) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.

4. A method for battery powered digital wireless transmission and

reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery operated transmitter



and a battery operated receiver comprising the step of:

connecting a headphone plug attached to said battery operated

transmitter to a headphone jack of an audio source;

converting an music audio signal to a digital signal using an A/D

converter having a sampling rate of approximately 44.1 kHz multiplied by 16 bit

quantization to produce a signal rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps;

encoding the digital signal using a convolutional encoding and

interleaving method;

creating a spread spectrum signal using a shift register generator

to modulate a unique user code;

transmitting said spread spectrum signal at a radio frequency of

approximately 2.4 GHz at a power level that adheres to the ISM standard for

reception at a distance of up to approximately 10 feet from said battery

operated transmitter;

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery operated

receiver headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal and optimal bit

detecting of said unique user code using fuzzy logic technology;

convolutional decoding and deinterleaving to receive said digital

signal;

converting said digital signal to said analog music audio signal;

and

communication said analog music audio signal to a headphone

speaker.

5. The battery powered receiver headphone as in claim 4 wherein

said receiver having a fuzzy logic detector method comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code having:

x(i) where I = 1, 2, n is the set of all bits that make up

the user code vector;



X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents each user assigned

unique user code;

Wherein user X(1) has bit code [x(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

X(m) has bit code [x(1) x(2) x(n)] which is different form X(i);

b) activating a fuzzy if rule based on each x in X wherein the if

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if rule to the degree p[x(i)|X(c)]

P[X(c)];

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum equal to p[x(i)]p[ylx(i)], i =

1,2, n; and

d) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.



FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0021] The fuzzy audio wireless music system may utilize a battery

powered transmitter to transmit a coded digital signal from an audio player

device or source to a battery powered headphone receiver without the use of

wires. A battery powered digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with any audio source, such as, laptop and desktop computers,

portable compact disc players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette players,

etc. The battery powered transmitter adds a unique user code and transmits it

to the battery powered receiver headphones where a fuzzy logic detector

decodes only the unique user code to allow private listening without

interference from other users.
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POWER OF ATTORNEY

As the named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney to prosecute this application
and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office and as agent or common
representative to act on behalf of the applicant before the competent lntemational authorities.

Dennis W. Beech, Reg. No. 35,443
LAW OFFICES OF DENNIS W. BEECH

19900 Beach Blvd., Suite C-2

Huntington Beach, CA 92648

(714) 378-0212

DECLARATION

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that
all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are
punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

code and that such willful false statement may jeopardize the validity of the application or any
patent issue thereon.

Country of Citizenship:  mma

Residence: 500 Santa Paula Ave, Pasadena CA 91107

Post Office address: Same as above

Full name of sole or first inventor:

Inventor's signature:

Date: Z0! 0?



COMBINATION DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

As the below named inventor, I hereby declare that this declaration is an original.

INVENTORSHIP IDENTIFICATION

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name, I

believe I am the original, first and sole inventor of the subject matter which is claimed and for

which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: .

SPECIFICATION IDENTIFICATION

The specification is attached hereto.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF REVIEW OF PAPERS AND DUTY OF CANDOR

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. I

acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination of this

application in accordance with Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1.56(a), including

information that occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national filing date

of the continuation-in-part application.

PRIORITY CLAIM

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, Section 119 of

any foreign app|ications(s) for patent or Inventor's certificate or of any PCT international
application(s) designating at least one country other than the United States of America listed

below and have also identified below any foreign application(s) for patent or Inventor's certificate

or any PCT international application(s) designating at least one country other than the United

States of America filed by me on the same subject matter having a filing date before that of the

application(s) of which priority is claimed.

No such applications have been filed.

Dated: 2°[ 0-7



Applicant or Patentee: C. Earl Woolfork

Serial or Patent No.: 10/027,391
Filed or Issued: 12/21/2001

For: FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY

STATUS (37 CFR 1.9 (0 AND 1.27 (b))--INDEPENDENT INVENTOR

As the below named inventor, I hereby declare that I qualify as an independent inventor as

defined in 37 CFR 1.9(c) for purposes of paying reduced fees under Section 41 (a) and (b) of Title
35, United States Code, to Patent and Trademark Office with regard to the invention entitled
 described in the specification filed herewith.

l have not assigned, granted, conveyed or licensed and I am under no obligation under contract or
law to assign, grant, convey or license, any rights in the invention to any person who could not be
classified as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if that person had made the invention,
or to any concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or a
nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e).

Each person, concern or organization to which I have assigned, granted, conveyed, or license or
are under an obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, convey, or license any rights in the
invention is listed below: A

No such person.

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status
resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status prior to paying or at the time of paying, the
earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status as a small

entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.28(b)).

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are
punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application, and
patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is directe

L WOOLFORK



NONPUBLICATION First Named Inventor: C. Earl Woolfork
UNDER

35 U.S.C. 1 22(b)(2)(B)(i) Title: FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

Atty Docket Number:

I hereby certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the subject
of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral agreement, that requires publication at
eighteen months after filing.

I hereby request that the attached application not be published under 35 U.S. C.
122(b).

glue?

ate Signature

____LE 

This request must be signed in compliance with 37 CFR 1.33(b) and submitted with the application upon
filing.

Applicant may rescind this nonpublication request at any time. If applicant rescinds a request that an
application not be published under 35 U.S.C 122(b), the application will be scheduled for publication at
eighteen months from the earliest claimed filing date for which a benefit is claimed.

If applicant subsequently files an application directed to the invention disclosed in the attached application
in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires publication of applications
eighteen months after filing, the applicant must notify the United States Patent and Trademark Office of
such filing within forty-five (45) days after the date of the filing of such foreign or international application.
Failure to do so will result in abandonment of this application (35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2)(B)(iii)).



IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In regards to application of:

Applicant: C, EARL WOOLFORK

Application: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM

Mail Stop Patent Application
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

EXPRESS MAIL CERTIFICATE MAILING UNDER 37 CFR § 1.10

"Express Mail" label number: EV 203842632

Date of Deposit: August 25, 2003

I hereby certify that the following attached correspondence comprising:

1 1 pages of specifications

2 pages of drawings
2 pages of transmittal letter

Combination Declaration & Power of Attorney
Small Entity Declaration

Nonpublication Request

Self addressed postcard
A check in the amount of $375.00

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to
Addressee" service under 37 CFR § 1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to:

Mail Stop Patent Application
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dated: K7‘9’¢Z;’V3
ANNEROSE BEECH
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A TO THE COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

The following preliminary amendment is submitted for US Patent Application No. 10/648,012

filed on 08-26-2003.

Applicant respectfully submits the following amendments to the application. Applicant believes

this amendment is supported by the original disclosure and that no new matter is added by this

amendment.



Amendments to the Specification begin on page 3 of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims that begins on page 9 of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 13 of this paper.
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 : (Place a replacement or new abstract on a separate sheet)

[0021] The fuzzy audio wireless music system utilizes a battery powered B.LLlEIQQIl:l

compliant transmitter to transmit a coded digital msignal from an

audio player device or source to a

battery poweredB headphone receiver without the use of wires. A battery

powered digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with amm audio source, such as, laptop and

desktop computers, portable compact disc players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette

pIayers,...,etc. The battery powered transmitter adds a unique user code

 and transmits it to the battery powered BLU.EJ'_0.0I|:t

compliant receiver headphones where a fuzzy logic detector 

 & Il:le£LLl.EIO_OIl:l

allow private listening without interference from other users,,and

.” I . . E .

 :

Please replace the paragraphs and the beginning of the specification with the following

rewritten paragraphs and beginning:

FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

This is a continuation—in-part of application Serial No. -1-Bree-777-39 _‘LQLQ2Z.39.1

which patent application is pending.

 

[0001] This invention relates to music audio player devices and more particularly to systems

that include headphone listening devices. The new audio music system uses an existing device

nQn;BL.L1EJ'_O_QT.l:l headphone jack

ylLlLe.d_headnho.nes.) of a music audio playermm 



. . .- to connect a

battery powered  m transmitter for digital wireless transmission of a

BLU.EI0.0.Il:l_ccmmunica1icn signal to a set of battery powered  receiver

headphones.

I I I . .I I I II I . I I I

[0002] Use of music audio headphones with music audio player devices such as radiortape

ou.-- ‘ H U to .u no- . on out _ ' ,havebeenin

use for may years. These systems incorporate an audio source having a 

headphone jack to which headphones may be connected by wire .

[0003] There are also known nattpcrtablc wireless headphones that may receive A:M:flfid

1nI£aEed_(.lB)tranSmiSSi0n5- However. 

these-systems Ibex do not allow use of a

simple plug in battery powered

BLlJ.EIO_QIl:LcQmpl1an1 transmitter for connection to any music audio player device jack, sueh—as:

for private listening to multiple users occupying the same space Existing

audio systems make use of electrical wire connections between the audio source and the

headphones to accomplish private listening to multiple users.

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for existing music

audio player devices to allow ccde.d_digital wireless

transmission to a headphone receiver

that accomplishes private

listening to multiple users occupying the same spacemm 

 

[0005] The present invention is directed to FAWM (Fuzzy Audio Wireless Music) systems for

coded digital transmission,  mmam of an «analog audio signal from any

music audio player device with a mm&u headphone jack to a receiver

headphone, musing 



utilized by the EAWM system to enhance hit detection. A battery powered digital BLlJ.EJ'_O_OItl

ccmpllant transmitter may include a headphone plug in communication with any of the previously

The FAWM system
I u 0 i . 6

interference from other users 

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will

become better understood with reference to the following drawings, description and claims.

 NMNG§

[0007] Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram representation of the FAWM system;

Figure 2 illustrates a graph of the high and low bit fuzzy logic if-then part fuzzy set

according to an embodiment of the invention.

 

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated modes for

carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is made merely

for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention.

[0009] Referring to Figure 1, a FAWM system 10 may include a battery powered

 transmitter 20 connected to a portable music audio player (or music audio

source) 80. The battery powered transmitter 20 

BLl.lE]'_O_OItl_tLonLend may be connected to the music audio source 80 

headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery powered 

transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional for transmitting a



coded-digttal modulated signal, mto a

receiving antenna 52 of a battery powered headphone receiver 50. The

battery powered receiver 50 may have headphone speakers 54 in

headphones 55 for listening to the sp£ead_sp.ecl;Lum demodulated and decoded d1'gitalB.LLl.EIODIl:i

communication signal. During decoding, fuzzy IQgic_detection may_be used 'giver"

_ d.&QQding_pe££oLman.ce._ The FAWM transmitter 20 may digitize the audio

signal This

 digital signal has a throughput of approximately 1.4 Mbps t.l1aLmay_b.e_a5

To reduce the effects of channel noise,

the battery powered transmitter 20 may use convolutional channel

encoding For further noise immunity, spread spectrum modulation, as_deflned_in

 mm may—be is utilized. The battery powered 

transmitter 20 may contain a shift register generator,  , that may

be used to create a unique user code. The unique user code generated is specifically associated

with one FAWM user, and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered FAWM

BJ..LlEIO_O_T_I:l_cQmp.l'Lant headphone receiver 50 of-that op.eLa1es:l_bLa particular user. The radio

frequency (RF) spectrum utilized (as taken from the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band),

may be approximately 2.4 GHZ .And the power radiated by

the transmitter adheres to the BLUETOOTH standard.

[0010] Referring to Figure 1, the digital sp.Lead_sp.ec1Lum modulated 

signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving antenna 52 and then spxeadspentmm

demodulated deceeleel—and—deinterleaved in the battery powered

 receiver 50 headphones. The battery powered 

receiver 50 may utilize fuzzy logic to optimize the hit detection of the received packet code.

[0011] Each receiver headphone 50 user may be able to listen

(privately) to high fidelity audio music, using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the

use of wires, and without interference from any otherB receiver headphone

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music



information to the battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format as

dfl These packets may flow to create a digital bit stream rate of

less than or equal to 1.0 Mbps m

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may also be received and detected by a fuzzy logic

detection system (,as_an_np1'Lon,) in the headset receiver 50

performance. For each consecutive packet received, the fuzzy logic detection system may compute

a conditional density with respect to the context and fuzziness of the user packet code vector, i.e.,

the received user code bits in each packet. The fuzzy logic detector d.etes:tin.n_s¥s.tem is-the-key

eomponenHe—tl=ie FAWM msysterrr—1&.

-- -- ~ - - - - -- -*2: as-v--a receiver50toenhancethebit

detection accuracy of the paclseLQo_de in the presence of noise, which may include other FAWM

users. Fuzziness may describe the ambiguity of the high bit (1)/low b.i1 (Q_o.g1_) bit event in the

received code within the packet.  e ]'JJe fuzzy  fim detector may

measure the degree to which a high/low bit occurs in the user packet code vector, which produces a

low probability of bit error in the presence of noise. The fuzzy logic detection system may use a set

of if—then rules to map the code bit inputs to validation outputs. These rules may be developed as if-

then statements.

[0014] The fuzzy logic detector d.e1eQt'tQn_s¥s1em in the battery powered BLL1E]'_O_OI_|:i

cQmnl1an.t_h.eadp.t1Q.n.e receiver 50 utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits

into two values; a low (_0_Qr_—1_) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if" rules

map the signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy set high value



i.e., a measure of the degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be to one.

[0015]

[0019] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detector dateotinmsyslem must be

followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the output aiotemanttoned fuzzy set to

a that_is

received by the transmitted  mm packet. have—been

detected:

[0020] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with respect to the

illustrated and preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the

foregoing and other changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit

and scope of the invention.



This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

|.l. ml. _

1. (currently amended): A fuzzy audio wireless music system for

 source-to-a-battery-powered headphone

receiver comprising:

aNQNfl headphone jack from an audio music source

in communication with a-eenneetable said battery powered transmitter;

said eonrreetable battery powered transmitter co.mLe£ts_aI1

digital signal at a signal rate

of approximately 1.4 Mbps ;

said A/B converter QQDEQ in communication with a shift register generator thatjs

 mmmme and a convolutional encoder -ancran

interleaver ;

said iriterleaver min communication with a spread spectrum

modulator ;

said spread spectrum modulator in communication with a

transmit antenna for wireless mtransmission of a coded

 mto a receiving antenna at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4

GHz ;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum demodulator tbaLis

 and a convolutional deirrterleaverarrd-a decoder; and

saidmm in

communication with a fuzzy logic detector



2. (currently amended): The fuzzy audio wireless music system as in claim 1 wherein

said battery powered headphone receiver having said fuzzy logic detector

deteciinmsystem with a detection method, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code 12115 having:

' ' ' all bits that make up the packet user

3. (currently amended): A battery powered headphone

receiver possibly having a an_additi1e fuzzy logic detector detection method, comprising the steps

of:

a) receiving a-user code bits having:

all bits that make up the packet user

activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x-irfiewhefein-the



 :and

d) performing a defuzzifying tuzzvlogic operation 

4. (currently amended): A method for battery powered digital wireless B.LLlE]'.O_OJ]:l

communication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery operated

 transmitter and a battery operated receiver

headphone comprising the step of:

connecting the plug attached to said battery operated 

transmitter to a the headphone jack of an audio music

source;

converting an a music audio signal to a digital signal

encoding the digital signal using a-eonvolutlenal

B.LLlE]'_Q.O_'[l:Ls1andaLd nanmlullanal encoding ;

creating a spread spectrum signal using a shift register

generator to modulate a unique user code ;

transmitting said BLl.lE]'_O_OIl:l_s1andaLd spread spectrum signal at a radio frequency

of approximately 2.4 GHz at a power level that adheres to the FEM BLLIE]'_Q_QI.l:l standard for

reception at a distance of-up-to-16 le.ss_tban approximately 30 feet from said battery operated

 transmitter;

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery

operated receiver headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal; and-optimal-bit
0" II iuiv

audio signal; and

communication said analog music audio signal to a headphone speaker wiihinjhe



5. (currently amended): Themm meihnd as in claim 4

wherein said receiver having a fuzzy logic detector

method comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a—user code hits having:

all bits that make up the p.as.‘J$e1 user



 

The applicant has provided the following analysis concerning non-introduction of new matter

for this preliminary amendment.

"A Special Interest Group (SIG) was formed to create an industry standard for short range low

power radio frequency (RF) connectivity to make free use of intellectural property in a specification.

The specification is called Bluetooth. The SIG determined a short range low power RF protocol for

personal wireless connectivity technologies that allow personal devices to oommunicate. The

Bluetooth wireless technology serves as a replacement of the interconnecting cables between

personal electronic devices. Because the FAWM design replaces the interconnecting cable between a

portable audio music device and a pair of headphones, it was necessary to follow the Bluetooth

specification to adhere to the RF, low power wireless protocol.

In the initial patent application and the CIP the Bluetooth protocol was described, but the name

(Bluetooth) was not called out. The key Bluetooth specifications are as follows: The (1) carrier

frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz is in the ISM (Industrial, Scientific, & Medical) band, and the (2)

data rate is approximately 1 Mbps. The (3) transmit power is not greater than 100 mW (milliwatts),

and has a (4) operating range up to 30 ft (or 10 m). To correct errors that may occur during packet

transmission, (5) convolutional encoding is used. Finally, (6) spread spectrum technology is used for

maximum immunity to interference.

Each of the Bluetooth specifications listed has been included in the initial patent application

and the CIP''.

No additional fee for claims is seen to be required.

If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

DENNIS W. BEECH

Reg. No.: 35,443

DW B/ab



IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

_ n regards to application of:

Serial Number: 10/648,012

Applicant: C. Earl Woolfork

Filing Date: 08/26/2003
Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM

TC/AU: 2644

Examiner: Graham, Andrew R.

Mail Stop Non-Fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

EXPRESS MAIL CERTIFICATE MAILING UNDER 37 CFR § 1.10

"Express Mail" label number: EV 482347413 US

Date of Deposit: October 25, 2004

I hereby certify that the following attached correspondence comprising:

13 Pages of response

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee"
service under 37 CFR § 1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to:

Mail Stop Non-Fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

ANNEROSE BEECH
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Law Offices of

DENNIS W. BEECH

mg - Newland Center Meridien Building
19900 Beach Blvd., Suite C-2 1007 West Avenue M-14, Suite C-10
Huntington Beach, CA 92648 Palmdale, California 93551

BUS: (714)378-0212 BUS: (805) 273-0503
FAX: (714) 378-0262 RESPOND TO: HUNTINGTON BEACH FAX: (714) 378-0262

October 25, 2004

Mail Stop Patent Application EXPRESS MAIL ,
Commissioner for Patents . . »

Group Director of Group 2644 ' I E V LI 3 E 3 LI I: 5 :1 =1 U
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

Enclosed is a petition to make special for:

Serial’ Number: 10/648,012

Applicant: C. Earl Woolfork

Filing Date: 08/26/2003

Group Art Unit: 2644

Examiner: Graham, Andrew R.

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM (A.K.A. FAWM)

PETITION TO MAKE SPECIAL BASED ON AN INFRINGING PRODUCT ACTUALLY ON THE
MARKET; 37 CFR 1.102 and MPEP 708.02 II

Applicant hereby petitions to make this application special because he believes that there is an

infringing product and method of use actually on the market.

As a showing of this fact, accompanying this petition is:

A declaration by the applicant.

A fee of $130.00 is required and is enclosed.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

%J
DENNIS W. BEECH

Reg. No.: 35443

DWB/ab

Enclosures

10/E8/E004 EIIREGIIYI 00000066 1064801?

01 I-'C:1460 130.00 III‘



DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF

PETITION TO MAKE SPECIAL

AN INFRINGING PRODUCT ON THE MARKET

C. Earl Woolfork

500 Santa Paula Ave.

Pasadena, CA 91107

am

X the inventor

I3 have the following interest or relationship to the above identified invention

hereby declare the following:

That there is an infringing product or products actually on the market. One such product is

that currently advertised for sale by Bluetake lnc., 525 Parriott Place, City of Industry, CA 91745.

The device is currently being marketed and sold as a I-PHONE, Bluetooth Hi-Fi Sports Headphone.

The infringing device has specifications and is produced as disclosed and claimed in my currently

pending patent application.

A rigid comparison of the alleged infringing product and method of use with the claims of the

application has been made, and that, in my opinion, some of the claims are unquestionably infringed.

PROOF OF INFRINGEMENT

FUNCTIONALITY:

EAIALM

A transmitter plugs into the existing headphone jack to transmit an audio signal, from an

audio source such as a portable cassette player, portable CD player, portable MP3 player, laptop or

desktop computer and the like for wireless transmission to a headphone speaker receiver. (1 FF)

(Reference claim 1 and “BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION’’ of both the original patent submittal

and CIP.)

A FAWM user is not subjected to interference from any other FAWM users (i.e., in the same



way a wired system would prevent one user from hearing what the other user is listening to). (2FF)

(Reference “BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION” of the original patent submittal and CIP.)

Bluetake

A transmitter (called a “Audio Dong|e”) plugs into the audio jack of an audio device such as a

portable CD player, portable cassette player, portable MP3 player, laptop or desktop computer to

provide wireless transmission to a headphone speaker receiver (Bluetake calls it a “Sports

Headphone"). (1FB)

The Bluetake system (called the “i-phono”) prevents one user from interfering with any other

“i-phono" users. (2FB)

SPECIFICATION:

EEIMHI .| “I H E .

The FAWM radio frequency (RF) utilized is approximately 2.4 GHz. (1SF)

(Reference “DETAILED DESCRIPTION" of original patent submittal and claim 1 of the CIP.)

The FAWM data rate used is approximately 1.4 Mbps (2SF)

(Reference claim 1 of the CIP.)

The FAWM modulation technique used is called Spread Spectrum (3SF)

(Reference “DETAILED DESCRIPTION” of original patent submittal and claim 1 of the CIP.)

The FAWM transmitter and receiver are both battery operated. (4SF)

(Reference claim 1 of the CIP.)

BIIII .:”H B.

The Bluetake system uses a RF (radio frequency) of 2.4 -2.48 GHz. (1SB)

The data rate for the Bluetake system is 1.0 Mbps (2SB)

The modulation technique used in the Bluetake system is called Spread Spectrum (3SB)

The Bluetake transmitter and receiver are both battery operated. (4SB)

SUMMARY:

By observing the previously described functionality and specifications of the Fuzzy Audio

Wireless Music (FAWM) system and B|uetake's “i-phono" system it is evident that Bluetake is

infringing the US Patent Application No. 10/648,012. By observing the functionality items 1FF (the

FAWM system) and 1FB, (the Bluetake system) it is clear that both perform the same function on the

same devices. It is especially important to note that both devices are portable and utilize the

3



standard headphone jack.

Functionality items 2FF (the FAWM system) and 2FB (the Bluetake system) both prevent one

user from interfering with another user. Furthermore, both systems operate as well as a wired

system, but without the use of wires.

Specification items 1SF (the FAWM system), 1SB (the Bluetake system), 2SF and 2SB show

that similar frequency and date rate are utilized.

Specification items 3SF (the FAWM system) and 35B (the Bluetake system) prove that both

systems utilize the spread spectrum modulation technique to provide a unique user code and reduce

the probability of interference.

Specification items 4SF and 4SB show that both systems are battery operated to allow

portability.

Please note that a wireless protocol exists to successfully design a short-range low power

wireless system (i.e., a RF wireless system that operates within a range of 30 feet). A Special

Interest Group (SIG) developed the protocol and the SIG called it “BLUETOOTH.” The FAWM

system adheres to the BLUETOOTH protocol for short-range low power wireless units

(Li;-.rM3.2ti..:et.:2ar2:l3.§.i;y**«‘,z). This protocol (or standard) is adhered to and described in both the original

patent submittal and the CIP although the name BLUETOOTH was omitted. Bluetake's “i-phono" also

adheres to the BLUETOOTH protocol (or standard)-.

SUMMARY INFORMATION REGARDING CLAIM 1 OF THE PATENT APPLICATION:

Claim 1 of the original patent submittal and the CIP specifies the unique method the FAWM

utilizes to extract audio music from the existing standard headphone jack of audio music devices,

such as portable CD players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette players, laptop and desktop

computers, to convert the analog music signal (from the headphone jack) into a coded digital signal

and transmit it to a receiver headphone speaker without the use of wires and without interference

from other users.

As of the FAWM conception, no other communication system used‘ front end transmitter

electronics (i.e., AID converter/CODEC) to convert the analog music signal (coming from the

standard headphone jack of any of the audio music devices listed previously) to a coded digital signal

for wireless transmission at a data rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps.

Furthermore, until the FAWM conception, spread spectrum technology was never applied to a

communication system (both the transmitter and receiver) to provide a user of any of the above listed

audio music devices the ability to hear music privately without the use of wires and without

interference from other users. In short, no other individual FAWM user will hear the music of another

FAWM user because of the secure wireless link spread spectrum technology provides.

4



Finally, until the FAWM conception, no other communication system applied an operating

frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz (that adheres to the lSM/BLUETOOTH standard) to a system

(i.e., the FAWM) that enables an individual to hear audio music with a headphone speaker, from the

audio music devices previously listed, without the use of wires and without interference from other

users.

All of the items just cited in claim 1 of the original patent submittal and CIP, have been

duplicated by “Bluetake's” “i-phono” system. Their “i-phono” system functions the same as the

FAWM system that preceded it.

I made a careful and through search of the prior art and have a good knowledge of the prior

art. I have more than 20 years of experience in the electrical engineering business. I have over 8

years of experience in signal processing electronic communication products and methods of use. My

schooling is B.S.E.E. (currently pursuing M.S.E.E.). Prior to filing the current patent application for

wireless digital audio system, I had a search of prior art performed and a search was performed

relative to the parent application on which the current ClP application depends. I believe that the

current CIP patent application is allowable over the prior art currently in the File Wrapper and

overcomes the previous examination rejections.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all

statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements

were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by

fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that

such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued

thereon.

C. Earl Woolfork
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DE TAILEED ACTION

Response to Remarks/Amendment

l. Applicant's arguments filed October 25, 2004 that pertain to

the concurrently submitted amendments have been fully considered but

they are not persuasive in terms of the non-introduction of new

matter.

The remarks state that the Bluetooth protocol was described, but

not identified by name (page l3, lines 12-13). The remarks then

denote six criterion as ‘key Bluetooth specifications’ (page 13, lines

13-18). Based on these specifications, which are stated to have been

included in the initial patent application and present, continuation-

in-part application, the applicant submits that the amendment does not

introduce new matter (page 13, lines 2-3 and 19-20).

However, the examiner respectfully submits that the relationship

between the applicant's disclosure(s) and the Bluetooth protocol are

not mutually inclusive. In other words, properties included in the

applicant's specification are paralleled in the properties of the

Bluetooth protocol, but the Bluetooth protocol includes other

properties that are not addressed by the applicant's specification.

As such, to amended the application to state that the transmitter

involved a “BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter” (see Claim 1 and

paragraph 0008) means that the now-claimed transmitted involves all of

the requirements for the transmitter that are defined in the Bluetooth

protocol. Certain ones of these requirements for a transmitter were

not addressed by the applicant's original or CIP disclosures. As the
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amendment suggests that these certain requirements are included, such

'an amendment is considered to introduce new matter. For example, the

Bluetooth protocol requires that the transmitted initial center

frequency be i75 kHz from the ideal center frequency (Fc) and has a

maximum drift rate of 400 Hz/us, as is described, for example, on page

23 of Version 1.0 B of the Bluetooth Specification. Such requirements

are not addressed by the applicant's initial or CIP disclosures, which

causes the Bluetooth compliant transmitter of the present Version of

the disclosure/claims to incorporate new matter.

Also, the applicant's disclosure states that the transmitter is a

differential phase shift key transmitter (page 4, lines 1-4 of the

initial disclosure, application number 10/027391; the disclosure

originally submitted with the present application does not-discuss a

shift keying). The Bluetooth standard, however, uses a Gaussian

frequency shift keying (GFSK), as is defined on page 21 of the Version

1.0 B specification. Accordingly, the two systems utilize different

shift keying schemes, and the system of the applicant appears to not

be Bluetooth-based, in light of the disclosure of the initial

application. As the GFSK is a requirement of the Bluetooth protocol

and the disclosure of the present application (CIP) is at least silent

to involved/any shift keying, the transmission scheme of the present

application (CIP) at least cannot be described as “Bluetooth

communication" because the CIP’s initial disclosure does not include

the necessary support.
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Furthermore, the general recitation of “Bluetooth” is considered

indefinite because it does not delimit a version number of the

Bluetooth specification. Accordingly, the-presently amended

disclosure does not clearly delimit which version(s) of the Bluetooth

specification, including future versions that have not been published,

certain phrases such as “BLUETOOTH compliant” are intended to refer.

Specification

The amendment filed 10/25/04 is objected to under 35 U.S.C.

132 because it introduces new matter into the disclosure. 35 U.S.C.

132 states that no amendment shall introduce new matter into the

disclosure of the invention. As further discussed in the above

paragraph, amended references to the Bluetooth protocol do not have

support found in the initial disclosure of this CIP application. Such

references, and other recitations of new matter, are required to be

cancelled from the amended version of the disclosure, as follows:

- Page 3, lines 3-4, 6, 7, 10, 11-12: “BLUETOOTH compliant”,

made in references to the transmitter and receiver; as

explained above, at least the modulation performed in a

BLUETOOTH system is not supported by the original disclosure.

Page 3, lines 4 and 13-14: “BLUETOOTH communication" made in

reference to a transmitted signal and FAWM system; as

explained above, at least the modulation performed in a

BLUETOOTH system is not supported by the original disclosure
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Page 3, lines 5 and 25: “non—BLUETOOTH”, made in reference to

the jack; such a restriction on the nature of the jack is not

clearly supported by the original disclosure

Page 3, line 11: “as defined in the BLUETOOTH standard”

imparts properties to the code not supported by the original

disclosure

Page 4, lines 2, 3, 15, 18, 24, and 25: “BLUETOOTH compliant”

infers characteristics upon the transmitter, receiver, and

other addressed components that were not described in the

original disclosure

Page 4, lines 3: “BLUETOOTH communication” imparts

characteristics to the transmission not supported by the

original disclosure

Page 4, lines 4-5: “BLUETOOTH is a worldwide wireless

standard. Detailed information regarding the standard is

available on the web site www.bluetooth.com." includes

information not found in the initial disclosure

Page 4, line 11: “non-portable” imparts information not found

in the initial disclosure

Page 4, line 12: “infrared (IR)" imparts information not found

in the initial disclosure, which cited ‘radio’ transmission

Page 4, lines 12-13. “these systems operate with narrow beam

width that requires a point-and-shoot style for reception” and

“They” present information not found in the initial disclosure
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Page 4, lines 29 and 31 “per the BLUETOOTH standard” and

“which adheres to the BLUETOOTH standard”, made in reference

to the transmission and receiver, conveys a relationship not

presented in the initial disclosure

Page 4, lines 9 and 30: “non-BLUETOOTH”, made in reference to

the jack

Page 5, lines 1-2, 5, 24, 25, 27: “BLUETOOTH compliant”, made

in reference to the transmitter and receiver

Page 5, lines 6-7: “BLUETOOTH communication” imparts‘

characteristics to the transmission not supported by the

original disclosure

Page 5, lines 25-26: “that utilizes a CODEC and BLUETOOTH

front end” is a property of the transmitter not disclosed or

supported by the originally filed specification

Page 5, line 26: “non-BLUETOOTH" conveys characteristics

associated with the headphone jack not supported by the

originally filed specification

Page 6, line 1: “which adheres to the BLUETOOTH standard”

imparts a characteristic to the modulated signal not supported

by the originally filed specification

Page 6, lines 2, 3, 6, 8, ll, 13, l4, l7, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28,

32, and 33: “BLUETOOTH compliant”, as discussed above, is not

a characteristic of the transmitter or receiver supported by

the original disclosure
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Page 6, lines 4-5: “BLUETOOTH communication” is not a

characteristic of the transmitted signal supported by the

original disclosure

Page 6, lines 7: “per the BLUETOOTH standard using a CODEC and

BLUETOOTH front end” is not a type of digitization nor set of

components supported for the transmitter of the original

disclosure

Page 6, lines 12-13: “as defined in the BLUETOOTH

specification" conveys a set of characteristics to the spread

spectrum modulation not supported in the original disclosure

Page 6, line 14: “or the like”, conveys analogous generators

that were not clearly considered in the original disclosure as

filed

Page 6, line 19: “as defined in the BLUETOOTH standard”

assesses particular characteristics to the 2.4 GHZ spectrum

usage that are not supported by the original disclosure

Page 6, line 23: “per the BLUETOOTH specification” conveys a

set of characteristics to the spread spectrum demodulation not

supported in the original disclosure

Page 6, line 25: “packet” asserts that the fuzzy logic may be

used to increase the bit detection of the overall packet

(which comprises the user code, along with other data). The

originally filed disclosure only denotes the use of fuzzy

logic with the user code. As such, optimizing the packet code
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is considered to suggest enhancing more than just the user

code, which is unsubstantiated.

Page 7, lines 1, 9, 18-19: “BLUETOOTH compliant” as discussed

above, is not a characteristic of the transmitter or receiver

supported by the original disclosure

Page 7, lines 2 and 3: “as defined in the BLUETOOTH standard”

conveys characteristics of the format and bit stream rate not

supported by the original disclosure

Page 7, line 4: the strikethrough of “user” suggests that code

bits in each packet other than those related to the user code

may be processed by the fuzzy logic detector, which is not

supported by the original disclosure. The same objection

applied to “packet code” in line 11, the strikethrough of

“user” and addition of “packet” in line 14, the strikethough

of “user” in line 20, and the lack of a “user” qualifier

before the word “code” in lines 30 and 31.

Page 8, line 18 and 27, “BLUETOOTH standard” imparts

characteristics to the packet that were fully supported in the

original disclosure

Page 8, line 27, “BLUETOOTH compliant” imparts characteristics

to the receiver was not fully supported in the original

disclosure

Per MPEP 608.04, the applicant is required to cancel the new

matter in the reply to this Office action.
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Drawings

3. The drawings are objected to under 37 CFR 1.83(a). The

drawings must show every feature of the invention specified in the

claims. Therefore, each of the components recited in the claims, such

as the codec, Bluetooth front end, shift register generator, encoder,

decoder, modulator, demodulator, decoder, fuzzy logic system, as well

as the steps of the methods, such as the receiving of a BLUETOOTH

compliant packet, activating a fuzzy logic “if” rule, activating a

fuzzy logic “then” rule, and performing a defuzzifying operation must

be shown in the drawing or the feature(s) canceled from the claim(s).

No new matter should be entered.

Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are

required in reply to the Office action to avoid abandonment of the

application. Any amended replacement drawing sheet should include all

of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet,

even if only one figure is being amended. The figure or figure number

of an amended drawing should not be labeled as “amended.” If a drawing

figure is to be canceled, the appropriate figure must be removed from

the replacement sheet, and where necessary, the remaining figures must_

be renumbered and appropriate changes made to the brief description of

the several views of the drawings for consistency. Additional

replacement sheets may be necessary to show the renumbering of the

remaining figures. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date

of an application must be labeled in the top margin as either

“Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet” pursuant to 37 CFR l.l2l(d). If the
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changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will be

notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next

Office action. The objection to the drawings will not be held in

abeyance.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112 - 1" paragraph

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C.

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and
of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear,
concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to
which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and
use the same and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out his invention.

4. Claims 1-5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. ll2, first paragraph,

as failing to comply with the written description requirement. The

claim(s) contains subject matter which was not described in the

specification in such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in

the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the time the application was

filed, had possession of the claimed invention. The grounds upon

which the following limitations are considered to involve new matter

is discussed in further detail above, in regards to the corresponding

matter found in the specification.

Claim 1 contains the following limitations which incorporate new

matter:

Line 2: “BLUETOOTH communication" suggests a form of transmission

not supported in the original disclosure
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Lines 2, 6, and 9: “NON BLUETOOTH” imparts restrictions on the

jack not provided for in the original disclosure

Lines 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24: “BLUETOOTH

compliant” imparts requirements on the transmitter, headphone, packet,

generator, modulator, transmission, and demodulator not provided for

in the original disclosure

Lines 11 and 13: a “CODEC” is not clearly provided for in the

original disclosure

Line 11: a “BLUETOOTH front end" is not clearly provided for in

the original disclosure

Lines 12 and 21: “as defined in the BLUETOOTH standard” imparts a

correlation not clearly denoted in the original disclosure

Claim 2 contains the following limitations which incorporate new

matter:

Line 2: “BLUETOOTH compliant” imparts requirements on the

headphone receiver not provided for in the original disclosure

Line 3: “BLUETOOTH compliant packet” imparts requirements upon

the packet not supported in the original disclosure

Line 10: “for each bit energy in the packet code" involves

executing the logic ‘if’ on each of the bits in the packet, instead of

only the user code; the original disclosure only supports the

execution of such a rule on the user code bits (paragraphs 0013-0016

of the original disclosure)

Lines 13-14: “on each received bit energy” involves executing the

logic ‘then’ on each of the bits in the packet, instead of only the
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user code; the original disclosure only supports the execution of such

a rule on the user code bits (paragraphs 0017-0018 of the original

disclosure)

Claim 3 contains the following limitations which incorporate new

matter:

Line 1: “BLUETOOTH compliant” imparts requirements on the

headphone receiver not provided for in the original disclosure

Line 4: “BLUETOOTH compliant packet” imparts requirements upon

the packet not supported in the original disclosure

Line 10: “for each bit energy in the packet code” involves

executing the logic ‘if’ on each of the bits in the packet, instead of

only the user code; the original disclosure only supports the

execution of such a rule on the user code bits (paragraphs 0013-0016

of the original disclosure)

Lines 13-14: “on each received bit energy” involves executing the

logic ‘then’ on each of the bits in the packet, instead of only the

user code; the original disclosure only supports the execution of such

a rule on the user code bits (paragraphs 0017-0018 of the original

disclosure)

Claim 4 contains the following limitations which incorporate new

matter:

Lines 1-2, 8, 12, 25 and 27: “BLUETOOTH communication” suggests a

form of transmission not supported in the original disclosure

Line 6: “non BLUETOOTH” imparts restrictions on the jack not

provided for in the original disclosure
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Lines 3, 5, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 30: “BLUETOOTH compliant” imparts

requirements on the transmitter, receiver, and spread spectrum signal.

not provided for in the original disclosure

Line 10: a “CODEC" is not clearly provided for in the original

disclosure

Lines 10-11: a “BLUETOOTH front end" is not clearly provided for

in the original disclosure

Lines 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 25: “BLUETOOTH standard", “adheres

to the BLUETOOTH standard”, and “as defined in the BLUETOOTH standard”

imparts a correlation not clearly denoted in the original disclosure

Line 18: “less than approximately 30 feet” imparts a range not

clearly denoted in the original disclosure

Claim 5 contains the following limitations which incorporate new

matter:

Line 2: “BLUETOOTH compliant" imparts requirements on the

receiver not provided for in the original disclosure

Line 4: “BLUETOOTH compliant packet" imparts requirements upon

the packet not supported in the original disclosure

Line 10: “for each bit energy in the packet code” involves

executing the logic ‘if’ on each of the bits in the packet, instead of

only the user code; the original disclosure only supports the

execution of such a rule on the user code bits (paragraphs 0013-0016

of the original disclosure)

Lines 13-14: “on each received bit energy” involves executing the

logic ‘then’ on each of the bits in the packet, instead of only the
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user code; the original disclosure only supports the execution of such

a rule on the user code bits (paragraphs 0017-0018 of the original

disclosure)

Claims 4 and 5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement. The

claim(s) contains subject matter which was not described in the

specification in such a way as to enable one skilled in the art to

which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make

and/or use the invention.

Claim 4, lines 25-26 state “with an option to apply fuzzy logic

detection system". However, the details of how this system is made

“optionally applicable”, such as the physical connections or

functional basis upon which the system is opted in or out of the

processing sequence, are not disclosed nor suggested by the original

disclosure.

Claim 4 also recites “BLUETOOTH standard convolutional encoding”

and “convolutional decoding of said BLUETOOTH communications signal as

defined in the BLUETOOTH standard” in lines 13 and 24-25. The

I BLUETOOTH standard does not clearly disclose the concept of

“convolutional” encoding or decoding, as is conventionally understood

by the terminology. Accordingly, until further corrected or

clarified, such encoding and decoding per the BLUETOOTH standard is

considered not enabled.
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Claim 5 is rejected due to its respective dependency upon Claim

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112 - Zmiparagraph

The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C.

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly
pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant
regards as his invention.

6. Claim 3 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly

‘claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

Claim 3 states that the receiver “possibly” has an additive fuzzy

logic detection system. The phrase "possibly" renders the claim

indefinite because it is unclear whether the limitations following the

phrase are part of the claimed invention.

Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the

basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically
disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the
differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior
art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at
the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the
art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be
negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

7. Claims 1-5 are rejected under U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Mooney et al (US 20030045235) in View of Altstatt

(USPN 5771441) and Benthin et al (USPN 5790595). Hereafter, “Mooney
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et al” will be referred to as “Mooney”. “Benthin et al” will be

referred to as “Benthin”. In this rejection, Mooney makes repeated

reference to the BLUETOOTH protocol of communication. To this end,

the Specification of the Bluetooth System, Version 1.0 B (hereafter,

“Bluetooth Specification") will on occasion be cited to illustrate

that certain explicit limitations of the claims are inherently

included in Mooney's reference to the BLUETOOTH protocol.

Mooney teaches a dongle for converting the headset jack of a

telephone into a wireless communication port for a BLUETOOTH-enabled

wireless headset.

Specifically regarding Claim 1, Mooney teaches:

A fuzzy audio wireless system for BLUETOOTH communication of an

audio signal (system and function of Figure 1; p. 0036)

from the non-BLUETOOTH analog headphone jack (“analog audio

jack”, 252; p. 0036, 0047) connected to a BLUETOOTH compliant

transmitter (100, p.0041,0051)and

received by a BLUETOOTH compliant headphone receiver

(504)(p.O048)comprising:

a NON-BLUETOOTH compliant analog headphone jack (“analog audio

jack” of conventional telephone that does not have BLUETOOTH

installed; p. 0025, 0036) from an audio source (170) in communication

(signals received over 252) with said BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter

(1o0)(p.0047);

said BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter (100) converts an analog

audio signal (input from 252) from said existing non-BLUETOOTH analog
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headphone jack (connection from 170 to 252) to a BLUETOOTH compliant

digital signal using a CODEC (204) and a BLUETOOTH front end (202)(p.

OO44,0048,0053,0059)

at a signal rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps as defined in the

BLUETOOTH standard (inherent, enabling BLUETOOTH communication

involves adhering to BLUETOOTH required bit rate, 1 Mbps, as denoted

on page 44 of BLUETOOTH specification);

said CODEC (204) in communication with a shift register generator

(LFSR, part of BLUETOOTH front end 202) that is BLUETOOTH compliant to

create a unique user code (BLUETOOTH device address

BD_ADDR)(inherently part of BLUETOOTH front end 202; see pages 143-147

of BLUETOOTH specification regarding use of LFSR in generating

BD_ADDR)

said shift register generator (LFSR involved in generating

BD_ADDR) in communication with a spread spectrum modulator (circuitry

of 202 that generates and applies hopping sequence; hopping sequence

based on BD_ADDR of master, see page 43 of BLUETOOTH specification)

that is BLUETOOTH compliant (inherent, part of BLUETOOTH front end

202);

said BLUETOOTH compliant spread spectrum modulator (inherent,

circuitry that implements determined hop frequency, performs FM

modulation in 202, see page 41 of BLUETOOTH specification) in

communication with a transmit antenna (antenna, Figure 2 of Mooney)

for BLUETOOTH compliant transmission of a coded BLUETOOTH compliant

packet (output of 202, establishment of communication between 100 and
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504, p. 0039; see also page 41 of BLUETOOTH specification for

modulation of packets)

to a receiving antenna (antenna on 504, Figure 1) at a radio

frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ as defined in the BLUETOOTH

standard (inherent, BLUETOOTH communication in system of Mooney, see

page 43 of BLUETOOTH specification),

said receiving antenna (on 504, Figure 1) in communication with a

spread spectrum demodulator (inherently part of 504, frequency hop

transceiver involves FM modulation, and thus, inherently demodulation

from the hop frequency and GFSK based frequency deviations; see pages

41,44 of BLUETOOTH specification) that is BLUETOOTH compliant

(inherently compliant as it receives BLUETOOTH communication signal)

However, Mooney does not clearly specify:

- that the BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter is battery powered

- that the BLUETOOTH compliant headphone receiver is battery

powered

- that the analog audio signal is an analog audio music signal

Altstatt teaches an audio dongle for an portable audio device

that utilizes a RF connection to interface a pair of wireless

headphones.

Specifically regarding Claim 1, Altstatt teaches:

the BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter is battery powered (col.

4, lines 36-39)

the BLUETOOTH compliant headphone receiver is battery powered

(inherent, headphones are wireless, col. 4, lines 48-67, but
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require power for receiver circuitry, col. 8, lines 51-67; col.

9, lines 1-19)

the analog audio signal is an analog audio music signal (input

source 10 comprises radio, cassette player, CD player, col. 4,

lines‘29-34)

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made, it would have been obvious to modify the system of Mooney to

utilize battery powered components and connect to audio sources, as is

taught by Altstatt. The motivation behind the use of battery

components would have been the elimination of wires or external

connections for the provision of power to the transmitter, source, and

headset. The connection to audio sources, such as a portable radio or

cassette player, would have enabled the wireless headset of Mooney to

receive user-selected music, such as that prerecorded on a medium, for

enjoyment during exercising, rollerblading, and other physical

activities that involve a great deal of arm motion.

However, as part of this error correction encoding and decoding,

Mooney in view of Altstatt does not specify:

the use of a convolutional encoder in communication with the

CODEC

the use of convolutional decoder in communication with the

receiving antenna

a fuzzy logic detection system for additional decoding

performance in communication with the received, demodulated

signal from the spread spectrum demodulator
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Benthin teaches a method for reliably obtaining bit specific

information using soft data bits.

Specifically regarding Claim 1, Benthin teaches:

the use of.a convolutional encoder (Viterbi decoding may be

used, per col. 5, lines 34-39, which inherently involves Viterbi

encoding of data groups in the channel; col. 1, lines 10-18; col.

5, lines 60-65) in communication with the CODEC (encoder as part

of front end 202, in communication with 204 in system of Mooney)

the use of convolutional decoder (Viterbi decoder, col. 5,

lines 34-39 in view of decoding in receive path of Mooney, as

illustrated in Figure 8.4 of BLUETOOTH specification) in

communication with the receiving antenna (10)(col. 1, lines 61-

63).

a fuzzy logic detection system (implemented in 12, determines

soft data bits)(Figure 1, function of Figure 2) for additional

decoding performance in communication with the received,

demodulated signal (output of 11) from the spread spectrum

demodulator (ll)(col. 2, lines 6~31 col. 5, lines 10-25)

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made, it would have been obvious to implement the convolutional

encoding scheme as well as the soft decision relevant components of

Benethin as part of the encoding and signal reception parts of the

system of Mooney in view of Altstatt. The motivation behind such a

modification would have been that convolutional encoding is well known
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in the art to perform well under high error conditions and is often

inexpensive to implement. The soft bit determining circuitry would

have improved the reliability of the decision relating to the hard

data bit equivalents of the received information, as is taught by

Benthin.

Regarding Claim 2, Mooney in view of Altstatt and Eenthin

particularly discloses:

said battery powered BLUETOOTH compliant headphone receiver (504

of Mooney, in View of 14 of Alstatt) having said fuzzy logic detection

system (12 of Benthin) with a detection method, comprising the steps

of:

a) receiving (step 1) a BLUETOOTH compliant packet code bits

having all bits that make up the packet code (col. 1, lines 61-67;

col. 2, lines 1-17);

b) activating a fuzzy logic if rule for each bit energy in the

packet code (aspect of step 2, determination of probability value for

each symbol, each symbol represents a group of bits, which involves

received energy; col. 2, lines 18-65; col. 3, lines 1-16 of Benthin)

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each

received energy bit (determining of a posteriori probability, step 3,

col. 3, lines 17-65 of Benthin); and

d) performing a defuzzifying fuzzy logic operation to relate the

bit energy to one of a digital one (1) and digital zero(0) bit

representation (col. 5, lines 22-49 of Benthin).
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Regarding Claim 3, please refer above to the rejection of the

similar limitations of Claim 2, noting that the derivation of a

posteriori probabilities in Benthin involve summation, which equates

to “additive”.

Regarding Claim 4, Mooney in View of Alstatt and Benthin teaches:

A method for battery powered wireless BLUETOOTH communication

transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music (from 10 of

Alstatt) between a battery operated BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter

(14 of Altstatt in view of 100 of Mooney) and a battery operated

BLUETOOTH compliant receiver headphone (504 of Mooney in View of 16 of

Altstatt) (para. 0027 of Mooney, in View of col. 4, lines 29-53 of

Altstatt) comprising the step of:

connecting the plug (18 of Alstatt) attached to said battery

operated BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter (14 of Altstatt in View of

communication scheme of Mooney) to the existing non-BLUETOOTH

compliant analog headphone jack (12) of an audio music source (10, of

Altstatt)(col. 4, lines 36-39);

_ converting an a music audio signal (from 10 of Altstatt) to a

BLUETOOTH communication signal using a CODEC (204) and A BLUETOOTH

front end (202)(para. 0047-0048, Figure 2);

encoding the BLUETOOTH communication signal using BLOETOOTH

standard convolutional encoding creating a BLUETOOTH standard spread

spectrum signal using a shift register generator to modulate a unique

user code that adheres to the BLUETOOTH standard (inherent, operation

of BLUETOOTH front end; para. 0048,0051);
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transmitting said BLUBTOOTH standard spread spectrum signal at a

radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ at a power level that adheres

to the BLUETOOTH standard (inherent, defined in BLUETOOTH

specification for BLUETOOTH front end 202 of Mooney)

for reception at a distance less than approximately 30 feet from

said battery operated BLUETOOTH compliant transmitter (Altstatt

requires 3 ft, col. 6, lines 41-46);

receiving said BLUETOOTH compliant spread spectrum signal at said

battery operated BLUETOOTH compliant receiver headphones (inherent,

reception of BLUETOOTH signal, para. 0017,0021 of Mooney);

demodulating said BLUETOOTH compliant spread spectrum signal

(inherent, part of BLUETOOTH communication implemented_by Mooney)

convolutional decoding of said BLUETOOTH communication signal as

defined in the BLUETOOTH standard (inherent, part of BLUETOOTH

communication of 504 implemented by Mooney, in view of Vitterbi

decoding of Benthin, col. 5, lines 34-39)

with an option to apply fuzzy logic detection system to enhance

bit detection performance (processing of BLUETOOTH communication

signal payload is optional, depending on packet type and enabled mode,

as defined by BLUETOOTH specification, part of BLUETOOTH communication

implemented by Mooney, page 86 of BLUETOOTH spec; Benthin teaches soft

decision for bits, col. 5, lines 10-49)

converting said BLUETOOTH communication signal back to said

analog music audio signal (inherent, output of digital payload of

Mooney into headset 504, para. 0048) and communicating said analog
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music audio signal to a headphone speaker (such as 26,28 of Alstatt)

within the BLUETOOTH compliant headphone receiver (504 of Mooney,

para. 0039, in View of 20 of Alstatt, col. 4, lines 48-51)

Regarding Claim 5, please refer above to the rejection of the

similar limitations of Claim 2.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to Andrew Graham

whose telephone number is 703-308-6729. The examiner can normally be

reached on Monday-Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM (EST).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful,

the examiner's supervisor, Sinh Tran can be reached at 571-272-7564.

The fax phone number for the organization where this application or

proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be

obtained from the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR)

system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for

unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For

more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, Contact the Electronic Business Center (BBC) at 866-217-

9197 (toll-free).
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 : (Place a replacement or new abstract on a separate sheet)

{B621-]_[nn_1_Z1 The fuzzy-audio wireless music system may utilize a battery

powered transmitter to transmit a coded digital Bl:l:lE=F99=FH

communication signal from an existing non-Bl:HE=Fe9TH analog headphone jack of a music audio

player device or source to a battery powered headphone receiver without the use of wires. A battery

powered digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with a standard analog headphone jack on a_an audio source, such as, laptop and

desktop computers, portable compact disc players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette players,

etc. The battery powered Bl:UE4=98=Fl-l-compliant transmitter adds a unique user code as-defined

 and transmits it to the battery powered 

receiver headphones where a fuzzy logic detection system may be used to enhance decoding

performance. The system will allow

private listening without interference from other users, and without the inconvenience of wires.

 :

Please replace the paragraphs and the beginning of the specification with the following

rewritten paragraphs and beginning:

 eWlRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

This is a continuation-in-part of application Serial No. 10/027,391

which patent application is pending.

 NflQN

[0001] This invention relates to music audio player devices and more particularly to systems

that include headphone listening devices. The new audio music system uses an existing non-

B’cUE-T96=FH headphone jack (i.e., this is the standard analog headphone jack that connects to

wired headphones) of a music audio player (i.e., portable CD player, portable cassette player,

portable A.M./F.M. radio, laptop/desktop computer, portable MP3 player, and the like) to connect a



battery powered transmitter for digital wireless transmission of a

 signal to a set of battery powered receiver

headphones.

[0002] Use of music audio headphones with music audio player devices such as portable

CD players, portable cassette players, portable A.M./F.M. radios, laptop/desktop computer. portable

MP3 players and the like, have been in use for many years. These systems usually incorporate an

audio source having a_an analog non-Bl:HEFeGT-H headphone jack to which headphones may be

connected by wire.

[0003] There are also known nen-portable wireless headphones that may receive infrared

(+R-) A.M. and F.M. radio transmissions. However, 

they do not allow use of a simple plug in (i.e.,

plug in to the existing analog audio headphone jack) battery powered 

transmitter for connection to any music audio player device jack, such as the above mentioned

music audio player devices, for coded digital wireless transmission and reception by Bl:l:lE'-F9e=FH

compliant headphones of audio music for private listening to multiple users occupying the same

space, without the use of wires. Existing audio systems make use of electrical wire connections

between the audio source and the headphones to accomplish private listening to multiple users.

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for existing music

audio player devices (i.e., the previously mentioned music devices), to allow coded digital wireless

transmission (using a battery powered transmitter) to a headphone receiver

(using battery powered receiver headphones) that accomplishes private

listening to multiple users occupying the same space without the use of wires.

 NflQN

[0005] The present invention is directed to j

for coded digital transmission 

of an analog audio signal from any music audio player device with an non-Bl:l:lE¥ee=FH analog

headphone jack to a receiver headphone . Fuzzy

logic technology may be utilized by the system to enhance bit

detection. A battery powered Bl:UlZ—Te9=Fl-l—ee1=npliant transmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with any of the previously mentioned music audio sources. For reception, a battery



powered headphone receiver may apply fuzzy logic to enhance us.er_co.d.e

bit detection. Fuzzy logic detection may be used to enhance user__code bit detection during

decoding of the '' signal. The FAWM wireless digital audio music

system will provide private listening without interference from other users and without the use of

wires.

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will

become better understood with reference to the following drawings, description and claims.

 

[0007] Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram representation of the

set- according to an embodiment of the invention.

 

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated modes for

carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is made merely

for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention.

[0009] Referring to Figure Fjgutes 1  , a system

10 may include a battery powered transmitter 20 connected to a portable

music audio player or music audio source 80. The battery powered 

d1gitaLaud'Lo_rnusic transmitter 20 that utilizesr%%e 32

and-BEUETGGTH frent—ertd may be connected to the music audio source 80 analog non-

BEHETGGTH headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery powered Bl:l:lE-'FG9TH



compliant transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional for

transmitting a spread spectrum modulatedsignal to a

receiving antenna 52 of a battery powered headphone receiver 50. The

battery powered Bl:Ul.FF99=Fl-l—eornplian+ receiver 50 may have headphone speakers 54 in

headphones 55 for listening to the spread spectrum demodulated and decoded BEUETGGTH

 transmitter 20 may digitize the audio signal per—the-Bl:HlZ—'FO9T-H

standard using a—eeBEe_an_AD_C and

BtUE¥e9=FH fi=ent—end. This digital signal has a throughput of

approximately 1.4 Mbps that may be as low as approximately 1.0 Mbps.

To reduce the effects of channel

noise, the battery powered Bl:HE=FGe=Fl-l—eei=np+iant transmitter 20 may use channel encoding 33. A

For further noise immunity, spread

spectrum modulation 42 is utilized. The battery powered

 transmitter 20 may contain a code shift-register

generator 451. (-SR6-), oHhe—like; that may be used to create a unique user code. The unique user

code generated is specifically associated with one user,

and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered 

headphone receiver 50 operated by a particular user. The radio frequency (RF) spectrum utilized

(as taken from the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band), may be approximately 2.4 GHz. as

defined-irr-the .And the power radiated by the 
transmitter adheres to the ISM lSM Bt:UET9e3FH standard.

[0010] Referring to Figure Eiguizea 1  , the spread spectrum modulated

Bl:HE-'F6e4=H—eornp+iant signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving antenna 52

and then spread spectrum demodulated

 me ,in the battery powered Bl:UE=Fee=l’-H

cemfifiant receiver 50 headphones.  mLm

Bl:l:lE=F9e=FH—edn=rpliant receiver 50 may utilize fuzzy logic to
optimize the bit detection of the received packet use: code.

[0011] Each receiver headphone 50 user may be able to listen



(privately) to high fidelity audio music, using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the

use of wires, and without interference from any other Bi:l:lE=F99=H-l-eorrrpliant receiver headphone

50 user. The fuzzy logic detection technique 6.1. that may be used in the FAWM could

provide greater user separation through optimizing code division in the 

headphone receiver.

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music

information to the battery powered Bvl:l:hfi9e4=H1:omp+iant receiver 50 in digital packet format as

-'_i'_ '.- .ii- ._ai ..- .- .i..; 6.:.i;.ii

These packets may flow to create a digital bit stream rate of less

than or equal to 1.0 Mbps

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may also be received and detected by a fuzzy logic

deteetof detection 61 system (as an option) in the headset receiver 50 to provide additional Leceiver

decoding performance. For each consecutive packet received, the fuzzy logic detector detection

system may compute a conditional density with respect to the context and fuzziness of the user

packet code vector, i.e., the received code bits in each packet. 

. Fuzziness may describe the

ambiguity of the high bit (1)/low bit (0 or_-1) bit event in the noisy received  m

packet. The fuzzy logic detection system 61 may measure the degree to which a high/low bit occurs

in the user packet code vector, which produces a low probability of bit error in the presence of noise.

The fuzzy logic detector detection system 5.1 may use a set of if-then rules to map the user code bit

inputs to validation outputs. These rules may be developed as if-then statements 61.

[0014] The fuzzy logic detection system 61 in the battery powered 

headphone receiver 50 utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two

values; a low (0 or_-1) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received. the "if" rules map

the signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy set high value to

some degree. See Figure 2A schematic block 61. Figure 2_4. schematic block 61 shows that -1

equals the maximum low bit energy representation and 1 equals the maximum high bit energy

representation. Due to additive noise, the user code bit energy may have some membership to low

and high as represented in 61 of Figure 2.4. The if-part fuzzy set may determine if each bit in the

user code, for every received packet, has a greater membership to a high bit representation or a low

bit representation. The more a user code bit energy



E99171

f00+3i

f661-9}_Lo.n151 The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detection system 61 must

be followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the aforementioned fuzzy set to a

bit energy representation (i.e., -1 or 1) that is received by the transmitted  afi

packet. The fuzzy logic detection system 61 may be used in the battery powered Bt:t-JETGGTH

compliant headset receiver 50 to enhance overall PAW-M system 10 decoding performance.

A channel decoder 66 may be in communication with the bandpass filter (BPF) 64. A

convert the digital signal back to an analog audio music signal. An analog low pass filter 72 may be

used to filter the analog audio music signal to pass a signal in the approximate 20 Hz to 20 kHz

frequency range and filter other frequencies. The analog audio n:u.Ls'Lc_signaI may then be

processed by a power amplifier 74 that may be optimized to for powering headphone speakers 54 to

optimize a high quality, low distortion audj9__music signal for hearing by a user wearing the

headphones 55.

f6626}_LOD.1.Z1 While the invention has been particularly shown and described with respect to

the illustrated and preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

the foregoing and other changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention.



This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

l.|. ml._

1. (currently amended): A fuzzy-audio wireless music system for spread

S,Qe.C2i.l'.LllIl Bi:UEFe9=FH communication of an audio music signal from the non-BL—HE-Te9=FH analog

headphone jack connected to a battery powered 

transmitter and received by a battery powered headphone

receiver comprising:

a_an analog headphone jack from an audio music

source in communication with said_a battery powered transmitter;

said battery powered transmitter converts an analog

audio music signal from said existing non-BbHlZ—'FG9¥H analog headphone jack to a Bl:l:HI—Te6¥H

compliant digital signal using front-end

Wfl at a signal rate ofJ.es§_than approximately -1-.-4.1.0 Mbps as-de=Fined—in-the



antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum 

demodulator -- '

2. (canceled):

3. (canceled):

4. (currently amended): A method for battery powered wireless Bl:UE¥e9=FH

communication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery operated

B-l:U-E¥9G¥H-compliant digital transmitter and a battery operated Brl:U-EFGG-‘Fl-l-compliant digital

receiver h.ea.dpb.Qne comprising the step of:

connecting a—headphone the plug attached to said battery operated Bl:l:l£—15e9=FH

eomp+iant digital transmitter to the existing analog headphone jack of

an audio music source;

converting a music audio signal to a Bl:b‘E¥9G=FH digital communication signal

using a front-end;

encoding the Bl:HEFGe¥H communication signal using Bl:b*lI—‘F9e=FH-standard

channel encoding;

digital low pass filtering the communication signal;

modulating the digital communication signal using a digital modulator;



creating a BL-UE=Fe9=FH-standard spread spectrum signal using a code shift-register

generator to modulate a unique user code ;

transmitting said Bl:UEF99=Fl+s-tafidafd spread spectrum signal at a radio frequency

of approximately 2.4 GHz at a power levelma% for reception

at a distance less-than up to approximately 10 39 feet from said battery operated Bl:UE—'Fe9¥H

compliant transmitter;

receiving said Bl:l:lEFee=FH-compliant spread spectrum signal at said battery

operated Bl:HEFee3FH-compliant receiver headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal;

demodulating said digital communication signal;

bandpass filtering said digital communication signal;

d1anI1eLdecoding of said Bl:UE=F9e¥H digital communication signal aswdefined-in-the

converting said Bl:UEFe9=l'-H digital communication signal back to said analog music

audio signal using a and

communication said analog music audio signal to a headphone speaker within the

Brl:UlZ—'Fee¥l-l—compliant headphone receiver.

5. (canceled):

6. (new): An audio music digital wireless transmitter for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from an analog headphone jack connected to a battery

powered spread spectrum transmitter comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal from

said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in communication with an

encoder at a signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps ;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital low pass filter ;

said digital low pass filter in communication with a digital modulator ;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication



modulator that utilizes a code generator to create user code; and

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a receiving
antenna.

7. (new): An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum communication

of an audio music signal to be received by a battery powered spread spectrum headphone receiver

comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal in

the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing to a

speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user wearing the

headphones.



 

The attached sheets of drawings include corrections made to original Figures 1 and 2, the

renumber of Figure 2 to Figure 4, and the addition of Figures 2 and 3 based on the examiner's

comments. These sheets replace original sheets 1 and 2.

Attachment: 2 Replacement Sheets and 1 New Sheets.



 

The recitations requested by the examiner to be cancelled in Office Action paragraph 2 and the

claim rejections in Office Action paragraph 4 based on 35 USC 112, first paragraph, have been

corrected in the amendments in this response except for the reference to a spread spectrum

modulation technique of Gaussian frequency shift keying (GFSK) and reference to a digital low pass

filter. It is believed these are part of the original disclosure. New claims 6 and 7 have been added.

Support for these claims is found in the original application, claims 1 and 5 and in the continuation-in-

part application specification.

While the term Gaussian frequency shift keying (GFSK) was not mentioned in the original

disclosure, it is stated that DPSK may be (not that it necessarily will be) utilized [original patent

application, pg 4/lines1-2] as a spread spectrum modulation technique. The original disclosure was

written to specify that a spread spectrum modulation technique is used [original patent application,

pg 4/lines 8 8. 11-12]. The type of spread spectrum modulation technique used is dependent on the

spread spectrum system that most effectively applies to the invention (i.e., direct sequence spread

spectrum or frequency hopping spread spectrum). The following shows how the original disclosure

was written to include the use of a phase shift keying (PSK) modulation scheme for a direct

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) system or a frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation scheme

for a frequency hopping spread spectrum system.

Characterizing the performance of a modulation method is a key step for comparison of

different modulation techniques. If it can be shown that two modulation techniques are equal in

performance, then it can be said that their performance characteristics are the same. Therefore, the

two modulation techniques under comparison are interchangeable.

A performance comparison of the bit error probability of DPSK (differential phase shift

keying) to both Noncoherent FSK (frequency shift keing), and coherent FSK [reference texts: Digital

Communication Techniques by M.K Simon, S.M. Hinedi, W.C. Lindsey (Chapter 7) and Wireless

Communications by Theodore S. Rappaport (Chapter 5)] is now presented. It can be proven that

the performance characteristics between DPSK and coherent FSK detection are the same. Also,

aside from a 3 dB difference in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the performance characteristics between

DPSK and noncoherent FSK are the same.



In what follows, the thread that ties DPSK and FSK modulation and detection techniques

together is disclosed. The basis of this thread is a special case of a unified analysis of certain

coherent and noncoherent binary communication systems performed many years ago by S. Stein

["Unified analysis of certain coherent and noncoherent binary communications systems.” IEEE

Transactions on Information Theory, vol. lT—10, no. 1, January 1964, pp. 43-51], which still stands as

a classic contribution in the field.

Consider the optimum DPSK receiver of Figure 7.2b (see page 443 of Digital Communication

Techniques) and the optimum coherent (see Figure 5.36 on page 258 of Rappaport) and

noncoherent receiver (see Figure 7.6 on page 458 of Digital Communication Techniques). We will

compare the error probability performances of these receivers for both messages m0 and m1, which

are defined on page 457 of Digital Communication Techniques for the two different

modulation/detection techniques. Please see pages 457,459 and 460 of Digital Communication

Techniques for the remainder of the proof.

In view of the proof, Figure 5.53 on page 287 of Rappaport, shows the performance curves

that support the proof. Further, Figure 5.53 of Rappaport clearly shows that the mathematical proof

given applies to the performance comparison of FSK coherent modulation/detection technique and

DPSK modulation/detection technique. The coherent FSK has the same probability statistics as

DPSK. This holds because the DPSK independent Gaussian random variables and variance are

equal to the coherent FSK independent Gaussian random variables and variance. Therefore, the

comparison case of error probability performance between coherent FSK and DPSK does not have

a 3 dB difference in SNR (see page 287 of Rappaport). The 3 dB difference in SNR between DPSK

modulation/detection and noncoherent modulation/detection can be seen in Figure 5.53 on page

287 of Rappaport. Further, page 286 of Rappaport supports the coherent FSK and DPSK bit error

probability performance similarities in equations 5.160 and 5.161. As proven, the performance of

coherent FSK modulation/detection and DPSK modulation/detection are similar.

Given the performance characteristics (shown in the proof) and the hardware architecture of

coherent FSK and DPSK, the original disclosure stated that DPSK modulation/detection may be

used (given a D883 system choice). But, within the scope of the invention [the “FAWM allows

multiple user operation within the same space.” (original application pg 4/lines 21-22 & continuation-

in-part application pg 1/lines 28-29)], a coherent FSK modulation/detection technique could be used



given a FHSS system choice.

A note about the digital low pass filter disclosed. The digital low pass filter was disclosed in

the original patent application on pg 3/|ine19. This digital low pass filter is a premodulation pulse

shaping type that can control sidelobe levels (i.e., “reduce unwanted out of band noise") to produce

good spectral efficiency and also create good constant envelope properties.

The CODEC function was disclosed within the original application as A/D and D/A

conversion and compression. A CODEC (also called an A/D converter) is defined as Coder/decoder

equipment (in this case integrated chip) used to convert and compress analog video and audio

signals into a digital format for transmission, then convert them back to analog signals upon

reaching their destination. This was disclosed as two elements in the original application (pg

3/lines15-17). The A/D converter serves to convert and compress the analog music signal. By

stating that a “4 bit A/D converter" is utilized, it is understood (based on the scope of the invention)

that the analog music information is compressed (see page 131 of Communication Networks: A First

Course, by Jean Walrand) because of the low number of bits (4 bits) needed to transmit a portion of

the information. The number of bits needed to transmit a given piece of information can be reduced

by a technique called information compression [Communication Networks: A First Course. by Jean

Walrand, page 131]. It is stated in the original application (pg 3/line15) that the “approximate range”

is 2OHz to 20kHz (analog music frequency band), so the bit rate at this point can be calculated as

follows:

(48kHz) x (4bits) x 2 = 384 kbps [compressed] (1)

where, 48kHz is the sample rate (this satisfies Nyquist’s sampling theorem), the quantization is 4

bits, and the 2 represents the right and left audio channel

(48kHz)x(16bits)x2=1.53Mbps [uncompressed] (2)

(96kHz) x (4bits) x 2 = 768 kbps [compressed] (3)

(96kHz) x (16bits) x 2 =3.0Mbps [uncompressed] (4)



(128kHz) x (4bits) x 2 = 1Mbps kbps [compressed] (5)

(128kHz) x (16bits) x 2 =4.0Mbps [uncompressed] (6).

Therefore, as disclosed within the original application and the continuation-in-part

application, and presented in equations (1), (3) & (5), the invention will operate at a bit rate of less

than or equal to 1Mbps and an A/D converter may be utilized. The use of the word CODEC has

been deleted to avoid confusion.

The drawings have been objected to under 37 CFR 1.83 (a) as not showing every feature of

the invention specified in the claims. The drawings have been corrected and new sheets added

based on the original disclosure and drawings to show the features claimed.

Claims 4 and 5 have been rejected under 35 USC 112, first paragraph, as failing to comply

with the enablement requirement. The "option" wording in claim 4 has been removed by

amendment and the claim 5 fuzzy logic method clarified concerning dependency on claim 4. The

BLUETOOTH terminology has been removed such that "convo|utional" with respect to BLUETOOTH

has become moot.

Claim 3 has been rejected under 35 USC 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for use

of the word possibly. The word has been removed in this amendment.

Claims 1 through 5 have been rejected under 35 USC 103 (a) as being unpatentable over

Mooney, et al., in view of Altstatt and Benthin, et al.

Mooney’s invention is for cell phone use (he references cell phone operation with his

invention) where the audio is voice (which has a maximum bandwidth of about 3kHz); the patent

never discloses the use of the invention with stereo music audio (which has a maximum bandwidth

of about 20kHz). Further, Mooney does not discuss a device like the instant invention [See claim 1 ]

that connects to portable MP3 players, portable CD players, portable cassette players, laptop

computer or desktop computer to provide wireless stereo music audio.



Furthermore, There are differences between speech and music spectra and there are also

differences between the perceptual requirements for speech and for music. Compared with music,

speech tends to be a well-controlled spectrum with well established and predictable perceptual

characteristics. In contrast, musical spectra are highly variable and the perceptual requirements can

vary based on the music being played.

Mooney’s BLUETOOTH cell phone system acts like a bandpass filter passing energy

between approximately 200 Hz and 3.2 kHz (this is the typical telephone audio bandwidth).

In contrast the instant invention passes energy between approximately 20 Hz and 20 kHz

(the typical audio bandwidth for music perception) [claim 1]. It is clear that the design parameters

for music transmission/reception differ from speech design parameters. In fact, Mooney specifically

points out that the invention uses the SCO (Synchronous Connection Oriented) link. This link

provides a uniform bandwidth for both transmit and receive communication at a data rate of 64 kbps

in both the transmit and receive directions (i.e., 64 kbps download speed in the transmit direction

and 64 kbps upload speed in the receive direction). However, the invention uses a packet switching

link (asynchronous link) method that has a high download speed (up to approximately 1 Mbps data

rate from the transmitter to the receiver) [claims 1 & 6], but a slow upload speed (the

acknowledgement status signal that flows from the receiver to the transmitter has a data rate of

approximately 60 kbps). Clearly, this makes the elements for the instant invention different than the

Mooney disclosure.

Altstatt's invention utilizes the FM band of local stations. The disclosure states that the

invention is designed to not interfere with local stations. Altstatt makes no references to multiple

independent users utilizing the invention in the same space without interference with each other (as

disclosed in the invention that uses digital coding to eliminate user interference) [c|aim1]. A|tstatt’s

invention seems to incorporate analog circuitry within the design (the instant invention uses coded

digital circuitry while incorporating spread spectrum communications technology) [claim 1].

Based on the attached additional supporting documents and Declarations of the applicant it is

believed that the Mooney art doesn't actually disclose nor anticipate these elements as disclosed and

claimed in the instant application. Mooney does something quite different and doesn't anticipate the

instant invention as it address the issues of interaction with a cellular telephone. In this action two



other patents have been combined with Mooney to argue that the instant application is obvious. in the

Altstatt case the disclosure is a very simple RF device with no provision for adjacent user

differentiation and in the Benthin disclosure the invention relates to probability and not fuzzy logic

principles. Even in cases where a single prior art reads more closely on a device where

rearrangement of parts is a patentability issue, "The mere fact that a worker in the art could rearrange

the parts of the reference device to meet the terms of the claims on appeal is not by itself sufficient to

support a finding of obviousness.

tlJe_ar:t, without the benefit of appellant's specification, to make the necessary changes in the reference

device". ,223 USPQ 351. 353 (underline added, MPEP 2144.04,

VI, C). It is believed in this instance there is no prior anticipation of the instant invention combination to

accomplish the intended purpose.

For all of these reasons it is believed claims should be allowed.

Accordingly it is believed that the rejections under 35 USC Section 103(a) have been overcome

by the remarks and additional evidence, and withdrawal thereof is respectfully requested. It is believed

the 35 USC Section 112 objections/rejections have been corrected as requested.

In view of the above, it is submitted that the claims are in condition for allowance.

Reconsideration of the cause for rejections and objections is requested. Allowance of claims 1, 4, 6

and 7 is earnestly solicited.

No additional fee for claims is seen to be required.

if you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me.

Very trulyyour 
DENNIS W. BEECH

Reg. No.: 35,443

DWB/ab

Attachments: 3 Drawing Sheets

1 Page Information Disclosure Statement w/ 22 Pages

2 Pages Declaration Under 37 CFR 1.132 w/ 30 Pages
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1 [M64801 2
C. Earl Woolfork

‘ Filing Date : 08-26-2003
Group Art Unit 3 2644 .
Examiner 2 Graham, Andrew R.
For FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

DECLARATION UNDER 37 CFR § 1.132

In accordance with 37 CFR § 1.132, I hereby declare that

Further comments on the nonobviousness of the wireless digital audio music system

invention. Attention will be focused on tribute paid to the instant invention system and the long

need in the art for the solution the system provides. On June 26, 2003 the Wireless Digital

Audio System patent application was made public on the U.S. Patent Office website. Clearly, it

was available for all to see and learn from [Original Patent Application 10/027,391 ]. Such was

the case with a company named Bluetake, because Bluetake marketed the "i-phono"

approximately one (1) year after the invention was made public. The "l—phono" is discussed

within the petition to make special that was filed by applicant on October 25. 2004. A

committee within the US Patent Office granted the petition. Bluetake‘s i-phono functions in the

same way as the disclosed invention (see filed petition to make special).

Similarly, Motorola has plans to release (scheduled 2"“ quarter of 2005) their new

wireless stereo headset system. It consists of a "DC800” transmitter that connects to the

headphone jack of any of the devices mentioned by applicant earlier (portable MP3 payers.

portable CD players, portable cassette players, laptop computer or desktop computer), and a

“HT820” receiver headphone. Motorola’s wireless stereo system functions in the same way as

the disclosed invention. The reason for the design similarities is obvious. In August of 2004 I

disclosed the instant invention to Motorola hoping that a business relationship would be

developed (i.e., establish a license agreement with Motorola to mass produce the invention).



Jun 30 05 12:28p uioolfork 626-792-9274

After several documented fax and phone communications, Motorola appeared to show no

interest and stated that "it is not the direction their company is going.‘

These two cases are brought to the Examiners attention to show the level of interest in

the invention is great. The fact that both of the companies discussed (Bluetake 8. Motorola),

have taken the steps to quickly mass produce a duplication of the invention brings merit to

support the case of nonobviousness. Clearly, Bluetake and Motorola pay tribute to and

recognize the long felt need of the invention.

Attached are documents relating to contracts with Motorola and advertisements for the

Company's new product.

i hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that

all statements made on infomtation and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

code and that such willful false statement may jeopardize the validity of the application or any

patent issue thereon.
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8/12/04

Motorola Corporation

1303 E. Algonquin Fload
«Schaumburg, IL 60196

(847) 576-5000 Office

Dear Ms Cathy McMillian,

Thank you for reviewing the enclosed FAWN (Fuzzy
Audio Wireless Music) headset proposal.

The FAWN is a convenient, hands-free headset with

crisp and pristine sound with no peripheral interference. The

headset can be used with but not limited to computers,
portable CD/cassette players, portable MP3’s and AM/FM
radios.

Thank you for your time and I look forward to meeting with
you to discuss this proposal in further detail. If you have any
questions, my contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

C. Earl Woolfork

(818)625-4966 Cell Phone

(626) 792-9822 Home Phone

cwoolfork@sbcg|obal.net
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8/1 2/04

Motorola Corporation

Cambridge, MA
(617)252-9668 Office

Dear Mr Andrew Ftamer,

Thank you for reviewing the enclosed FAWN (Fuzzy
Audio Wireless Music) headset proposal.

The FAWN is a convenient, hands-free headset with

crisp and pristine sound with no peripheral interference. The
headset can be used with but not limited to computers,
portable CD/cassette players, portable MP3’s and AM/FM
radios. -

Thank you for your time and I look forward to meeting with
you to discuss this proposal in further detail. If you have any
questions, my contact information is listed below.

Sincerely,

C. Earl Wooltork

(818) 625-4966 Cell Phone

(626) 792-9822 Home Phone

cwoolfork@sbcglobal.net
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@ MOTOROLA
August 11, 2004

Earl Woolfork

500 Santa Paula Ave.

Pasadena. CA 91107

Re: Submission Idea

Dear Mr. Woolfork:

In response to your recent inquiry, enclosed please find two copies of Motorola's policy and
agreement regarding submission of ideas by persons outside the company. Given the

frequency with which we receive ideas from people, who are not our employees. we have
established this policy to protect both the submitter of the idea and Motorola.

It is Motorola's policy to require each inventor to sign this agreement before we will evaluate
ideas from outside the corporation. Ifyou have already sent us information on your idea.

please be assured that we do not review any such materials until we have received the signed
agreement.

Please sign and return one copy of the agreement along with any information. including patent

number if applicable, that you feel would assist us in determining whether we are interested in
pursuing this matter with you. Be sure to retain a copy of any information you submit and a
copy of the agreement as we will be unable to return these materials to you.

Thank you for considering Motorola for your submission.r

Sincerely.

Motorola. Inc.
External Relations

Intellectual Property Section

law Depanment

Corporate Offices
I303 East Algonquin Road. Schaumburg. l1. 60196 2°°“'°‘7°
(347) 576-5184
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Motorola Advances the Mobile Music Experience through Bluctooth

New suite of Bluetoolh wireless-enabled products merges wire-free mobility withmusical enlertainrnerri

LAS VEGAS. NV. — 3 January 2004 — Motorola inc. (NYSE: MOT) forges new ground
in mobile music with the announcement or the Motorola Biuetooth® Stereo Headset
HT82o, Motorola Bluetoolho Stereo Transceiver DCSOO and Motorola Blue-tooth®
USB PC Adapter PC850. Designed for freedom, ease or use and seamless access to
tavorlte songs. this trio creates a premium hi-ll wireless mobile music system.

As. the first headset or its kind on the market, the Motorola HT820 wirelessly connects
to a Bluetooth wireless-enabled phone and a separate music source simultaneously -
promising that users can enjoy favorite songs without missing a call. Music
automatically pauses when a call comes in and when the call ends. the music
resumes play. The intuitive headset features controls lor both the music source and
mobile phone - making it easy to play, pause or stop a lavorita song, as well as
receiv, answer or end calls wirelessiy.

“Motorola continues to lead the Industry with its development of innovative Bluetoolh
wireless-enabled handsets and accessories.’ said Bruce Hawver, vice president and
general manager, Companion Products Group, Motorola. Personal Device Business.
"Whether looking lor an lrwehicle solution, headset. a wire-tree music experience,
consumers can rely on Motorola's Bluetoolh portfolio lor style. simplicity and advanced
functionality.’ N

Motorola's new trio of music-focused Bluetoolh products eliminates the clutter or
cables and provides Bluetoolh connections lor up to 10m (30 leei) - delivering flexible,
high-quality. hands-lree communication and entertainment.

About the Products

The lightweight. ergonomic Motorola H1820 provides premium communication and
music connectivity with minimized background noise and reliable battery power.
Complete with a 3.5mm headset jack and accessory cable, the headset is compatible
with non-Bluetoolh devices for universal music enjoyment.

With the ability to turn most stereos into a wireless music system, the portable ~
Motorola D0800 streams content to the Motorola HT820 lrom the stereo and

Bluetooth wireless-enabled mobile phones, Pcs or other devices. For group listening,
music can be played through the stereo speakers.

The Motorola P0850 empowers traditional laptops and PCs with Bluetooth
technology. establishing cordless connections to compatible mobile phones, headsets
and F‘DAs. Whether used to share and stream music tiles, data or images, the PC
adapter provides a new level ol mobile convenience.

Pricing and Availability
The Motorola Bluetoolh Stereo Headset H1820, Motorola Bluetooth Stereo
Transceiver DCBOO and Motorola Bluetooth USB PC Adapter P0850 are expected to
be available in the first hail of 2005. For more information regarding product availability
in your region. please check with your local Motorola representative.

About Motorola

Motorola is a Fortune 100 global communications leader that provides seamless
mobility products and solutions across broadband. embedded systems and wireless
networks. in your home, auto, workplace, and all spaces in between, seamless
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mobility means you can reach the people, things and information you need, on the go.
Seamless mobility harnesses the power of technology convergence and enables
smarter, taster. cost-effective and llexible communication. Motorola had sales of Us
$27.1 billion in 2003. For more intormation: www.motorola.cem.

Digital imagery or Motorola Personal Device products mentioned in this release can be
seen at: )9I_V_l_IwrMotorola.com/mgtgintg

##$_¢_

Media Contact:
Monica Rohleder
+1 -847-523-5377

r_ngnLt;a.roh|eder @fT1DIQ_!_Q),3__.‘[_2Q[_[l_,_

MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered in the us Patent & Trademark
Ottice. All other product or service names are the property of their respective owners.
The Bluetoolh word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, lrlc.. and any
use at such marks by Motorola, Inc. is under license. other trademarks and trade
names are those ol their respective owners.

© Motorola. Inc. 2004.

www.motorola.corn | Terms ol'Use | Privacy Practlcas | Contact ocopyrigmtssa-2005 Motorola, inc, All rightsreserved.Motorola
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Motorola @ CES - The HT820

Bluetooth stereo headset explained

Posted Jam 8. 2005. l:45 PM l.-'.T by Eric Lin

Rclnlcd entries: Ccflnliones. CES. P9n:.i.l2l..c...A.u.di.<>. .W.ii‘_c.l_v;§.s.

LUXURY LINK
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Ycslcr'<|u.v we thought the M.<2t_0...B..|s4§1o.QLb..$£§:§§Q.m=_a$1_& was interwing but

we lindi1'l seen it and couldn'lqni1e explain it. Today we have all lhc
‘.tn.~;wci'.\'. (OK. muylie not all the -.in.~;wcr.s.) HerL:'.~'. how il really works. The
l-lTS2() supports both liendset and Imnds-frcc to connect 10 u phone via

l3luclo«nh. It also siipporis two new Bluctooth profiles for audio, one for

receiving sicrco lwoudcaxsl mid the other for conlrolling audio devices. ‘If you
have ;in audio device ihul xuppcn't$ the pi'oI'iles. or you have an :iduptcr—
cillicr one of M0lor0|n'.x' that we mentioned or even the nyfl’1ny—ll1e

hup://www.engadgeLcom/enIry/ l23400066002655S/ 2/25/2005
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News

Motorola bares its Bluetooth grin and points to the PMG

by§ I posted on 18 October 2004

We had hints. before. that Motorola was following the nu path, and designing a personal mobile gateway wireless hub - with
phones. text pads. cameras and other toys all being Bluetooth peripherals. Now, the veil is lifting a family or new
Bluetooth peripherals. And plans including stereo audio devices.

2 Today, the company said it couldn't confirm, but wouldn't
deny. that it was working with Bluetooth pioneers lxl

V" Mobile - then admitted that it would work with partners,' — and "wouldn't re-Invent wheels,"

New
toys:
at a '
conference
in
London,
product
manager
Fred
Zimbric
predicted
[hat ~-»-— - - ~ - ..- ...—.:j---.-_

Essme Bluetooth speaker for car hands-free.:_._.. .-_..___..._............_j-—-_ .. ___:_ itself

Music storage with both Bluetooth and USB ;‘:c”°‘:fie
"just a little green circuit card.“ He said: "A phone will tie
embedded in cars, computers, other devices. The aluetooth
accessory will be the thing you use. You will wonder which is

the accessory, and which is the phone."

The star of the show was the "necklace" bluetooth device. There were also three ordinary wireless headpieces, and a
‘remote speaker" which allows the motorcar user to fit their own hands-free l<lt - all Bluetooth. "The H5830 Necklace
Headset will have a multifunction button, 5 hours talk time, six days standby. This is the bluetooth module; you can attach
it I0 the f"°l°|'CYC|¢ helmet headset in the HS 830 Helmet,“ said zimbric, showing off the noise cancelling, rubber sealed
cover, which makes the helmet unit weather proof.

concept devices were shown. The necklace is a product which will definitely be launched, and will allow devices to be
swapped out. But move away from phones, and devices being tested include textlng keyboards ‘thin as a credit card.
wearable like an ID badge" and music storage units, which could be used as a temporary “staging area” fol’ high-res
pictures taken by a future Bluetooth camera. which might, or might not, be a phone itself.

“These are concept devices, not products," Zimbric said. "But it we did launch them, they would appear next year."

He also showed future Bluetooth toys; things which will allow us to take the sound output from iPods, TV sockets, or CD
players or PCS. and literally broadcast them over Bluetooth throughout the home, In high quality stereo. Not, perhaps, true
hi-ii - out then, the output of an iPod isn't true hi-fi, either.

Two devices in particular will appear soon. The
DCBOO Stereo Gateway; and HT 820 Bluetooth
stereo headset "which we're coming out with
next year. will be costed at a level well below
wil-"i stereo products, which we think are
expensive. And we'll upgmde them as soon as
the Bluetooth SlG (special interest group)
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ratifies the Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) spec,
which is three times faster than the 700
kiiobit/sec payload you get today, " said FredZimbric.

The uncanny resemblance between Motorola
Diana and IX! Mobile designs has been noted
QEFIL. was this the moment to ask whether the
two companies were talking? Is this necklace
the first step towards a Motorola PMG? orcoincidence?

Zimbric said he
"couldn't say."

3::$‘1t"' ,:'§].':"s‘:'° Future stereo Bluetooth products, for first quarter 05
grinned. Henrik
Asbjorn, general
manager of

Motorola EMEA consumer business said: "Our relationship with Apple over iTunes shows that if
there is something out there, then, if the question is ‘are we going to reinvent everything?‘
then the answer I5 ‘absolutely not.‘ The Apple Motorola deal made sense; will see where we
can be partnering up with other companies. where it makes sense."

No comment from IX1 Mobile, either.

Nice toys, Motorola. which of them will be the PMG? - You can discuss this article on our
_ _ dis;u;s‘o.t1__lg2a_r<1.

Henrik Asbjorn ____— - _‘

Point your IRC client at hunkyrnouse.co.uk, join channel skewney, and flame usdirect! '

Other comments? Feedback? Call me on +44 20 8809 0492 in the UK
..:____.._.e_.}_ ...

..._ ....e__.__........e....-._._.._.,.._.____

http://wwwnewswircless.nci/index.cfm/article/644 2/25/2005
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Motorola Advances the Mobile Music Experience through
Bluetooth

Press Release posted by Michael Oat (editor! on Thursday January 06, 2005.

Note: Sponsored advertising links. if any, are in green.

New suite of Bluetooth wireless-enabled ‘
products merges wire-free mobility with musical ~.
entertainment

LAS VEGAS, Jan. 6 /PRNewswire-FirstCalll —- . *- _ _ =_'m'omh- - - x
Motorola Inc. (NYSEMOT) forges new ground in ~ .; V, _; 4__;_fl. _
mobile music with the announcement of the . . _ _ ~ *,.,m.ifl-‘j

Motorola B1uetooth(R) Stereo Headset HT820, _j.

xiiiilifii§‘i§?3§?§§3t§i‘5’i§’s§”i»'3°ZK§$.3C8°° ~ :£°?E’[§9§E3L‘3§Tfl1aT1_;T!a-
PC850. Designed for freedom, ease of use and +-fiZ3”Vfl"1e- a he
seamless access to favorite songs, this trio creates a
premium hi—fi wireless mobile music system. ' ' ‘

As the first headset of its kind on the market. the ,
Motorola HT820 wirelessly connects to a Bluetooth wireless-enabled phone and a separate music source
simultaneously -- promising that users can enjoy favorite Songs without missing a call. Music
automatically pauses when a call comes in and when the call ends. the music resumes play. The intuitive
headset features controls for both the music source and mobile phone -- making it easy to play, pause or
stop a favorite song, as well as receive, answer or end calls wirelessly.

"Motorola continues to lead the industry with its development of innovative Bluetooth wireless-enabled
handsets and accessories,“ said Bruce l-Iawver, vice president and general manager, Companion
Products Group, Motorola, Personal Device Business. "Whether looking for an in-vehicle solution,
headset, a wire-free music experience, consumers can rely on Motorola's Bluetooth portfolio for style,
simplicity and advanced functionality."

Motorola's new trio of music-focused Bluetooth products eliminates the clutter of cables and provides
Bluetooth connections for up to 10m (30 feet) -- delivering flexible, high-quality. hands-free
communication and entertainment.

http://www.rnobilebumcom/pressrelease.isp?ld:1047&source=SFARN-t ‘Wt’ """‘=
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About the Products

The lightweight, ergonomic Motorola HT820 provides premium communication and music connectivity
with minimized background noise and reliable battery power. Complete with a 3.5mm headset jack and
accessory cable, the headset is compatible with non-Bluetooth devices for universal music enjoyment.

With the ability to turn most stereos into a wireless music system, the portable Motorola DC800 streams
content to the Motorola HT820 from the stereo and Bluetooth wireless-enabled mobile phones, PCs or
other devices. For gmup listening, music can be played through the stereo . '

The Motorola PC850 empowers traditional laptops and PCs with Bluetooth technology, establishing
cordless connections to compatible mobile gggggs, headsets and PDAs. Whether used to share and
stream music files, data or images, the PC adapter provides a new level of mobile convenience.

Pricing and Availability

The Motorola Bluetooth Stereo Headset HT820, Motorola Bluetooth Stereo Transceiver DC8OO and
Motorola Bluetooth USB PC Adapter PC850 are expected to be available in the first half of 2005. For
more information regarding product availability in your region. please check with your local Motorola
representative.

About Motorola

Motorola is a Fortune 100 global mtmjcations, leader that provides seamless mobility products and
solutions across broadband, embedded systems and wireless networks. In your home, auto, workplace,
and all spaces in between, seamless mobility means you can reach the people, things and information
you need, on the go. Seamless mobility harnesses the power of technology convergence and enables
smarter, faster, cost-effective and flexible communication. Motorola had sales of US $27.1 billion in
2003. For more information: .

hrtp://www.mobilebum.com/pressrelease.iso?Id=1047&source-.=RFtA'R (‘I-I '7I’7<I‘W\<
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Examiner: Graham, Andrew R.

Mail Stop Non-Fee Amendment
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P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
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Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
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CustmnerNo. 33401 RECEWED Attorney DocketNo. 737354114

GBIIHAL FAX CENTER

JUL 2 5 2005 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

- - f; » “_,_,__,_,__.._.CI-FRI]!-'ICA'IEOFFA(3SDv1ILE
IC’:r§a‘:‘1p§,1;:;%;’3(° " 'I'RANSM1SSIONUNDER.37 CJ’.R.§1.6(d)

mmmm?e...t: :2:' a 6 to -

Senal No.. 10/648,012 . 37CFRL6(d)°nmeMy3i' 2005"
Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL

AUDIO SYSTEM

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY AND NEW APPOINTNIENT

Sit:

Applicant revokes all previous powers of attorney to Dennis W. Beach and the Law
Oflioes of Dennis W. Beech, and now appoints the registered practitioners of the law firm
Mcnermott Will & Emery LLP. included in the Customer Number provided below, with full
power of substitution and revocation, to prosecute this application and any oorrlimmfion,
divisional, continuation-in—part, reissue, or reexam application thereof, and any international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty based on it, and to transact all business in the
us. Paent and Trademark Ofilce connected therewith.

_ . CUSTQMIENUNIBERSSQOJ

Applicant hereby grants said attomeys the power to insert on this Power of Attorney any
further identification that may be necessary or desirable in order to comply with the rules of the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and before competent International Authorities including the
World Intellectual Property Organization..

The authority under this Power of Attorney of each person named above shall
automatically terminate and be revoked upon such person ceasing to be a member or associate of
or ofcounselto that Iawfinn.

Please direct all future comespondence to:

ATIN: Daphne L. Burton

MCDERMOTI‘, WILL & EMERY, LLP
2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor

Los Angeles, California 90067

-1 -
ms» 1410022.: .o737as.oo1o
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Ammey Docket No. 73785-014

Telephone: 310.277.4110

-I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true, and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true. I make these statements with

the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. §1001, and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity ofthe applicadion or any patent issuing from the application.

C. Earl Woolfork

_ 2 _
I-A599 M10022-1.073785.00l0
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Cu5t°m°r N°- 33401 ~ Attorney Docket No. 073753-0013

PATENT

RECEIVED

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT. TRADEMARK OFFICE CENTRAL FAX CENTER

In re Application of: . Group An Unit 2544C. Earl Woolfork JUL 2 6 2005
- Examiner: Andrew R. Graham

Seria1N'o.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
SYSTEM

TIFICATE 0 S ON UNDER 37 , 1.6 cl

£:;'°b3_’ certifir that this comspondence is being transmiued_ to 571-273- under 37 cm l.6(d) on the dateW.

Comrnissioner ofPatents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE PRINIARY EXAIVHNER

TO THE BOARD OF APPEALS

Applicant hereby appeals to the Board from the decision of the Primary Examiner

mailed May 18, 2005, rejecting claims 1-5. An amendment was filed in response to this

action on or about July 1, 2005. The amendment has been entered. The amendment

cancels claims 2, 3 and 5, and adds claims 6 and 7. The amended claims are those which

Applicant wishes to appeal. Accordingly, the present appeal pertains to Claims 1, 4, 6

and 7.

This appeal is being presented because various claims of the present application

have been rejected on at least three occasions. The present application has been rejected

once. The present application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application serial

no. 10/027,391, This parent application was rejected twice.

LAS99 M12492-I .0'73'785.0013
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Serial No.: 10/643,012 ‘ Attorney Docket No.2 073758-0013

The items checked below are appropriate:

STATUS or APPLICANT

This application is on behalfof ‘

other than a small entity

small entity

FEE FOR FILING NOTICE OF APPEAL

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §, 1.17(e) the fee for filing the Notice ofAppeal is:

__2_c_ small entity $250.00

other than a small entity $50000

Notice of Appeal fee due $250.00

__2_r_ Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this

conditional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has

inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition and fee for extension oftime.

TOTAL FEE DUE

The total fee due is:

Notice ofAppeal fee $250.00

TOTAL FEE DUE $250.00

FEE PAYNIENT

*2;-._ Charge Account No. 50-1946 the sum of $ 250.00. A duplicate of this transmittal
is attached.

FEE DEFICIENCY

Please charge any additional fees which may be required, or credit overpayment

to Deposit Account No. 50-1946. _

2 Customer No. 33401LAS99 1412492.1.o737ss.oo13
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No.3 AttoIneyDocket No _

Respectfully submitted,

Qlocfig 2é520o§ 95%/2W-L\
Date Daphne L. Burton

Registration No. 45,323
MCDERMOTI" WILL & EMERY LLP -

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Telephone: (3 10) 277-4 1 10
Facsimile: (310) 277-4730

1.6.399 1412492-1.072.755.0013 3 Customer N°' 33401
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This appeal is being presented because various claims of the present application

have been rejected on at least three occasions. The present application has been rejected
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Officc
Addmn: COMMISSIONER FDR PATENTSl“.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia Z2313-I450www.u.:p(n gm:

APPLICATION NUMBER FHJNG OR 37] (c) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

10/648,012 08/26/2003 C. Earl Woolfork 73785-014

CONFIRMATION NO. 3337

;;:g';=,:Magqn; 5\,,EL°r;°gMERYV M, HlliillllliilllllilIlillllilllillllllllillllilllillillllllllIlilllllililiillilllllllli'0C000000016730504"
34th Floor

2049 Century Park East
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Date Mailed: 08/09/2005

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 07/25/2005.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

KIDIST TESFAYE

PTOSS 0-
OFFICE COPY
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND 'Ii2ADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATFB DEPARTMIEQT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addmr. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPD‘ Box [450

A]r:xnndr':a,Vuginia 223124.450v/ww.uspto.gnv

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371 (:2) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO.fITI'LE

10/648,012 08/26/2003 C. Earl Woolfork

CONFIRMATION NO. 3337

g,2E7,3;,3 W_ BEECH (LAW OEECE OE DENNIS W. BEECH) lllilillllllllllIliillillllilllilllllllllliIlillllllliillllllliilllllllllllllillllillli
P 0 BOX 519 '0C000000016730406"
MURRIETA, CA 92564-0519

Date Mailed: 08/09/2005

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 07/25/2005.

0 The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the applicant. Future correspondence will
be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

KIDIST TESFAYE

PTOSS 0-
OFFICE COPY



UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box I459 _ ‘Alexandxia. Vu-gmia 12Jl3-I450www.u.spno.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED [NVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

l0/648,012 08/26/2003 C. Earl Woolfork 73785-014 3337

7590 08/1 6I2005 EXAMINER

ATTN: Daphne L. Burton GRAHAM, ANDREWR
MCDERMOTT, WILL & EMERY, LLP
34th Floor ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2644
2049 Century Park East
Los Angeles, CA 90067 DATE MAILED: 08/ I 6/2005

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. l0/03)



Communication Re: Appeal Examiner Art Unit

Andrew Graham 2644

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

1. The Notice of Appeal filed on 26 July 2005 is not acceptable because:

(a)_ X it was not timely filed.

(b) E] the statutory fee for filing the appeal was not submitted. See 37 CFR 41.20(b)(1).

(c) D the appeal fee received on :_was not timely filed.

(d) C] the submitted fee of $_ is insufficient. The appeal fee required by 37 CFR 41 .20(b)(1) is $__..

(e) [Z the appeal is not in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31(a)(1) in that no claim has been twice rejected. 3

(f) [j a Notice of Allowability, PTO-37, was mailed by the Office on .

2. I] The appeal brief filed on ___-_ is NOT acceptable forthe reason(s) indicated below:

(a) D the brief and/or brief fee is untimely. See 37 CFR 41.37(a).

(b) E] the statutory fee for filing the brief has not been submitted. See 37 CFR 41 .20(b)(2).

(c) E] the submitted brief fee of $____ is insufficient. The;brief fee required by 37 CFR 41 .20(b)(2) is $____,

The appeal in this application will be dismissed unless corrective action is taken to timely submit the
brief and requisite fee. See 37 CFR 41.37(a)(‘l). Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a).
See 37 CFR 41.37(e).

3. E] The appeal in this application is DISMISSED because:

(a) E] the statutory fee for filing the brief as required under 37 CFR 41 .20(b)(2) was not timely submitted and the
period for obtaining an extension of time to file the brief under 37 CFR 1.136(a) has expired.

(b) [I the brief was not timely filed and the period for obtaining an extension of time to file the brief under 37
CFR 1.136(a) has expired.

(c) E] a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114 was filed on .

(d) 1] other: __ '

4. C] Because of the dismissal of the appeal, this application:

(a) CI is abandoned because there are no allowed claims.

(b) C] is before the examiner for final disposition because it contains allowed claims. Prosecution
on the merits remains CLOSED.

(c) [:1 is before the examiner for consideration.

VIVIAN CHIN

SUPERWSORY PATENT EXAMINER
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 2800

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Part of Paper No. 20050809

PTOL—461 (Rev. 9-04) Communication Re: Appeal

Application No. Applicant(s)

10/648 012 WOOLFORK, C EARL
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of Customer Number: 33401

C. Earl WOOLFORKV Confirmation Number: 3337

Application No.2 10/648,012 Group Art Unit: 2644

Filed: August 26, 2003 Examiner: Graham, Andrew

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEIVI

PETITION FOR UNINTENTIONALLY DELAYED CLAIM FOR § 120 PRIORITY

UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.78(a)(3)

Mail Stop Petition
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Applicant respectfully requests acceptance of the revised priority claim in the above

identified application.

U.S. Application No. 10/648,012 (hereinafter ‘O12 application), filed on or about August

26, 2003, was filed as an utility application pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.53(b). As evident from the

transmittal sheet (Exhibit A) submitted at the time the ‘012 application was filed, Applicant

identified the ‘012 application as a continuation-in-part for U.S. Application No. 10/027,391

(hereinafter ‘391 application) filed on December 21, 2001.

However, in the continuation-in-part application dated August 25, 2003, which was the

subject of the transmittal sheet, the priority claim provided the incorrect serial no. (Exhibit B)

which inadvertently identified the ‘012 application as a continuation-in—part of serial no. 10/027,

E, rather than a continuation-in-part of the ‘E application. Accordingly, the ‘391 application

was not correctly identified in the specification as a prior U.S. application with benefit claimed
10648012

1370.00 D9
LAS99 141‘/278—.l.073785.00l3
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‘ 10/648,012

under 35 U.S.C. § 120. On or about October 25, 2004, Applicant’s prior counsel submitted an

amendment to the first line of the specification of the ‘391 application (Exhibit C, p. 3) so that

the revised priority claim clarifies that priority is being claimed to the earlier filed ‘391

application.

Applicant petitions the Patent Office to accept the amendment to the first line of the

specification of the ‘012 application, to contain reference to the benefit claimed under 35 U.S.C.

§ 120 to the ‘391 application.

The entire delay in claiming priority to the ‘39l application between the date the claim

was due under 37 C.F.R. § l.78(a)(2)(i_i) and the date the revised priority claim was filed was

unintentional (see the attached declaration of applicant’s prior counsel as Exhibit D).

The surcharge set forth by 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.78(a)(3)(ii), and l.l7(t) of $1,370.00

accompanies this petition. Please charge Deposit Account 501946 the fee of $1,370.00 if such

petition is necessary to revise the priority claim.

To the extent necessary, a petition for an extension of time under 37 C.F.R. 1.136 is

hereby made. Please charge any shortage in fees due in connection with the filing of this paper,

including extension of time fees, to Deposit Account 501946 and please credit any excess fees to

such deposit account.

Respectfully submitted,

MCDERMOTT  & EMERY LLP
Regi tration No. 45,323

2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400

Los Angeles, California 90067
Phone: 310.788.4125

Facsimile: 310.277.4730

Date: August 29, 2005

Please recognize our Customer No. 33401

as our correspondence address.

LAS99 1417278-l_073785.00l3



Attorney Docket No. 073785-013

Group Art Unit: 2644
’. Earl WOOLFORK

, Examiner: Andrew Graham

Serial No.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO

SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. § l.8(a))

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail under 37 CFR
l.8(a) in an envelope addressed to, Mail Stop: Petition, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on
Augu :29, 2005. -

Anita choui

Mail Stop: Petition
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSMITTAL

Sir:

Transmitted herewithis a Petition for Unintentionally Delayed Claim for §120 Priority under 37

CFR §1.78(a)(3) and Exhibits for the above-identified application.

IZI Please charge my Deposit Account No. 50-1946 the amount of $1,370.00. A duplicate

copy of this sheet is enclosed.

IZI We authorize the Commissioner to charge Deposit Account No. 50-1946 for payment of

any additional fees required by this response or to credit any overpayment to the account.

1 Le sirz QDATE 7 Daphn L. Burton
Registration No. 45,323

Attorney for Applicant

MCDERMOTT, WILL & EMERY, LLP

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Telephone: (310) 277-4110

Facsimile: (310) 277-4730

LAS99 14173851073785.0013



Landmark Building‘ - Newland Center
19900 Beach Blvd., Suite C-2 ‘

, CA 92648

BUS: (714) 378-0212
FAX: (714) 378-0262

Huntington Beach

. Law Offices of

DENNIS W. BEECH
Meridien Building

1007 West Avenue M-14, Suite C-10
Palmdale, California 93551

BUS: (805) 273-0503

RESPOND TO: HIJNTINGTON BEACH FAX: (714) 378-0262

August 25, 2003'

Mail Stop EVE_l]3EiLlEl:3EUSPatent Application

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Serial No.:

Applicant:

Filing Date:
Group Art
Examiner:
For:

10/027,391

C. Earl Woolfork

12/21/2001
2644 i -

McChesney, Elizabeth A. A
WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTE

Unit:

Dear Assistant Commissioner for Patents:

This amendment, and fee for CIP application are filed to maintain the parent c_ase which is to be

abandoned when filing a new application claiming its benefit.

1.

' (d)

The amendment in this case is a bona fide attempt by applicant to respondand to advance
this application to final action and comprises a separately filed:

Continuation Application

X Continuation—in—Part Application.

__Divisional Application (where parent case is to be
abandoned.

A copy of this amendment and petition is being filed with the papers constituting the filing
of the separately filed application.

The amendment being filed in this case is attached.

This is not a petition for extension of time to respond to:

and Advisory Action dated
I

the Office Action mailed on
..______?:____



l

time period for reply.

(e) X Other: The Office Action dated 02/26/2003 did not specify a shortened

4. Please abandon this application conditioned upon the_granting of the petition and granting
of a filing date to the continuing application so as to make the continuing application co-
pending with this application.

Applicant is:

a small entity verified-statement

X is enclosed.

was filed in parent application la copy attached) and this status is still proper and
‘ its benefit under 37 CFR 1.28 (a) is hereby claimed.

other than a small entity.

Extension requested under 37 CFR 1.17(c) is for months to
fee of $——-.——. _

Enclosed is:

Continuation-in-Part Patent Application including:

1 1 pages of specifications
2 pages of drawings

Small Entity Statement _

Combination Declaration and Power of Attorney

Nonpublication Request
Proof of Mailing

Self Addressed Postcard

A check in the amount of.$375.00

This amount is based on:
5 claim and 3: independent claim ' _ $375_0o
0 independent claims in excess of three ($42.00) . _ 0,00
0 claims in excess of twenty ($9.00) 0,00

TOTAL FILING FEE: A 375,gQ

Very truly your M
DENNIS W. BEECH

Reg. No.: 35,443
DWB/ab

Enclosures



FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

This is a continuation-in-partof application Serial No. 10/027,739

which patent application is pending.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION’

[0001] ‘ This invention relates to audio player devices and more particularly
to systems that include headphone listening devices. The new audio system
uses existing audio player device headphone jacks to connect a battery
powered transmitter for wireless transmission of a signal to a battery powered

receiving headphone.

[0002] Use of audio headphones with audio player devices such as radio,
tape players, CD players, computers, television audio and the like have been in
use for may years. The e systems usually in -or -‘t an audio source having

a headphone jack to which a headphone ma be connected by wire and

connector. H

[0003] There are also known wireless headphones that may receive A.M.
and F.M. radio transmissions. However, these systems "do not allow use of a

simple plug in battery powered transmitter for connection to any audio player
device jack, such as, laptop and desktop computers, -portable compact disc

players, portable MP3 players. portable cassette players and the li,ke,'for
wireless transmission and reception of audio music forprivate listening to

multiple usersoccupying the same’ space. Existing audio systems ‘make use of

electrical wire connections between the audio source and the headphones to
accomplish private listening to multiple users.

[0004] There is a needgfor a battery powered simple connection system for
existing audio player devices, to allow wireless transmission to a headphone

receiver that accomplishes private listening to multiple users occupying the

same space.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention is directed to FAWM (Fuzzy Audio Wireless
Music) systems for codeddigital transmission of an audio signal from any audio

player device with a headphone jack to a receiver headphone using fuzzy logic
technology.‘ A battery powered digital transmitter may include a headphone
plug in communication with any of the_previous|y mentionedzaudio sources,
laptop and desktop computers, portable compact disc players, portable MP3

players, portable cassette players and the like. The FAWM system converts
the audio music signal that may be supplied by the source, into a digital signal.

This conversion takes place in the small battery powered transmitter that
LL.

connects to the h ad*”‘.one jack of me *urce_. The ti‘an_s”rriiiter then adds a
s

unique user ‘code and transmits it to _the battery powered receiver headphones
where the fuzzy logic detector decodes only the unique user code to allow

private listening without interference from other users.

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present
invention will become better understood with reference to the following

drawings, description and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[O007]” , Figure l illustrates a schematic diagram representation of the
FAWM system; é

Figure 2 illustrates a graph of the high and low bit fuzzy logic if-then

part fuzzy set according to an embodiment of the invention.



T DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008]' The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated .
modes for carrying out the invention. ‘The description is not to be taken in a

limiting sense, but is made merely for the purpose of illustrating the general

principles of the invention.

[0009] Referring to Figure 1, a’ FAWM system 10 may include a battery

powered transmitter 20 connected to a portable audio player or audio source
‘80; The battery powered transmitter 20 may be connected to the audio source

80 headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery powered
transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be o_mni-directional

F for transmitting a coded digital modulatedsignal to a receiving antenna 52 of a

battery powered receiver'50’ that may be a headphone receiver. The battery

p“w*red receiver *0 may nave headph ne sp ' "A F
listening to the demodulated and decoded digital signal. The FAWM transmitter

20 may digitize the audio signal. This digital signal has a throughput of

approximately 1.4 Mbps, which may be determined by the analog to digital A/D
converter sampling rate of 44.1kHz multiplied by 16 bit quantization. To reduce

the effects of channel noise, the batterypowered transmitter 20 may use

fconvolutional encoding, and interleaving. For further noise immunity, spread

spectrum modulation may be utilized. The battery powered transmitter 20 may
contain a"shift register generator (SRG) that may be used to create a unique

user code. The unique user code generated is specifically associated with one
FAWM user, and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered FAWM
headphone receiver 50 of that particular user." The radio frequency (RF)
spectrum utilized (as taken from the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (lSM)
band), may be approximately -2.4 GHz. And the power radiated by the
transmitter adheres to the ISM standard.

[0010] Referring to Figure 1, the digital modulated signal from transmit
antenna 24 may be received by receiving antenna 52 and then demodulated,



decoded and deinterleaved in the battery powered receiver 50 headphones.

The battery powered receiver 50 may utilize fuzzy logic to optimize the

detection of the received user code. ,

[0011] _ Each receiver 50 user may be able to listen (privately) to high

fidelity audioimusic’, using any of the -audio devices listed previously, without the

use of wires, and without interference from" any other receiver 50 user.

Becauseof the fuzzy logic detection technique used in the wireless digital audio

system, user separation through code division may be achieved.

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio information to

t_he battery‘ powered receiver 50 in digital packet format. Each placket" may
consist of, at minimum, a start bit to indicate the beginning of a packet, the

uniqueuser code, the digitized audio information and a stop bit to indicate the

end of a packet. These packets may flow to create adigital bit stream rate less

equal to 1 Mb/s.

The user code bits in each packet may be received and detected by

a fuzzy logic detector in the headset receiver 50. For each consecutive packet

received, the fuzzy logic detector may compute a conditional density with

respect to the context and fuzziness of the user code vector, i.e., the received
user code bits in each packet. The fuzzy-logic detector is the key component to

the FAWM'system 10. Because the fuzzy logic detector enables the battery

powered FAWM receiver 50 to accurately detect the assigned user code in the
presence of noise, which includes other FAWM users. Fuzziness may describe
theambiguity of the high (1 )/low (0) bit event in the noisy received packet. Note

that thefuzzy detector may measure the degree to which a high/low bit occurs

in the user code vector, which produces a low probability of bit error in the
presence of noise. The fuzzy detector may use a set of if-then rules to mapthe
user code bit inputs" to validation outputs. These rules ‘may be developed as if-

then statements. M

[0014] _ The fuzzy logic detector in the battery powered receiver 50 utilizes
the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two‘ values; a low



(O) and a high (1). "Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if" rules map

the signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy
set high value to some degree. See Figure 2. Due to additive noise each user
code bit (bit energy X) may have some membership to a low and high as ,

represented in Figure 2. Therefore, the if-part" fuzzy set may determine if each
bit in the user code, for every received packet, has a greater membership to a

high bit representation or a low bit representation. The more aguser code bit
energy, x fits into the high or low representation, the closer its subsethood, i.e.,
a measure of the degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be

to one. Notethat Figure 2 shows that -1 equals the maximum low bit energy

' representation and 1 equals the maximum high bit energy representation to
illustrate thatthis design may utilize Manchester encoding/decoding schemes.

[0015] The received user code input bit in each packet may be:
I 'x(t), where i = 1,2, n is the set of all bits that make up the user

code vector.

X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents each user assigned a unique
user code.

So user X(1) has bit code [x(1) x (2) .....x(n)] and user X(m) has bit

code [X(1) x (2) ....x(n_)] which is different from user X(1).

[0016] Each x in X may activate a fuzzy ,"if" rule._ The if-part sets may be
conditional densities, so the fuzzy "it" rule activates to the degree p[x(i_)lX(c)]

p[X(c)], which is the probability of the user code bits x_ given thevuser vector X
multiplied by the probability -of X.

[0017] The then-part fuzzy rule set- may be indirectly dependent on the.
‘ input bits x in X. The then-partset may be a weighted sum. equal to p[x(i)]

p[ylx(i), i = ‘i,_ 2, ....,-n.

[0018] Which is the probability of the user bit vector x multiplied by the
probability of y given the user bit vector x. Where y may be a number
representation todefine the correct user headset battery powered receiver 50



given the input bit set x(i), l = 1, 2,

[0019] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detector must be
followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the output fuzzy
set to a single number that determines if the correct received user code bits
within the transmitted packet have been detected. Thedefuzzifying operation

may be implemented with the modal method, i.e., calculation of the value that
has the highestmembership in the fuzzy set. With the modal method a strategy

of clarity may be applied in the event that some user code energy bit values
have equally high membership.‘ The clarityyof a fuzzy set may be considered by
weighting -the conditional densities discussed previously. ' The weighting
determines relative fuzziness of the user code energy bit (x) that-gives a

measure of the uncertainty of the unique user code vector. As a result, the

fuzzy logic ‘detector used in the battery powered headset receiver 50 greatly
reduces the unique user code bit error probability. The fuzzy logic detector

technique, combined with convolutional error. detection and correction
techniques, may enable the FAWM system 10 to operate» in most any
environment.

[0020] ‘ - While the invention has been particularly shown and described with

respect to the illustrated and preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood

by those skilled in the art that the foregoing and other changes in form and details
may be made therein without departing frornthe spirit andscope of the invention.



CLAIMS

1. ' A fuzzy audio wireless music system for wireless transmission of a

signal from an audio source to a battery powered headphone receiver

. comprising:

a headphone jack from an audio source in communication with a

connectable battery powered transmitter;

said connectable battery powered transmitter contains an A/D.‘

converter wherein said A/D converter converts an analog music audio signal to

a digital signal at a signal rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps;

said. A/D converter in communication with a shift register
- . .. _ .- __ ._ _| __ ..r _

generator, a convolution rat encoder anu an inter e-aver;
said interleaver in communication with a spread spectrum V

modulator;

said spread spectrum modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna for wireless transmission of a coded digital signal to a receiving

. antenna at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum

demodulator, aconvolutional deinterleaver and a decoder; and
said decoder in communication with a fuzzy logic detector.

2. The fuzzy audio wireless music system as in claim 1 wherein said

‘battery powered headphone receiver having said fuzzy logic detector with a

detection method, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user-code having:

x(i) where i =1, 2, n is the set of all bits that make up

the user code vector;

X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents each user assigned



unique user code;

Wherein user x(i) has bit code [x(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

X(m) has bit code [x(1) x( ) ... x(n)] which is different form X(1);_

b) activating a fuzzy if rule‘ based on each x in X wherein the if

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if rule to the degree p[x(i)iX(c)]
p[X(c)]; l

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets area weighted sum equal to p[x(i)]p[y|x(i)], i =

1,2,...,n; and . _

d) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.

3. A battery powered‘ headphone receiver having‘ a fuzzy logic

detector method, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code having:

x(i) where i = 1, 2, n is the set of all bits that make up _

the user code vector;

I X(c), where c-= 1, 2, m represents each user assigned

unique user code; A

wherein user X(1)’has bit code [x(1)x (2).... X(n)] and user

X(m) has bit code [x(i) x(2) x(n)] which is different form X(1);
*b) activating a fuzzy if rule based on each x in X.wherein the if

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if rule to the degree p[x(i)iX(c)]
p[X(C)]; '

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum. equal to p[x('i)]p[ylx(i)], i =
1,2, n; and

d) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.

4. A method for battery powered digital wireless transmission and

-reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery operated transmitter



and a battery operated receiver comprising the step of:

connecting a headphone plug attached to said battery operated

transmitter to a headphone jack of an audio source;

converting an music audio signal to a digital signal using an A/D

_ converter having‘ a sampling rate of approximately 44.1 kHz multiplied by 16 bit
quantization to produce a signal rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps;

encoding the digital signal using a convolutional encoding and

interleaving method;

creating a spread "spectrum signal using a shift register generator

to modulate a unique user code;

transmitting said spread spectrum signal at a radio frequency of

approximately‘2.4 GHz at a power level that adheres to the ISM standard for

reception at a. distance of up to approximately 10 feet from said battery

operated transmitter;

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery. operated

receiver headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal and optimal bit

detecting of said unique user code using fuzzy logic technology;

convolutinonal decoding and deinterleaving to receive said digital

signal; a _
converting saiddigital signal to said analog music audiosignal;

and

communication said analog music audio signal to a headphone

speaker.

5. The battery powered receiver headphone as in claim 4 wherein
said receiver having a fuzzy logic detector method comprising the steps of:

a) ’ receiving a user code having:

x(i) where I = 1, 2, h is the set of all bits that make up

the user code .vector;



X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents eachuser assigned

unique user code; I .

Wherein user X(1) has bit code [X(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

AX(m) has bit code [X(1) x(2) x(n)] which is different form Xti);

b) activating a fuzzy if rule based on each x in X‘ wherein the if

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if rule to the degree p[x(i)|X(c)]
p[X(C)]; ’

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum equal to.p[x(i)]p[ylx(i)]. i =

1,2, ..., n; and

I d.) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.



FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0021] The fuzzy audio wireless music system may utilize a battery

powered transmitter to transmit a coded digital signal from an audio player

device or source to a battery powered headphone receiver without the use of

wires. A battery powered digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with any audio source, such as, laptop and desktop computers, -

portable compact disc players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette players,

etc. The battery powered transmitter adds a unique user code and transmits it

to the battery powered receiver headphones where a fuzzy logic detector

decodes only the unique user code to allow private listening without"

' inter.“ rence from other users.
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[0021] The fuzzy audio wireless music system utilizes a battery powered B.LLl.EIl'_O_QIt:l

compliant transmitter to transmit a coded d-igitat msignal from an

audio player device or source to a

battery powered headphone receiver without the use of wires. A battery

powered digital mtransmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with a audio source, such 88. laptop and

desktop computers, portable compact disc players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette

players,...,etc. The battery poweredmuE transmitter adds a unique user code

 and transmits it to the battery powered BLL1EIO_O_'[tl

compliant receiver headphones where a fuzzy logic detector mm

allow private listening without interference from other users, and

 fwires.

 :

Please replace the paragraphs and the beginning of the specification with the following

rewritten paragraphs and beginning:

FUZZY AUDIO WlRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

This is a continuation-in-part of application Serial No. +9f92?7F39 1Q[.Q2Z.3.9_‘L

which patent application is pending.

 ENIDN

[0001] This invention relates to music audio player devices and more particularly to systems

I that include headphone listening devices. The new audio music system uses an existing device

non.-.BLLLEIQ_OJ'_l:l headphone jack

wiLed_l:tead;zhbnes) of a music audio_ player  wmmm



_ ‘ - to connect a

battery powered  m transmitter for digital wireless transmission of a

 signal to a set of battery powered  receiver

headphones. BLUEIQQIH is a worldwide wireless standard. Detailed Information regarding the

I I. .I I I II I . I I I

[0002] Use of music audio headphones with music audio player devices such as radifirfafie

OOI-O [1 I0 .0000‘ I0 IIII

headphone jack to which headphones may be connected by wire afid—ee1=rneeto1= .

[0003] There are also known nmhpnrtatlle wireless headphones that may receive A—.M.—and

inILat:ed_(.lB) transmissions. However. mm

 ‘ Ihey do not allow use of a

simple plug in battery powered‘

B.LLlE]'_O_QIl:Lc.Qn:u2lia.rJt transmitter for connection to any music audio player device jack, such-as:

 A_lk in... ....._u_ __._ u
.....m. puuymo allu ur6“rrm::

dlaital wireless transmission and reception of audio music

for private listening to multiple users occupying the same space Existing

audio systems make use of electrical wire connections between the audio source and the

headphones to accomplish private listening to multiple users.

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for existing music

audio player devices to allow co.de.d_djgjta1 wireless

transmission to a headphone receiver

that accomplishes private

listening to multiple users occupying the same space 

 NflQN

[0005] The present invention is directed to FAWM (Fuzzy Audio Wireless Music) systems for

coded digital transmission. per_tl:ie_BLlJEI_QQIl:l_s1andard, of an -analog audio signal from any

music audio player device with a  amm headphone jack to a receiver

headphone, wm 



A battery powered digital BLL1EI_O_O_Il:i

compliant transmitter may include a headphone plug in communication with any of the previously

The FAWM system
0.05. ‘I“

interference from other users 

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will

become better understood with reference to the following drawings, description and claims.

 

[0007] Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram representation of the FAWM system;

Figure 2 illustrates a graph of the high and low bit fuzzy logic if—then part fuzzy set

according to an embodiment of the invention.

 

[0008] The following 'detailed description is the best currently contemplated modes for

carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is made merely

for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention.

‘[0009] Referring to Figure 1, a FAWM system 10 may include a battery powered

&UE transmitter 20 connected to a portable music audio player (or music audio

source) 80. The battery powered transmitter 20 

 may be connected to the music audio source 80 

headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery powered BLLLE[.Q_QIl:l__cump.l'Lan1

transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional for transmitting a



-l l

s.p.r_ea.d_sp.ectrum modulated signal, .to a

receiving antenna 52 of a battery powered BLl.iEIQO_'[l:l_compJiant headphone receiver 50. The

battery powered receiver 50 may have headphone speakers 54 in

headphones 55 for listening to the s.pi;ead_spectr;um demodulated and decoded

communication signal.

the battery powered  mtransmitter 20 may use convolutional channel

encoding For further noise immunity, spread spectrum modulation, as_detine_d__in

m 1=nay——be is utilized. The battery powered 

transmitter 20 may contain a shift register generator,  , that may

be used to create a unique user code. The unique user code generated is specifically associated

with one FAWM user, and it is the only codegrecognized by the_battery powered FAWM

Rl.|_|ET.QQTH carp'i;“..1 headphone r‘ ‘eiver 50 Qpei:a1e£1J3¥_a particular user. The radio

frequency (RF) spectrum utilized (as taken from the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band),

may be approximately 2.4 GHZ And the power radiated by

the transmitter adheres to the BLUETOOTH standard.

[0010] Referring to Figure 1, the modulated BLLl.EIl'_O_QIl:l_comp.lian1

signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving antenna 52 and then apLead_sp_e.cI.Lum

demodulatedm  in the battery powered

 receiver 50 headphones. The battery powered 

receiver 50 may utilize fuzzy logic to optimize the hit detection of the received packet code.

[0011] Each receiver headphone 50 user may be able to listen

(privately) to high fidelity audio music. using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the

use of wires. and without interference from any other receiver headphone

50user.. ' ' '5 ' ' " '

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music



information to the battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format as

 .These packets may flow to create a digital bit stream rate of

less than or equal to 1.0 Mbps '

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may also be received and detected by a fuzzy logic

detection system Las_an_optiQn,) in the headset receiver 50

pedormance. For each consecutive packetvreceived, the fuzzy logic detection system-may compute

a conditional density with respect to the context and fuzziness of the user packet code vector, i.e.,

the received user code bits in each packet. The fuzzy logic detector de.tec1i.Qn_s.ys1em is-the-key

eon=iperrent—te—the mflm FAWM  mm 3ystern—‘l9:

- .- -- » -- - - - - - -- - ‘ receiver 50 to enhance the bit

detection accuracy of the paclseuiade in the presence of noise. which may include other FAWM

users. Fuzziness may describe the ambiguity of the high bit (1)/low hit (_O___QJ’__-J_) bit event in the

received code within the packet. Note-that—the Ibe fuzzym detector may
measure the degree to which a high/low bit occurs in the user packet code vector. which produces a

low probability of bit error in the presence of noise. The fuzzy logic detection system may use a set

of if-then rules to map the code bit inputs to validation outputs. These rules may be developed as if~
then statements.

[0014] The fuzzy logic detector del.ectiQn_s¥s1em in the battery powered BLUEIQQIH

 mreceiver 50 utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits"

into two values; a low (flog) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if" rules

map the signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low valueto some degree and to the fuzzy set high value

to some degree. See Figure 2.

the maximum low bit energy representation and 1 equals the maximum high bit energy
representation



i.e., a measure of the degree to which a set may be a subset of another set,‘ may be to one.
[0015]

[0019] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detector must be

followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the output aiotemenlinnad fuzzy set to
a . . . .

[0020]_ While the invention has been particularly shown and described with respect to the

illustrated and preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the

foregoing and other changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit
and scope of the invention.



 EENMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

1. (currently amended): A fuzzy audio wireless music system for

efda-signal-f-rem an audio

receiver comprising:

a headphone jack from an audio music source

in communication with a-cenneetable said battery powered transmitter;

digital signal mat a signal rate

of approximately. 1.4 Mbps ;

said NB converter CQDEQ in communication with a shift register generator thafls
and a convolutional encoder ~and-an

 ; .

said interleaver  emmin communication with a spread spectrum
modulator ;

said spread spectrum modulator in communication with a

transmit antenna for wireless transmission of a coded ~

to a receiving antenna at a radio frequency of approximate|y.2.4
GHz

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum demodulatortbatjs

 and a convolutional deintefleaverand-a decoder; and

saidmwa in

communication with a fuzzy logic detector



2. (currently amended): The fuzzy audio wireless music system as in claim 1 wherein

said battery powered headphone receiver having said fuzzy logic detector

cletectiomsxstam with a detection method. comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code bits having:

all bits that make up the packethuser

activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x-in96where'rn—the

 ;and

3. (currently amended): A battery powered headphone

» receiver possibly having a an_additi1e fuzzy logic detector detection method, comprising’ the steps
of:

a) receiving a-user code bits having:

all bits that make up the packet usef

activating a fuzzy logic if rule for each x-inaé

activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x-in9(—wherein-the



and

d) performing a defuzzifying £uzAL.LQgi.c operation  mmm

4. (currently amended):_ A method for battery powered digital wireless BJ_uEI_QQIl:l

communication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery operated

 transmitter and a battery operated receiver

headphone comprising the step of:

connecting the plug attached to said battery operated 

transmitter to a the headphone jack of an audio music

SOUTCB;

encoding the digitat signal using arconvelutional

'=*...'._'.."=...TOQTL‘.. s*rx‘.da'"g‘ nor.y'o'imiorial encoding ;V

creating a  amamspread spectrum signal using a shift register .

generator to modulate a unique user code ;

transmitting said  amspread spectrum signal at a radio frequency

of approximately 2.4 GHz at a power level that adheres to the +81%B standard for

reception at a distance of-up-to40 lessihan approximately 3.0 feet from said battery operated

 hmtransmitter;

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery

operated mreceiver headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal; and-optimal-bit

converting said  mmflmsignal back to said analog music

audio signal; and

communication said analog music audio signal to a headphone speaker wi1l:1'Ln_tl1e



5. (currently amended): The as in claim 4.

wherein said mmreceiver having a fuzzy logic detector

method comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a-user code hits having:

all bits that make up the packel user

activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each

' °'—‘~*'""“*" ' ‘ " and



 NB

The applicant has _provided the following analysis concerning non-introduction of new matter

forthis preliminary amendment.

"A Special Interest Group (SIG) was_ formed to create an industry standard for short range low

power radio frequency (RF) connectivity to make free use of intellectural property in a specification.

The specification is called Bluetooth. The SIG determined a short range low power RF protocol for

personal wireless connectivity technologies that allow personal devices . to communicate. The

Bluetooth wireless technology serves as a replacement of the interconnecting cables between

personal electronic devices. Because the FAWM design replaces the interconnecting cable between a

portable audio music device and a pair of headphones, it was" necessary to follow the Bluetooth

specification to adhere to the RF, low power wireless protocol.

in the initial patent application and the ClP the Bluetooth protocol was described, but the name

(Bluetooth) was not called out. The key Bluetooth specifications are as follows: The (1) carrier

frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz is in the ISM (industrial, Scientific, & Medical) band, and the (2)

data rate is approximately 1 Mbps. The (3) transmit power is not greater than 100 mW (milliwatts),

and has a (4) operating range up to 30 ft (or 10 m). To correct errors that may occur during packet-

transmission, (5) convolutional encoding is used. Finally, (6) spread spectrum technology is used for

maximum immunity to interference.

Each of the Bluetooth specifications listed has been included in the initial patent application

and the CIP‘'.

No additional fee for claims is seen to be required.

if you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

DENNIS W. BEECH

Reg. No-.: 35,443

DWB/ab



IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In regards to application of:

Serial Number: 10/648,012

Applicant: C. Earl Woolfork

Filing‘ Date: 08/26/2003
Title: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM
TC/AU: 2644

Examiner: Graham, Andrew R.

Mail Stop Non-Fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

EXPRESS MAIL CERTIFICATE MAILING UNDER 37 CFR § 1.10

"Express Mail" label number: EV 482347413 US

Date of Deposit: October 25, 2004

I hereby certify that the following attached correspondence comprising:

13 Pages of response

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee"
service under 37 CFR § 1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to:

Mail Stop Non-Fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

ANNEROSE BEECH



Customer No. 33401 T Attorney Docket No. o737ss—oo13

DECLARATION FOR PATENT APPLICATION

My ‘name is Dennis W. Beech. I am a registered patent attorney who represented C. Earl
Woolfork in the filing of a continuation-in-part application serial no. IO/648,012 ("the ‘012 application").
The ‘O12 application was submitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office on or about August
25, 2003. 1 represented C. Earl Woolfork in relation to the ‘012 application from the date of submission of
the '01,? application until on or about July 25, 2005. '

On the date of submission of the ‘D12 application, a typographical error was made with respect to
the application serial number in the first line of the specification. The first line of the specification
provided that the ‘O12 application claimed the benefit of priority of U.S. patent application serial no.
l0/027,739. The ‘O12 application was intended to include a priority claim to U.S. patent application serial
no. 10/027,391. A preliminary amendment was submitted to this effect on or about October 25, 2004.

The entire delay between the date the claim was due and the date the claim was filed was
unintentional. V

I declare that all statements made herein of my'own knowledge are true and that all statements
made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with

the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or .
both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. '

Full name of Declarant ’ Date

Dem:/} Z0! Bee . 9:.
Residence and Post Office Acldress Citizenship

_ fl,0- /30X‘ 577/ /‘((1%/l./~&?_(£C/C4 7; '4 E

LAS99 1417327-l.O73785.00l3

s/17/zoo;



o‘PE “<3 PFIC</
Custo '- No. 33401 Attorney Docket No. 073785-013

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application of: Group Art Unit: 2644
C. Earl WOOLFORK

Examiner: Andrew Graham
' Serial No.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 25, 2003

A For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
SYSTEM _ _ 1

CERTIFICATE or MAILING (37 C.F.R. § 1.8(a))'

I hereby certify that this correspondence islbeing deposited with the United States Postal Service. as First Class Mail under 37 CFR
l.8(a) in an envelope addressed to, Mail Stop: Petition; Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on

Augufii 29, 2005. V -
Anita Chou - . '

Mail Stop: Petition
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSMITTAL
Sir:

Transmitted herewithis a Petition for Unintentionally Delayed Claim for §120 Priority under 37'
CFR §1.78(a)(3) ‘and Exhibits for the above-"identified ‘application.

A Please charge my Deposit Account No. 50-1946 the amount. of $l,370.00. A duplicate
copy of this sheet is enclosed. ' I A

We authorizethe Commissioner to charge Deposit Account No. 50-1946 for payment of
any additional fees required by this response or to credit any overpayment to the account.

glZ 1. .077" 0
Registration No. 45,323

Attorney for Applicant

DATE

MCDERMOTT, WILL & EMERY, LLP-

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Telephone: (310) 277-41 10
_Facsimile: (310) 277-4730

LAS991417385-l.073785.0013



PATENT I

Customer Number: 33401

C. Earl WOOLFORK Confirmation Number: 3337

_Application No.: 10/64 8,012 Group Art Unit: 2644

Filed: August 26, 2003 Examiner: Graham, Andrew

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEIVI

I PETITION FOR _UNINTENTIONALLY DELAYED CLAIM FOR § 120 PRIORITY
UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.78(a)(3)

Mail Stop Petition

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Applicant respectfully requests. acceptance of the revised priority claim in the above

identified application.

U.S. Application No. 10/648,012 (hereinafter ‘O12 application), filed on or about August

26, 2003, was filed as an utility application pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.53(b). As evident from the

I transmittal sheet (Exhibit A) submitted at the time the ‘O12 application was filed, Applicant

identified the ‘012 application as a continuation-in-part ‘for U.S. Application No. 10/027,391

(hereinafter ‘391 application) filed on December 21, 2001.

However, in the’ continuation-in-part application dated August 25, 2003, which was the

subject of the transmittal sheet, the priority claim provided the incorrect serial no. (Exhibit B)

which inadvertently identified the ‘012 application as a continuation-in-part of serial no. 10/027,

Q9, rather than a continuation—in—part of the ‘_3fl application. Accordingly, the ‘39l application

was not correctly identified in the specification as a prior U.S. application with benefit claimed

09/01/2005 IIBERHE 00000098 501946 10648012
1370.00 00

LAS99 l417278:l.O73785.00l3 _* 01 Fl‘-31‘l5“



10/648,012

under 35 U.S.C. § 120. On or about October 25, 2004, Applicant’s prior counsel submitted an

amendment to the first line of the specification of the ‘391 application (Exhibit C, p. 3) so that

the revised priority claim clarifies that priority is being claimed to the earlier filed ‘391

application.

Applicant petitions the Patent Office to accept the amendment to the first line of the

specification of the ‘O12 application, to contain reference to the benefit claimed under 35 U.S.C.

§ 120 to the-‘391 application. ‘

The entire delay in claiming priority to the ‘391 application between the date the claim

was due under 37 C.F.R. § 1.78(a)(2)(ii) and the date the revised priority claim was filed was

unintentional (see the attached declaration of applicant’s prior counsel as Exhibit D).

The surcharge set forth by 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.78(a)(3)(ii),~ and 1.l7(t) of.$1,370.00

accompanies this petition. Please charge Deposit Account 501946 the fee of $1,370.00 if ‘such

petition is necessary to revise the priority claim.

To the extent necessary, a petition for an extension of time under 37 C.F.R. 1.136 is

_ hereby made. Please charge any shortage in fees due in connection with the filing of this paper,

including extension of time ‘fees, to Deposit Account 501946 and please credit any excess fees to

such deposit account.

Respectfully submitted,

CDERMOTT WI & EMERY LLP\

Regi tration No. 45,323

2049 Century Park East, Suite 3400 Please recognize our Customer No. 33401
Los Angeles, California 90067 as our correspondence address.
Phone: 310.788.4125

Facsimile: 310.277.4730

Date: August 29, 2005

LAS99 1417278-1.073785.0013



Landmark Building" - Newland Center
19900 Beach Blvd.

Huntington Beach,

BUS: (714) 378-0212
FAX: (714) 378-0262

August 25

Mail Stop Patent Application

M

- . Law Offices of

DENNIS W. BEECH
Meridien Building

1007 West Avenue M-14, Suite C-10

Palmdale, California 93551

BUS: (805)273-0503

FAX: (714) 378-0262

, Suite C-2 ‘
CA 92648

RESPOND TO: HUNTINGTON BEACH

,2oo3i

EVEVEIHEHEEEEUS
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Serial No.: _

Applicant:

Filing Date:

Group Art
Examiner:
For:

10/027,391

C. Earl Woolfork

12/21/2001
2644 *

McChesney, Elizabeth A.

WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM

Unit:

Dear Assistant Commissioner for Patents:

This amendment, and fee for CIP application are filed to "maintain the parent clas
e which is to be

abandoned when filing a new application claiming its benefit.

1. The amendment in this case is a bona fide attempt by applicant to respondaand to advance
this application to final action and comprises a separately "filed:

Continuation Application

X Continuation-in-Part Application

__Divisional Application (where parent case is to be
' abandoned.

A copy of this amendment and petition is being filed with the papers constituting the filing
of the separately filed application.

The amendment being filed in this case is attached.

This is not a petition for extension of time torespond to:

the Office Action mailed on and Advisory Action dated
1

(d)
 .



time period for reply.

(e) X Other: The Office Action dated 02/26/2003 did not specify a shortened .

4. Please abandon this application conditioned upon the granting of the petition and granting
of a filing date to the continuing application so as to make the continuing application co-
pending with this application.

Applicant is:

a small entity verifiedistatement

X is enclosed.

was filed in parent application (a copy attached) and this status is still proper and
A its benefit under 37 CFR 1.28 (a) is hereby claimed.

other than a small entity.

Extension requested under 37 CFR 1.17(c) is for months to
"fee of $———.——. .

Enclosed is:

Continuation—in—Part Patent Application including:

11 pages of specifications

2 pages of drawings
Small Entity Statement A
Combination Declaration and Power of Attorney

Nonpublication Request
Proof of Mailing

Self Addressed Postcard
A check in the amount of-$375.00

This amount is based on:
5 claimand 3' independent claim ‘ _ V $375,oo
0 independent claims in excess of three ($42.00) 0,00
0 claims in excess of twenty ($9.00) o_oo

TOTAL FILING FEE: A 37 . 0
Very truly yours, _ ).

DENNlS W. BEECH

Reg. No.: 35,443
DWB/ab
Enclosures



FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

This is a continuation-in—part_of application Serial No. 10/027,739

which patent application is pending.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION.

[0001] ' This invention relates to audio player devices and more particularly

to systems that include headphone listening devices. The new audio system
uses existing audio player device headphone jacks to connect a battery

powered transmitter for wireless transmission of a signal to a battery powered

receiving headphone.

[0002] Use of audio headphones with audio player devices such as radio,

tape players, CD players, computers, television audio and the like have been in

use for may years. These systems usually incorporate an audio source having

a headphone jack to which a headphone may be connected by wire and

connector. _

[0003] There are also known wireless headphones that may receive A..M.
and F.M. radio transmissions. However, these systems "do not allow use of a

simple plug in battery powered transmitter for connection to any audio player
device jack, such as, laptop and desktop computers. -portable compact disc

players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette players and the like, for
wireless transmission and reception of audio music for private listening to

multiple usersoccupying the same space. Existing audio systems ‘make use of

electrical wire connections between the audio source and the headphones to
accomplish private listening to multiple users.

[0004] There is a needbfor a battery powered simple connection system for
existing audio player devices, to allow wireless transmission to a headphone

receiver that accomplishes private listening to multiple users occupying the

same space.



‘SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention is directed to FAWM (Fuzzy Audio Wireless
Music) systems for coded digital transmission of an audio signal from any audio

player device with a headphone jack to a receiver headphone using fuzzy logic

technology." A battery powered digital transmitter may include a headphone

' plug in communication with any of the_previous|y mentionedaudio sources,

laptop and desktop computers, portable compact discplayers, portable MP3

players, portable cassette players and the like. The FAWM system converts
the audio music signal that may be supplied by the source, into a digital signal.

This conversion takes place in the small battery powered transmitter that

connects to the headphone jack of the source. The transmitter then adds a

unique user zcodeand transmits it to the battery powered receiver headphones

where the fuzzy logic detector decodes only the unique user code to allow
private listening without interference from other users.
[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present

invention will become better understood with reference to the following

drawings, description and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]" Figure .1A illustrates a schematic diagram representation of the

FAWM system; I

Figure 2 illustrates a graph of the high and low bit fuzzy logic if—then

part fuzzy set according to an embodiment of the invention.



DETAILED F)ESCR|PTlON

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated
‘modes for carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a

limiting sense, but is made merely for the purpose of illustrating the general

principles of the invention. 4
[0009] Referring to Figure 1, a FAWM system 10 may include a battery

powered transmitter 20 connected to a portable audio player or audio source
80. ' The battery powered transmitter 20 may be connected to the audio source
80 headphone jack 582 using a headphonevplug 22. The battery powered
transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional

0 for transmitting a coded digital modulatedysignal to a receiving antenna 52 of a

battery powered receiverV50’ that may be a headphone receiver. The battery

powered receiver 50 may have headphone speakers 54 in headphones 55 for

listening to the demodulated and decoded digital signal. The FAWM transmitter _

20 may digitize the audio signal. Thisdigital signal has a throughput of

approximately 1.4 Mbps, which may be determined by the analog to digital A/D
converter sampling rate of 44.1kHz multiplied by 16 bit quantization. To reduce

the effects of channel noise, the battery powered transmitter 20 may use

convolutional encoding, and interleaving. For further noise immunity, spread

spectrum modulation may be utilized. The battery powered transmitter 20 may
contain ashift register generator (SRG) that may be used to create a unique

user code. The unique user code generated is specifically associated with one
FAWM user, and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered’ FAWM

headphone receiver 50 of that particular user. ’ The radio frequency (RF)
spectrum utilized (as taken from the Industrial, Scientific" and Medical (ISM)

band), may be approximately -2.4 GHz. And the power radiated by the

transmitter adheres to the lSM standard.

[0010] Referring to Figure 1, the digital modulated signal from transmit
antenna 24 may be received by receiving antenna 52 and then demodulated,



decoded and deinterleaved in the battery powered receiver 50 headphones.

The battery powered receiver 50 may- utilize fuzzy logic to optimize the

detection of the received user code.

[0011] _ Each receiver 50 user may be able to listen (privately) to high

fidelity audio music. using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the

use of wires, and without interference from‘ any other receiver 50 user.

Because of the fuzzy logic detection technique used in the wireless digital audio

system, user separation through code division may be achieved.

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio information to

the battery‘ powered receiver 50 in digital packet format. Each packetmay
consist of, at minimum, a start bit to indicate the beginning of a packet, the
uniqueuser code, the digitized audio information and a stop bit to indicate the

end of a packet. These packets may flow to create a digitalbit stream rate less
than or equal to 1 Mb/s.

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may be received and detected by
a fuzzy logic detector in the headset receiver 50. For each consecutive packet
received, the fuzzy logic detector may compute a conditional density with

respect to the context and fuzziness of the user code vector, i.e., the received

_user code bits in each packet. The fuzzy logic detector is the key component to

the FAWM ‘system 10. Because the fuzzy logic detector enables the battery
powered FAWM receiver 50 to accurately detect the assigned user code in the
‘presence of noise, which includes other FAWM users. Fuzziness may describe

the ambiguity of the high (1 )/low (O)'bit event in the noisy received packet. Note

that the fuzzy detector may measure the degree to which a high/low bit occurs

in the user code vector, which produces a low probability of bit error in the

presence of noise. The fuzzy detector may use a set of if-thenrules to ‘map the
user code bit inputs to validation outputs. These rules "may. be developed as if-

then statements. I

[0014] V The fuzzy logic detector in the battery powered receiver 50 utilizes
the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two values; a low



(O) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if" rules map

the signal "bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy

set high value to some degree. See Figure 2. Due to additive noise each user
code bit (bit energy x) may have some membership to a low and high as .

represented in Figure 2. Therefore. the if-part’ fuzzy set may determine if each
bit in the user code, for every received packet, has "a greater membership to a

high bit representation or a low bit representation. The more aguser code bit
energy, X fits into the high or low representation, the closer its subsethood, i.e.,
a measure of the degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be

to one. Notethat Figure 2.shows that -1 equals the maximum low bit energy

‘ representation and 1 equals the maximum high bit energy representation to
illustrate that this design may utilize Manchester encoding/decoding schemes.

[0015]' The received user code input bit in each packet may be:

x(i), where i = 1,2, n is the set of all bits that make up the user
code vector.

X(c), where c = 1, m represents each user assigned a unique
user code. g

80 user X(1) has bit code [X(1) x (2) .....x(n)] and user X(m) has bit

code [x(1) x (2) ....x(n)] which is different from user X(1).

[0016] ‘Each x in X may activate a fuzzy _"if" rule. The if-part sets may be
conditional densities, so the fuzzy "if" rule activates to the degree p[x(i)|X(c)]

p[X(c)], which is the probability of the user code bits xg given thewuser vector X
multiplied by the probability of X.

[0017] The then-part fuzzy rule set may be indirectly dependent on the.
input bits x in X. The then—_partAset may be a weighted sum‘ equal to p[x(i)]

p[ylx(i), i = 1,. 2. ....,-n."
[0018] Which is the probability of the user bit ve.ctor x multiplied by the

probability of‘ y given the user bit vector x. Where y may be a number
representation to define the correct user headset battery powered receiver 50



given the input bit set x(i). I = 1, 2,

[0019] The if-thengrule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detector must be
followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the output fuzzy

set to a single number that determines if the correct received user code bits

within the transmitted packet have been detected. The_defuzzifying operation

may be implemented with the modal method, i.e., calculation of the value that

has the highest membership in the fuzzy set. With the modal method a strategy

0 of clarity may be applied in the event that some user code energy bit values

have equally high membership. The clarity of a fuzzy set may be considered by

weighting the conditional densities discussed previously. The weighting
determines relative fuzziness of the user code energy bit (x) that-gives a

measure of the uncertainty of the unique user code vector. As a result, the

fuzzy logic detector used in the battery powered headset receiver 50 greatly
reduces the unique user code bit error probability. The fuzzy logic detector

technique, combined with convolutional error detection and correction

techniques, may enable the FAWM system 10 to operate in most any

environment.

[0020] ‘ While the invention has been particularly shown and described with

respect to the illustrated and preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood

_by those skilled in the art that the foregoing and other changes inform and details
may be made therein without departing fromthe spirit andvscope of the invention.



CLAIMS

1. ' A fuzzy audio wireless music system for wireless transmission of a

signal from an audio source to a battery powered headphone receiver

. comprising:

a headphone jack from an audio source in communication with a

connectabie battery powered transmitter;

said connectabie battery powered transmitter contains an A/D V

converter wherein said A/D converter converts an analog music audio signal to

a digital signal at a signal rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps;

said. "A/D converter in communication with a shift register

generator, a convolutional encoder and an interleaver;

said interleaver in communication with a spread spectrum

modulator;

said spread spectrum modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna for wireless transmission of a coded digitalsignal to a receiving

antenna at a radio ‘frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz;

V said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum

demodulator, aconvolutional deinterieaver and a decoder; and

said decoder in communication with a fuzzy logic detector.

2. The fuzzy audio wireless music system as in claim 1 wherein said

‘battery powered headphone receiver having said fuzzy logic detector with a
detection method, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code having:

x(i) where i = 1, n is the set of all bits that make up

the user code vector;

X(c), where c = 1, 2, rn represents each user assigned



unique user code;

Wherein user X(1) has bit code [x(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

X(m) has bit code [x(1) x(2) x(n)] which is different form X(1);
b) activating a fuzzy if rule based on each x in X wherein the if

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if rule to the degree p[x(i)lX(c)]

plX(C)];

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum equal to p[x(i)]p[ylx(i)], i =

1,2; n; and

d) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.

3. A battery powered’ headphone receiver having" a fuzzy logic

detector method, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user code having:

x(i) where i = 1, 2, n is the set of all bits that make up .

the user code vector;

I X(c), where c-= 1, 2, m represents each user assigned

unique user code; A

wherein user X(1) has bit code [x(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

X(m) has bit code [X(1) x(2) x(n)] which is different form X(1);
‘b) activating a fuzzy if rule based on each x in Xwherein the if

part sets are conditional densities -to activate the if rule to the degree ,p[x(i)lX(c)]
P[X(C)];

c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum. equal to p[x(i)]p[ylx(i)], i =

1,2, n; and

d) performing a defuzzifying operation of modal type.

4. A method for battery powered digital wireless transmission and

-reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery operated transmitter



and a battery operated receiver comprising the step of:

connecting a headphone plug attached to said battery operated

transmitter to a headphone jack of an audio source;

converting an music audio signal to a digital signal using an A/D
_ converter having a sampling rate of approximately 44.1 kHz multiplied by 16 bit

quantization to produce a signal rate of approximately 1.4 Mbps;
encoding the digital signal using a convolutional encoding and

’ interleaving method;

creating a spread ‘spectrum signal using a shift register generator

to modulate a unique user code;

transmitting said spread spectrum signal at a radio frequency of

approximately 2.4 GHz at a power level that adheres to the ISM standard for
reception at a. distance of up to approximately 10 _feet from said battery

operated transmitter; '
receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery. operated

receiver headphones; A
demodulating said spread spectrum signal and optimal bit

detecting of said unique user code using fuzzy logictechnology;

convolutional decoding and deinterleaving to receive said digital

signal; I a
converting saidedigital signal to said analog music audio signal;

and

communication said analog music audio signal to a headphone

speaker.

5. The battery powered receiver headphone as in claim 4 wherein

said receiver having a fuzzy logic detectorlmethod comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a user_ code having:

x(i) where I = 1, 2, n is the set of all bits that make up

the user code vector;



X(c), where c = 1, 2, m represents eachuser assigned

unique user code;

Wherein user X(1) has bit code [x(1) x (2).... X(n)] and user

VX(m) has bit code [x(1) x(2) x(n)] which is different form X(i);

b) activating a fuzzy if rule based on each x in X" wherein the if .

part sets are conditional densities to activate the if ruleto the degree p[x(i)lX(c)]

PlX(C)]; '

g c) activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x

in X wherein the then part sets are a weighted sum equal to p[x(i)]p[ylx(i)]. i =

1,2, n; and

d) performing a defuzzifying operationof modal type.



FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0021] The fuzzy audio wireless music system may utilize a battery

powered transmitter to transmit a coded digital signal from an audio player

device or source to a battery powered headphone receiver without the use of

wires. A battery powered digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with any audio source, such as, laptop and desktop computers,

portable compact disc players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette players,

etc. The battery powered transmitter adds a unique user code and transmits it

to the battery powered receiver headphones where a fuzzy logic detector

I decodes only the unique user code to allow private listening without

‘ interference from other users.
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Amendments to the Specification begin on page 3 of this paper.

Amendments fo the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims that begins on page 9 of this paper.

RemarkslArguments begin on page 13 of this paper.



 

 :’ (Place a replacement or new abstract on a separate sheet)

[0021] The fuzzy audio wireless music system utilizes a battery powered B.l.l..lEIQQ_'[l:l

compliant transmitter to transmit a coded digital msignal from an

audio player device or source to a

battery powered headphone receiver without the use of wires. A battery

powered  transmitter may include a headphone plug in

communication with a audio source, such as, laptop and

desktop computers, portable compact disc players, portable MP3 players, portable cassette

players,...,etc. The battery powered mtransmitter adds a unique user code

 and transmits it to the battery powered BLLlE]'_O_QIl:l

compliant receiver headphones where a fuzzy logic detector 

allow private listening without interference from other users, and

.” H . . E .

 :

Please replace the paragraphs and the beginning of the specification with the following

rewritten paragraphs and beginning:

FUZZY AUDIO WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM .

This is a continuation-in-part of application Serial No. +6f9-2777-39 _‘l_0£O2Z.3&1

which patent application is pending.

 mmmm

[0001]_ This invention relates to music audio player devices and more particularly to systems

that include headphone listening devices. The new audio music system uses an existing device
m headphone jack

yiiii:ed_beadpl1dnes,) of a music audio player  wmmu



' - to connect a

battery powered  m transmitter for digital wireless transmission of a

 msignal to a set of battery powered  receiver

headphones.

ll. .1” H I. H I H

[0002] Use of music audio headphones with music audio player devices such as radtorffilfie

use for may years. These "systems incorporate an audio source having a analog_ncn—_BLl.1EI_O_Oll:l

headphone jack to which headphones may be connected by wire and-connector .

[0003] There are also known non.-.p.oLtabJe wireless headphones that may receive A-.~M.—and

int'.i:aLed_(lB) transmissions. However,

these-systems Ihey do not allow use of a

simple plug in battery powered

 transmitter for connection to any music audio player device jack, such-as;

for private listening to multiple users occupying the same space Existing

audio systems make use of electrical wire connections between the audio source and the

headphones to accomplish private listening to multiple users.

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for existing music

audio player devices to allow coded_digital wireless

transmission to a headphone receiver

that accomplishes private

listening to multiple users occupying the same space

 

[0005] The present invention is directed to FAWM (Fuzzy Audio Wireless Music) systems for

coded digital transmission, .of an analog audio signal from any

music audio player device with an headphone jack to a receiver

headphone,mm using ¢m



s¥s 't..demc1'on. A battery powered digital‘' B 

compliant transmitter may include a headphone plug in communication with any of the previously

The FAWM system -

interference from other users 

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will

become better understood with reference to the following drawings, description and claims.

 fiS

[0007] Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram representation of the FAWM system;

Figure 2 illustrates a graph of the high and low bit fuzzy logic if-then part fuzzy set

according to an embodiment of the invention.

 

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated modes for

carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is made merely

for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention.

[0009] Referring to Figure 1, a FAWM system 10 may include a battery powered
 transmitter 20 connected to a portable music audio player (or music audio

source) 80. The battery powered transmitter 20 

 may be connected to the music audio source 80 

headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery powered 

transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional for transmitting a



snLead_spec1:um modulated signal, .to a

receiving antenna 52 of a battery powered headphone receiver 50. The

battery powered receiver 50 may have headphone speakers 54 in

headphones 55 for listening to the spreadspectnum demodulated and decoded digttal .

signal.

decQding_ped‘.oLmanc.e._ The FAWM transmitter 20 may digitize the audio

signal This

 tdigital signal has a throughput of approximately 1.4 Mbps

the battery powered  mm transmitter 20 may use convolutional channel

encoding For further noise‘ immunity, spread spectrum modulation, as_deflne.d_in

 mm may—be' is utilized. The battery powered
transmitter 20 may contain a shift register generator,  , that may

be used to create a unique user code. The unique user code generated is specifically associated

with one FAWM user. and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered FAWM

 mm headphone receiver 50 of—that Qpel:a1ed_b;L_a particular user. The radio

frequency (RF) spectrum utilized (as taken from the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band),

may be approximately 2.4 GHz And the powerradiated by

the transmitter adheres to the BLUETOOTH standard.

[0010] Referring to Figure 1, the digital spLead.speL:lLum modulated 

signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving antenna 52 and then spLead_spectLum

demodulated . in the battery powered

 receiver 50 headphones. The battery powered 

receiver 50 may utilize fuzzy logic to optimize the hit detection of the received packet code.

[0011] Each receiver headphone 50 user may be-able to listen

(privately) to high fidelity audio music, using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the

use of wires, and without interference from any other receiver headphone
50user.. ' ' " ' ' " '



information to the battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format as

 a¢These packets may flow to create a digital bit stream rate of
less than or equal to 1.0 Mbps mm

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may also be received and detected by a fuzzy logic
detection system (as_an_option) in the headset receiver 50

nerfonmance. For each consecutive packet received, the fuzzy logic detection system may compute

a conditional density with respect to the context and fuzziness of the user packet code vector, i.e.,

the received user code bits in each packet. The fuzzy logic detector  mis+he—l<ey

component—to—tl=re  mmmm FAWM system-‘r9:

- - - - - -- - - -- - v «- ‘ receiver 50 to enhance‘ the bit

. detection accuracy of the p_ac.ke.t_c.o£ie in the presence of noise, which may include other FAWM

users. Fuzziness may describe the ambiguity of the high bit (1)/low bit LQ_or_-_1_)'bit event in the

received code within the packet. Ncte—+hat—the Ilzte fuzzy logic_detec1i9.n_s¥sI.em detector may

measure the degree to which a high/low bit occurs in the userfpackel code vector, which produces a

low probability of bit error in the presence of noise. The fuzzy logic detection system may use a set

of if-then rules to map the code bit inputs to validation outputs. These rules may be developed as if-
then statements.

[0014] The fuzzy logic detector d_etectiQn_s¥stem in the battery powered BLLLEIQQIH

 pmm receiver 50 utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits

into two values; a low L0_o_r_-_1,) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if" rules

map the signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy set high value
to some degree. See Figure 2.

- ‘Ncte—tl=ia=t Figure 2 shows that -1 equals

the maximum low bit energy representation and 1 equals the maximum high. bit energy
representation



4 i.'e., a measure of the degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be to one.
[0015]

[0019] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detector d.etecI.lnn_sys1.am must be

followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the output fuzzy set to

received by the transmitted packet. have—been

[0020] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with respect to the

illustrated and preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the

foregoing and other changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit
and scope of the invention.



 MS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

1. (currently amended): A fuzzy audio wireless music system for

receiver comprising:

a mmheadphone jack from an audio music source

in communication with a-cennectable said battery powered transmitter;

‘= -a-.---

digital sign ' ' at a signal rate
of approximately 1.4 Mbps

said A+B converter CQDEQ in communication with a shift register generator tbatjs

and a convolutional encoder —andan
rnterleaver,

said interleaver  memm in communication with a spread spectrum
modulator ;

said spread spectrum modulator in communication with a ‘

transmit antenna for wireless transmission of a coded

 mmmto a receiving antenna at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4
GHZ

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum demodulator thaus

 and a convolutional deinterleavei=and—a decoder; and

saiddwwa in

communication with a fuzzy logic detectcr



2. (currently amended): The fuzzy audio wireless music system as in claim 1 wherein

said battery powered headphone receiver having’ said fuzzy logic detector

detectiomsxstem with a detection method, comprising the steps of: l

a) receiving a user code hits having:

all bits that make up the paclsetuser

I activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x-ifrxwherein-the

 ;and

3. (currently amended): A battery powered headphone

receiver possibly having a anjdditive fuzzy logic detector detection method, comprising the steps
of:

a) receiving aruser code bits having:

V all bits that make up the packet user
code vector; V

activating a fuzzy logic if rule for eachmme x—in—X
4 '00.: Iu'— II II

activating a fuzzy then rule indirectly dependent on each x1'n9(-wherein-the



and

d) performing a defuzzifying fuzzy_logic operation Mm

E I.“ :1: Ir.“ ml. H.‘ I. F H _

4. (currently amended): A method for battery powered digital wireless BLU.EIQ_O_T.l:l

communication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery operated

 transmitter and a battery operated receiver

headphone comprising the step of: '

connecting the plug attached to said battery operated

transmitter to a the headphone jack of an audio music

SOUTCG;

encoding the digital signal using a-eonvolutional

BLUE]'_O.QIl:Ls1andaJ:d aomtolutionai encoding ;_

creating a BLLJEI_O_Q_T_l:l_s1andaLd spread spectrum signal using a shift register _

‘generator to modulate a unique user code ;

transmitting said mspread spectrum signal at a radio frequency

of approximately 2.4 GHz at a power level that adheres to the EM BL!.J.EIQ_QIi:t standard for

reception at a distance of-up-to—'l~9 IE-.s.s_than approximately 3Q feet from said battery. operated

 transmitter;

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery

operated receiver headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal; andepttmal-bit

converting said dtgitai mmsignal back to said analog music

audio signal; and I

communication said analog music audio signal to a headphone speaker witbimtile



5. (currently amended): Thebafievpm method as in claim: 4.

wherein said mmreceiver having a fuzzy logic detector
method comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a-user Icode hits having: -

all bits that make up the packet user
code vecfer;



The applicant has provided the following .analysis concerning non-introduction of new matter

for this preliminary amendment.

"A Special Interest Group (SIG) was formed to create an industry standard for short range low

power radio frequency (RF) connectivity to make free use of intellectural property in a specification.

The specification is called Bluetooth. The SIG determined a short range low power RF protocol for
personal wireless connectivity technologies that allow personal devices to-communicate. The

Bluetooth wireless technology serves as a replacement of the interconnecting cables between

personal electronic devices. Because the FAWM design replaces the interconnecting cable between a

portable audio music device and a pair of headphones, it was necessary to follow the Bluetooth

specification to adhere to the RF, low power wireless protocol.

in the initial patent application and the CIP the Bluetooth protocol was described, but the name

(Bluetooth) was not called out. The key Bluetooth specifications are as follows: The (1) carrier

frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz is in the ISM (Industrial, Scientific, & Medical) band, and the (2)

data rate is approximately 1 Mbps. The (3) transmit power is not greater than 100 mW (milliwatts),

and has a (4) operating range up to 30 ft (or 10 m). To correct errors that may occur during packet

transmission, (5) convolutional encoding is used. Finally, (6) spread spectrum technology is used for

maximum immunity to interference.

Each of the Bluetooth specifications listed has been included in the initial patent application

and the CIP".

No additional fee for claims is seen to be required.

If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

9);»
DENNIS W. BEECH ’

Reg. No.: 35,443

DWB/ab
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Application No. Applicant(s)

, 10/648,012 . WOOLFORK, C. EARL

Interview Summary E _ A“ U gtxamlner nr

Andrew Graham 2644 -
All participants (applicant, app|icant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) Andrew Graham. (3)E. Woolfork.

(2) Laura Grier. (4)D. Burton.

Date of Interview: 24 August 2005.

Type: a)IZ Telephonic b)[:] Video Conference
c)I:| Personal [copy given to: 1)[:l applicant 2)E] applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)l:] Yes e)D No.
If Yes, brief description:

CIaim(s) discussed: 1 4 6 and'7.

Identification of prior art discussed: @.

Agreement with respect to the claims f)l:I was reached. g)|Z was not reached. h)[:] N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was-agreed to if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: See Continuation Sheet.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy ofthe amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS
GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY
FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See

Summary of Record.of Interview requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.

0% cum.v- - \ TE

ri:bI'rr‘JC’L(‘_)3y GENT” B(A2ggzER
Stlbeninq

7{a‘°"‘%9W§'—”‘.,29-55
Examiner Note: You must sign this form unless it is an
Attachment to a signed Office action. Examiner's signature, if required

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20050824



Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

- Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
vimrranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office aaion as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Oflice is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
"Contents" section ofthe file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion ofthe interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. if additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation ofthe following information:
Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
Name of applicant
Name of examiner
Date of interview

Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

An identification of the specific prior art discussed
An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by
attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (it Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

it is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, thatthe Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation ofthe interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all ofthe applicable items required below concerning thesubstance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification ofthe specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification ofthe principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust ofthe principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient itthe general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed bythe examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record ofthe substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

It the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "lnterview Record OK" on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials.



, Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 10/648,012
\

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an
agreement was reached, or any other comments: Formal matters regarding the application and application process

were discussed, including the notice of not-acceptable notice of appeal of 8/16/05; claims have not been twice rejected
because benefit of parent case has not been granted, per an untimely claim for benefit under 37 CFR 1.78; current and

potential amendments to claims were also discussed in terms of their effect on the scope of the claims, though it was
noted that such current and/or potential amendments would require further search. No argeement was reached
regarding the status of the currently amended claims.
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Customer No. 33401 Attorney Docket No. 07375 8-0013

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: Group Art Unit: 2644
C. Earl Woolfork

Examiner: Andrew R. Graham

Serial.No.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 26,2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
SYSTEM

CEE1 EEJQA | E OE FACSllVEl1.E"I'.RANS1\11'_S_§[QE guggg 3'7 C.F.R. § 1.6((_l[

Inweby certifiy that this correspondence is being transmitted via fiaesimile to §11:31E_§Q9_ under 37 CFR 1.6(d) on the

date below. 2
Dale: E I I V Anita Chou

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandlzia, VA 22313-1450

TELEPEONE INTERE [EW SUMMARY

The courtesy extended by Examiner Graham and a primary examiner during a

telephone conversation held on August 24, 2005 is appreciated. During the telephone ‘

discussion, Examiner Graham indicated that he had not yet searched the c1aims.presentec1

via preliminary amendment on or about July 1, 2005. Accordingly, no agreement was

reached as to the claims. Moreover, Examiner Graham indicated that the notice of appeal

had been deemed defective because the priority claim (made by Aplolicanfs prior

attorney) had been unintentionally delayed.

It is believed that no extension of time is needed. However, in case an extension

oftime is needed, to the extent necessary, a petition for an extension of time under 37

LAS991412-192-1.073785.0013
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Serial No.: 10/648,012 Attorney Docket No; 073758-0013

C.F.R. 1.136 is hereby made. Please charge any shortage in fees due in connection with

the filing of this paper, including extension of time fees, to Deposit Account 501946 and

please credit any excess fees to such deposit account.

Respectfully submifled,

MCDERMOTT, WILL & EMERY LLP 2

Respectfully submjtted,

U avbcr 4, 2005  fiQD157w;/t‘c*1—\
Date Daphn L. Burton

Regisfiation No. 45,323

MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY LLP

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone: (310) 277-41 10

Facsimile: (310) 277-4730

Customer No. 33401
M599 ld12492—l.073785.00l3
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

wwwlusptagov

ATTN: DAPHNE L. BURTON

MCDERMOTT, WILL & EMERY, LLP
34TH FLOOR

2049 CENTURY PARK EAST M
LOS ANGELES, CA 90067

‘ NOV 1 0 2005

In re Application of : OFHCE OF PEHTIONS
C. Earl Woolfork : -

Application No. 10/648,0 1 2 A Z _ DECISION ON PETITION

Filed: August 26, 2003 2 UNDER 37 CFR l.78(a)(3)

Attorney Docket No. 73785-012 '

This is a decision on the petition under 37 CFR l.78(a)(3), filed August 31, 2005, to accept an
unintentionally delayed claim under 35 U.S.C. 120 for the benefit of priority to the prior-filed

nonprovisional application set forth in the amendment filed October 25, 2004 and again on July
1, 2005.

The petition is GRANTED.

A petition for acceptance of a claim for late priority under 37 CFR l.78(a)(3) is only applicable

to those applications filed on or after November 29, 2000. Further, the petitionis appropriate

only after the expiration of the period specified in 37 CFR 1.78(a)(2)(ii). In addition, the petition

under 37 CFR l.78(a)(3) must be accompanied by:

(1) the reference required by 35 U.S.C. § 120 and 37 CFR

1.78(a)(2)(i) of the prior-filed application, unless previously

submitted; _

(2) the surcharge set forth in § l.17(t); and

(3) a statement that the entire delay between the date the

claim was due under 37 CFR 1.78(a)(2)(ii) and the date the

claim was filed was unintentional. The Commissioner may

require additional information where there is a question

whether the delay was unintentional. '

The instant nonprovisional application was filed after November 29, 2000, and the claim herein

for the benefit of priority to the prior-filed nonprovisional application is submitted after

expiration of the period specified in 37 CFR 1.78(a)(2)(ii). Therefore, this is a proper petition
under 37 CFR l.78(a)(3).



Application No. 10/648,012 Page 2

The petition complies with the requirements for a grantable petition under 37 CFR 1.78(a)(3) in

that (1) a reference to the prior—filed nonprovisional application has been included in an

amendment to the first sentence of the specification following the title, as provided by 37 CFR

1.78(a)(2)(iii); (2) the surcharge fee required by 37 CFR 1.17(t) has been submitted; and (3) the

petition contains a proper statement of unintentional delay. Accordingly, having found that the

instant petition for acceptance of an unintentionally delayed claim for the benefit of priority

under 35 U.S.C. § 120 to the prior-filed nonprovisional application satisfies the conditions of 37

CFR 1.78(a)(3), the petition is granted.

The granting of the getition to accept the delayed benefit claim to the Qrior-tiled agglication

under 3 7 CFR 1. 78(a](3) should not be construed as meaning that the instant agglication is

entitled to the benefit! of the Qrior-(tied agglication. In order for the instant agglication to be

entitled to the benefit of the grior-tiled agglication, all other requirements under 35 US. C.

should not be construed as meaning that agglicant is entitled to the claim [or benefit of

priority to the Qrior—[tled agglication noted thereon. Accordingly, the examiner will, in due

course, consider this benefit claim and determine whether the instant agglication is entitled to

the benefit of the earlier filing date.

A corrected Filing Receipt, which includes the priority claim to the prior-filed nonprovisional

application, accompanies this decision on petition.

This application is being forwarded to Technology Center Art Unit 2644 for consideration by the
examiner of applicant’s entitlement to claim benefit ofpriority under 35 U.S.C. § 120 to the

prior-filed nonprovisional application.

Any inquiries concerning this decision may be directed to the Petitions Attorney Edward

Tannouse at (571) 272-3228. All other inquiries concerning either the examination procedures

or status of the application should be directed to the Technology Center.

Alasaa
ances 1c s

Petitions Examiner

Office of Petitions

Office of the Deputy Commissioner

for Patent Examination Policy

ATTACHMENT: Corrected Filing Receipt
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of Customer Number: 33401

Confirmation Number: 3337

Application No.: 10/648,012 Group Art Unit: 2644

Filed: August 26, 2003 Examiner: Graham, Andrew

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEIVI

PETIITJION FOR UNIINTENTIONALLY DELAYED CLAIM ]FOR§ 120 IPRJIORJITY

UNDER 37 C.F.R. § l.78(a)(3)

Mail Stop Petition
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Appiicant respectfully. requests acceptance of the revised priority claim in the above

identified application.

U.S. Application No. 10/648,012 (hereinafter ‘O12 application), filed on or about August

26, 2003, was filed as an utility application pursuant to 37 C.F.R. l.53(b). As evident from the

transmittal sheet (Exhibit A) submitted at the time the ‘O12 application was filed, Applicant

identified the ‘012 application as a continuation-in-part for U.S. Application No. 10/027,391

(hereinafter ‘39l application) filed on December 21, 2001.

However, in the continuation-in-part application dated August 25, 2003, which was the

subject of the transmittal sheet, the priority claim provided the incorrect serial no. (Exhibit B)

which inadvertently. identified the ‘012 application as a continuation-in-part of serial no. 10/027,

E, rather than a continuation-in-part of the ‘3_9_1 application. Accordingly, the ‘39l application

was not correctly identified in the specification as a prior U.S. application with benefit claimed
Rd‘ 1: t d t : 11/10/2005 RKELLEY
09701/E035 HEEEHE 00000098 501946 10546012

imm :W"':=" " o1 rc:1454 1370.00 ca“#1370100 in P. >4 -
LAS99 1417278-.l.07378S.00l3
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK Omce UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMIMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Offiuc
Addmu: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.0.BoxI450 _ VAIzxnndn'.I,\firpmI 273l3-I450wvlwanplognv

|||II||I||iIilll|||||||||il|I|IlI||I||||I|Ifl||I|l|||l||I|||l|||I|| counnmmou No. 3337
Bib Data Sheet

FILING OR 371(c) MTORNEY
sER|A|_ NUMBER DATE GROUP ART UNIT DOCKET NO_

1 4 i 12 08/26/2003
0/6 8 0 RULE 2644 73785-014

- PPLICANTS

0. Earl Woolfork, Pasadena, CA;

‘A’ **'l*§i*!iiiliiiiiiiiiilll

This application is a CIP of 10/027.391 12/21/2001 ABN

* ***I'****************

IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED“ SMALL ENTITY ,,,

D yes U no.. I STATE OR SHEETS TOTAL INDEPENDEN
$50 "9‘a"”°°"“'”°"5 klwgggg "0 D.Me*a“e' COUNTRY DRAWING CLAIMS CLAIMS. CA 2 5 3

Examiner's Sinature Initials

TTN: Daphne L. Burton

McDERMO'I‘|’, WILL 8. EMERY, LLP
4th Floor .

O49 Century Park East

Los Angeies ,CA 90067

IRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

Cl 1.16 Fees ( Filing)

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper  REcE|vED No. to charge./credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT “me I

.T.for following:  
O

I D All Fees .
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Docket No.: 73735-013 PATENT BE§E;g1/E5
S335 €Eij".,L‘5';,;

’NOV1721J05

In re Application of: CERTIFICATE or FACSIIVIELE TRANSMISSION

C. Earl Woolfork UNDE1'~3_7C-FR 5 1-5(4)

_ I hereby certify that this d '
sena1No.: 10/648,012 :.emgm5mmeav;asac§°i;§§Z”£‘ia°a'§1°§$p=

OIPE, at 571-273-8300 under 37 CFR l.6(d) on
Filed: August 26,2003 - Novemberfl. 2005.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
MUSIC SYSTEM

Mail Stop: OIPE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

gEQUEST FOR CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT

Sir:

Attached is a copy of the Filing Receipt received from the U.S. Patent and Trademark

Office in the above-referenced application. Please change the attorney docket number from -

73785-014-to 73785-013.

Attached is a copy of the filing receipt with the changes noted thereon. It is requested

that a corrected filing receipt be issued.

Respectfully submitted,

fixjouembo/|7g@9'~ e@1“ég,gfi :
Date Daphne L. Burton

Registration No. 45,323
MCDERMOTI, WILL & EMERY, LLP

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone: (310) 277-41 10
Facsimile: (310) 277-4730

LAS99 1428623-1.073785.0013
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. I . . . V . , CONFIRMATION NO._3337
AWN: Daphne L Burton . QORRECTED FILING RECEIPT
M°°ER“°"’W'LL&EMER*-L“ I ' 1 Illlllllllllltlllllllillllilllllllllllillllillllllfl
23:'r;:::.. 1  I
Lqs Angeles, CA 90067

Date Mailed: 11/09/2005 ' .

Receipt is acknowledged of this regular Patent-/Application; It_.v1'rilt be considered in its order .—_.mdI you will be
notlfled as to the results ofthe.-examination-. .Be_ -s€1re.to=pr1c>,vt_tEI&'the us;,APeL1c;ir1oNsNuM-Ben, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLEOF INVENTION when Inquiring about this application. Fees transmitted by
check or draft are subject to collection. Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an
error is noted on this Filing -Receipt, please mail to the Commissioner for Patents P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria Va 22313-1450. Please provide‘ a copy of this Filing Receipt with the changes noted thereon. ll‘
you received ,a "Notice to‘ File Missing P_arts" for this application; piease submit any corrections to this
Filing Receipt with your reply to‘ the Notice. when the USPTO processes the reply to the Notice, the
USPTO will generate another Filing ‘Receipt incorporating the requested corrections (if appropriate).

Applicant(s)

. 0. Earl Woolfork, Pasadena, CA;

-Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners essociated with Customer Number 3340 _

Domestic Priority data astclaimed by applicant
This application is a QIP of 19/027,391 12/21/2001 ABN

Foreign Applications

‘If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 11/18/2003

The country code and -nurnher of your priority application, to be_' used for filing abroad under the Paris
Convention, is U31 0'/6443,01

Projected Publication Date: Reciuest for Non-Publication Acknowledged

‘Non-Publication Request: Yes ‘

Early Publication Request: No

- sMAL1__ ENTITY **

ms 2141 RCVD AT 1111712015 5:a9:45rM [Eastern standard Time]* SVR:USPTO-EFXRF-6125 1 DN|S:2i383Dll* CSlll:310 277 4311 ‘DURATION ‘(mm-ss):01-22
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WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO’ Music SYSTEM

I V ‘ srsi AVAILABLE COPY
T00

PEOTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S.« patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for’ a patent in
a specific country or in regional patent ofiices._ Applicants may wish to ‘consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercoruntry. The_ PCT process simplifies the
filing of patent applications on the same ‘invention in member countries, but does not result in agrant of "an
international patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants‘ to file additional documentsiand fees in
countries where patent protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patentlaw.‘ and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of rnany‘col_.intries differ
lFl various respects froi_'n,v.the' patent iaw..of.thrfa_ _Qnit'e'd;,8_tates, applicants‘-ar'e»ad\§i'sed t'c'.se_e"k guidance from
specific foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO
must Issue‘ a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filirm of a U.S- patent

"application serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further
infonnation and guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled ‘Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more infonnation on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign
patent applications._The .guide isavailable either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.govlweb/oftices/pac7doc/general/index.htrnl. '

For information on preventing theft of yourinteilectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may
wish to consult the U.S. Government website, htlzp://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce
initiative, this websiteincludes self-help "toolki_ts". giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual -
property in specific countriessuch as'China, ‘Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement
issues. applicants may call the U.S. Government hotiine at 1-866-999-HALT (‘i-866-999-4158). ' .

' . LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER . ._ ‘

Title 35, United States Code; Section 184 .
Title 37.‘Code of_Federal Regulations, 5.11_,,8j=--‘§,‘l4_5- _

‘ GEA-_1_'*,|T§AD

‘The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U_.S.C. 134, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by'a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardiessof whether or not a license maybe required as

. set forth in 37 CFR 5.1.5. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.1 5(b). The license is subject to-revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been grantedunder 37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any .,time on or after the effective date thereof
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unless it is revoiéed. This license is automatically transferred to any ‘related-applications(s) filed under 37 CFR-
1.53 (d).,This license is not retroactive. -. . ‘

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a. licensee for the security of the subject
matter as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the
national security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of currentregulations
especially with respect to certain ‘countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Contmls,
Department of state (with respect to Arms. Munitions and lmplernentsyof War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of
industry and Security. Department of Commerce (15. CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign Assets Control,
Department of Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. -

|\_|OTTGRANTED .

A No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time,_if the phrase "lF REQUIRED. FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a‘ license under 37 CFR
5.12, if a license is desiredbefore the expiration of 6 months from the fillng date ofthe application. If 6 months
has lapsed from the filing date or this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy
order under‘35 U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE ._'3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions ottime may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event. however, may a reply be timely filed
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— Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Olfice later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even it timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)® Responsive to communication(s) filed on 01 July 2005.

2a)E This action is FINAL. 2b)I:| This action is non—final.

3)E] Since this application is in condition for allowance except forformal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)® Claim(s) 1 4 6 and 7 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)E] Claim(s) __ is/are allowed.

6)® Claim(s) 1 4 6 and 7 is/are rejected.
C

7)I:I Claim(s) is/are objected to,

8)D Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)|Z The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)|XI The drawing(s) filed on 01 July 2005 is/are: a)|:I accepted or b)IZ objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required ifthe drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121( ).

11)I:] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action orforrn PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)E] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:] All b)[:] Some * c)l:J None of:

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __

Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list ofthe certified copies not received.
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1) IX Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) CI Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) CI Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper Notsl/Mail Date. :.
3) El Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO—1449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) C] Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office .
PTOL-326 (Rev. 7-05) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20051226
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Remarks/Amendment

Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1,4,6, and 7

have been considered but are moot in View of the new ground(s) of

rejection.

Specification

The specification, as filed 7/1/05, is objected to under 35

U.S.C. 132 because it introduces new matter into the disclosure. 35

U.S.C. 132 states that no amendment shall introduce new matter into

the disclosure of the invention. Recitations of new matter, are

required to be cancelled from the amended Version of the disclosure,

as follows:

page 6, line 11 “that may be as low as approximately 1.0

Mbps” conveys a throughput rate that is lower than

supported by either the parent or the present

application. This line incorporated new matter as of its

introduction by way of the preliminary amendment of

10/25/05, even though the explicit objection thereto is

newly raised herein. The applicant's remarks in regards

to this aspect of the application, in pages 16 and 17 of

the response, are acknowledged, but are not persuasive,

at least because neither the parent case or the present

application supports the 128 kHz sampling frequency of

Equation 5. Further, the specification of the present
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application does not mention a 4-bit ADC, as relied upon

in the applicant's remarks.

Drawings

3. New corrected drawings in compliance with 37 CFR l.l2l(d) are

required in this application because Figures 2 and 3 incorporate new

matter, which is prohibited by 37 CFR 1.l2l(f). The drawings of the

parent application disclose the nature of the low pass filtering being

“after” the D/A converter in order to correct for out of band noise

caused by the D/A converter (page 3, lines 17-20). Figure 2 of the

parent case shows the filter 34 between the ADC 32 and the encoder 36,

which differs from the order shown in Figure 2 of the present

application. New matter is incorporated by this altered shown order,

as well as the inference from the drawings that a signal containing

error can be effectively low pass filtered after the erroneous part of

the signal has been both encoded and channel encoded. A similar basis

exists for the objection to Figure 3. The bandpass filter 54 is shown

and described in the parent case as following the antenna 52 and the

spread spectrum demodulator (62)(page 4, lines 6-25 of the parent

application). New matter is incorporated by this drawing by virtue of

its altered shown order, which suggests the bandpass filtering of a

spread spectrum and digitally demodulated signals, which is not

clearly supported by the present or parent application.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

Examiner's note is made of the terminology “in communication

with” in the claim language of Claims 1, 4, 6, and 7. The rejections

that follow have interpreted this phrase to mean “involved in an

exchange of information”, which serves as the broadest reasonable

interpretation in light of the specification. Such a definition does

not exclude the existence or presence of intervening components, as

such intervening components would yet throughput information,

permitting the exchange of information between other components at the

input and output connections of such intervening components. To

associate a more narrow interpretation, such as the “exchange of

information through direct electrical interconnection” would

necessitate a new matter rejection under 35 U.S.C. 112, 1“ paragraph,

on grounds similar to that applied above in regards to the drawings.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112 - 1“ paragraph

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C.

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and
of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear,
concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to
which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and
use the same and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out his invention.

4. Claims 1 and 6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description

requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter which was not
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described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably convey

to one skilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the time

the application was filed, had possession of the claimed invention.

The grounds upon which the following limitations are considered to

involve new matter is discussed in further detail above, in regards to

the corresponding matter found in the specification.

Claims 1 contains the following limitations which incorporate new

matter:

“an ADC in communication with an encoder at a signal rate of less

than approximately 1.0 Mbps”; neither the present application or the

parent application support this rate of throughput between the ADC and

the encoder. AS detailed above with regards to the specification,

this concept is also considered new matter as it is presently written

into the specification.

Claim 6 is rejected for reciting the same limitation in the

seventh and eighth lines of the claim.

Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 103

The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in

this action can be found in a prior Office action.

5. Claims 1, 4, 6, and 7 is rejected under U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Altstatt (USPN 5771441) in View of Schotz et

al (USPN 5946343) and Schotz (USPN 5491839).
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Altstatt teaches an audio dongle for an portable audio device

that utilizes a RF connection to interface a pair of wireless

headphones.

Specifically regarding Claim 1, Altstatt teaches:

A wireless audio music system (Figure l) for communication of an

audio music signal (from 10) from the analog headphone jack (12)

connected to a battery powered transmitter (14) and received by a

battery powered headphone receiver (col. 4, lines 29—53; battery for

transmitter 43, col. 6, line 54; battery for headphone receiver is

implicit in the wireless nature of the headphones and context of

Altstatt) comprising:

an analog headphone jack (12) from an audio music source (10) in

communication with a battery powered digital transmitter (l4)(col. 4,

lines 29-39L

The headphone system of Altstatt includes an antenna 24, receiver

22, and earphones 26 and 28.

However, the system of Altstatt is an analog transmission system

that, in operation, lacks the benefits of a digitally encoded and

transmitted audio signal.

With regard to the limitations of Claim 1, Altstatt does not

clearly teach or suggest:

- A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication

— said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog

audio music signal from said existing analog headphone jack to a
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digital signal using an ADC in communication with an encoder at a

signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps

- said encoder in communication with a channel encoder

- said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum

communication modulator that utilizes a code generator to create user

code;

- said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication

with a transmit antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of

approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a receiving antenna;

- said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum

communication demodulator

- said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication

with a receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

— said digital demodulator in communication with a wide bandpass

filter;

- said wide bandpass filter in communication with a channel

decoder;

- said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

— said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

- said DAC in communication with a filter to pass the analog

music signal in the approximate frequency band of 2OHz to 20 kHz; and

— said filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music

for listening by a single user wearing the headphones.
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Schotz et al discloses a wireless digital audio transmission

system.

Specifically regarding Claim 1, Schotz et al, when considered in

View of the teachings of Altstatt applied above, teaches or at least

suggests:

- A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication (Figure 1 of Schotz et al in view of Figure 1 of

Altstatt, col. 6, lines 6-54; col. 14, lines 5-12)

— said digital transmitter (22 of Schotz et al in View of 14 of

Altstatt) converts an analog audio music signal from said existing

analog headphone jack (analog input 3OA,3OB of Schotz et al in view of

analog connection 12,18 of Altstatt) to a digital signal using an ADC

(52) in communication with an encoder (300) at a signal rate of less

than approximately 1.0 Mbps (col. 7, lines 6-15; col. 14, lines 43-58,

noting that the ADC described in Schotz et al may run at lower

sampling frequencies, which at least suggests the ‘less than

approximately 1.0 MBps’, see for example, note 3 on page 11 of the

included Product Spec fot the Phillips SAA7360; again, as noted above

‘in communication’ has been interpreted herein to mean passing a

signal between the two components, regardless of other components that

may be disposed between two said components)

— said encoder (300) in communication with a channel encoder

(98)(col. 9, lines 1-48; col. 14, lines 61-65)

- said digital modulator (102) in communication with a spread

spectrum communication modulator (104) that utilizes a code generator
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(106,308) to create user code (102 modulates input signal to produce

I,Q signals, col. 10, lines 17-24; spread spectrum, col. 14, lines 5-

12, col. 15, lines 40-52; code generator and user code corresponds to

either house select code or PN code, col. 10, lines 43-47 or col. 15,

lines 40-52; either can be considered to generate ‘user codes’ in

context of Schotz et al and particularly Altstatt in that the use of a

transmitter corresponds to a particular user operating said

transmitter);

- said spread spectrum communication modulator (104) in

communication (via 108) with a transmit antenna (38) that transmits at

a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a receiving

antenna (40)(col. 6, lines 39-42; col. 10, lines 31-37)

— said receiving antenna (40) in communication with a spread

spectrum communication demodulator (comprising 144,146,148; col. 11,

line 13 - col. 12, line 24; col. 15, lines 45-52)

— said spread spectrum communication demodulator (144,146,148) in

communication with a receiver code generator (408 or house code

generator, col. 11, lines 13-56; col. 15, lines 45-52) and with a

digital demodulator (202)(202 reverses phase shift modulation and

combines signals, col. 12, lines 41-47);

- said digital demodulator (202) in communication with a wide

bandpass filter (such as 138 or 142 or 178, via components of

140,l46)(col. 11, lines 14-24, col. 12, lines 1-11, noting that audio

signals require wideband transmission col. 2, lines 58-60, which

infers such a wideband nature on these filters);
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- said wide bandpass filter (such as 138 or 142 or 178) in

communication (via components of 140,146) with a channel decoder

(198)(col. 12, lines 1-28);

- said channel decoder (198) in communication with a receiver

decoder (400)(col. 15, lines 10-18);

- said receiver decoder (400)in communication with a DAC

(216)(col. 15, lines 10-26);

- said DAC (216) in communication with a filter (218A,218B) to

pass the analog music signal in the approximate frequency band

of 2OHz to 20 kHz (signal is music, col. 2, lines 55-58;

filtering col. 13, lines 57-67)

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made, it would have been obvious to modify the wireless audio system

of Altstatt to incorporate the digital transmission and reception

scheme of Schotz et al for the wireless communication of full range

audio data. The motivation behind such a modification would have been

that such a digital transmission would have provided a number of

benefits, including the reception of CD-quality sound and forwarding

error correction, the latter of which would have enabled the system to

account for errors in transmission. The digital-based system of

Schotz et al would have also enabled the option of muting the output

signal in the presence of sufficient levels of error. The spread

spectrum technique of Schotz et al would have also limited

interference from another signal to cause error in only one portion of

the transmitted signal rather than the entire signal. Further, the
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transmission components of Schotz et al would have also permitted

transmission over unlicensed frequency bands.

While the system of Altstatt in View of Schotz et al discloses a

variety of filtering and other signal modifications, Altstatt in view

of Schotz et al is not considered to clearly teach or suggest:

- said channel encoder in communication with a digital low pass

filter

- said digital low pass filter in communication with a digital

modulator

— said DAC in communication with a filter that is a low pass

filter

— said filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for

processing to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music

for listening by a single user wearing the headphones.

However, Schotz et al incorporates another digital wireless

system by reference, issued to Schotz.

Specifically regarding the limitations of Claim 1, Schotz, in

view of the teachings of Altstatt and Schotz et al as applied above,

teaches or at least suggests:

- said channel encoder (300 of Schotz et al) in communication

with a digital low pass filter (60 of Schotz)(col. 6, lines 41-53 of

Schotz for lowpass filtering buffer 60, in view of modification listed

below)
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- said digital low pass filter (60) in communication with a

digital modulator (102 of Schotz et al)(col. 6, lines 41-53 of Schotz

for lowpass filtering buffer 60, in View of modification listed below)

- said DAC (216 of Schotz et al, which provides output signal) in

communication with a filter that is a low pass filter (152 of Schotz

in view of 218A,B of Schotz et al)

- said filter (152) passing analog music signal will be amplified

(by 156) for processing to a speaker headphone set (Figure 1 of

Schotz, in view of headphones of Altstatt) to provide high quality

music for listening by a single user wearing the headphones (col. 4,

lines 2-5; col. 10, lines 19-22, noting that signal expansion is one

form of amplitude control; it is further noted that otherwise output

amplifying an audio signal for application to speakers is

substantially well-known in the art).

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made, it would have been obvious to incorporate the low—pass filtering

buffer of Schotz as part of the circuitry processing the output signal

of the ADC (that is, as part of the signal path following the ADC) in

the transmitter of Altstatt in View of Schotz et al. The motivation

behind such a modification would have been that such a filtering

buffer would have removed high frequency harmonics resulting from the

multiplexing of the signal in the ADC. To one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made, it would have been obvious

to incorporate low pass filtering as taught by Schotz for the output

filters of Altstatt in view of Schotz et al. The motivation behind
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such a modification would have been that such low pass filtering would

have enabled the removal of any pilot or multiplexing byproducts yet

present in the output signal. To one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made, it would have been obvious to

incorporate the compression and expansion circuitry of Schotz as part

of the input and output handling circuitry of the system of Altstatt

in View of Schotz et al. The motivation behind such a modification

would have been that such a form of signal amplitude control would

have placed the throughput audio signals within the linear operating

ranges of the audio channels in the transmitter and receiver.

Regarding Claim 4, please refer above to the functions’

corresponding to the components cited above in the rejection of the

similar limitations of Claim 1. The citations provided therein form

the basis for the rejection of the similar limitations of the method

steps of Claim 4. In addition, the claimed power level and distance

of approximately 10 ft is at least considered suggested by Schotz etv

al’s reference to a range within 10 ft (col. 5, lines 26-36).

Regarding Claim 6, please refer above to the components cited

above in the rejection of the similar limitations of Claim 1,

particularly the first portion of Claim 1. The citations provided

therein form the basis for the rejection of the similar limitations of

the apparatus of Claim 6.

Regarding Claim 7, please refer above to the components cited

above in the rejection of the similar limitations of Claim 1,

particularly the first portion of Claim 1. The citations provided
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therein form the basis for the rejection of the similar limitations of

the apparatus of Claim 7.

Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection

presented in this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE

FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension

of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR l.l36( ).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is

set to expire THREE MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In

the event a first reply is filed within TWO MONTHS of the mailing date

of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action

is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be

calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX

MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to Andrew Graham

whose telephone number is 571-272-7517. The examiner can normally be

reached on Monday-Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM (EST).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful,

the examiner's supervisor, Vivian Chin can be reached on 571-272-7848.
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The fax phone number for the organization where this application or

proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be

obtained from the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR)

system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for

unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For

more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (BBC) at 866-217-

9197 (toll-free).
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All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) A. Graham. (3)1.

(2) X. Mei. (4)5. Woolfork.

Date of Interview:

Type: a)|Z Telephonic b)|:| Video Conference
c)l:I Personal [copy given to: 1)[:] applicant 2)l:I applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)[:] Yes e)® No.
If Yes, brief description:

Claim(s) discussed: 1

Identification of prior art discussed: Altstatt Schotz.

Agreement with respect to the claims OE] was reached. g)[Z was not reached. h)D N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: See Continuation Sheet.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy ofthe amendments which the examiner agreed would renderthe claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)
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GIVEN A NON—EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS
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requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.
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Summary of Record 01' Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
"Contents" section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
Name of applicant
Name of examiner
Date of interview

Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

An identification of the specific prior art discussed
An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by
attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification ofthe specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification ofthe principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required, The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "Interview Record OK" on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials.



Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 10/648,012

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description ofthe general nature of what was agreed to if an
agreement was reached, or any other comments: Three main aspects of application were discussed; (1) Regarding
new matter and 112 rejections, applicant indicated intent to cancel subject matter in question from spec, drawings, and
claims; (2) Regarding "no motivation to combine" argument, applicant indicated that power consumption properties of
Schotz reference would substantially reduce battery life of transducer of Altstatt, thus creating a 'rendering useless for
intended operation‘ situation. The examiner respectfully submitted that the bodily incorporation of Schotz into Altstatt is
not a part ofthe obviousness test for the combination, further noting that the conceptual teachings of Schotz were not
restricted to the explicit, exemplary part numbers referenced therein. No agreement was reached regarding this aspect
ofthe final rejection. (3) Applicant also presented the argument that the user code ofthe application varied from the
'house' code of the Schotz reference in that the former was more 'unique' or drawn from a larger pool of possible
values. The examiner respectfully submitted that any such distinction was not present in the pending claim language,
which states "user code". A possible amendment to further define this code in the pending claim language was
discussed, though no agreement was reached regarding the language or, thus, the non-obviousness or allowability of
any such amended limitation. Applicant also discussed possible amendment to the channel decoder to furtherspecify
a Viterbi decoder, though no agreement was reached with regards to amended claim language, nor was an indication
given regarding the allowability of any such amendment, as further search and/or consideration may be required.
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US. Patent and Trademark Ofiicu: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

A licant Initiated Interview Re uest Form

Application No: 10/648,012 First Named Applicant: C. Earl yyggfigrlg _ _
Examiner: Andrew Grahg; Art Unit 2644 Status of Application: Bending

I Tentative Participants:
(1) Andrew Graham, Examiner . (2) Daphne L. gurtog, Agplicantis Lggpresentative
(3) ' SEE (4) Q. Earl Woolfork, Agglicant

Proposed Date of Interview: Jgngry 26, 2006 ('I‘hur§.) Proposed Time: 2:00 pm ET (Alvl./EE

Type of Interview Requested:
(1) [X1 Telephone (2) [[1] Personal (3) [[1] Video Conference

Exhibit To Be Shown or Demonstrated: [[31 YES [X] No
Ifyes, provide brief description: ,_

A Issues To Be Discussed ' _

Issues Claimsl Prior Discussed Agreed Not Agreed
(Rej., 0bj., etc.) Fig. #3 Art

(1) references do not teach or suggest all claim limitation [CI] [Elf _[ [
ID] N 4rd]

(2) there is no suggestion or motivation to modify the references [:1]
(3) Other Raj octions [D]
(4) __.._ [D] [D]

[D] Continuation Sheet Attached

Briefnescription of Arguments to be Presented:

An interview wsis conducted on the above-identified application on: | [2 CZ 06 .
Note:

This form should be completed by applicant and submitted to the examiner in advance of the interview (see
MPEP § 713.01). ' licanfs failure to submit a written record of this

f the substancc of this interview (37 CFR

(Examiner/SPE Signature)

This sensation of informndou is required by 37CFR 133. ‘me inforrnauion is required to ubtlin and retain a benefit by the pnblio which is to file (and by me
‘ ' ' ' is governed by 35 U.S.Ci 122 and )7 CFR 1.1-1. This collection is estimated to take 21 Ininutca to

' , subuxiiting the completed srpplinalian form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon \be individual use.
Any comma.-cu on we amount time you require ru complain-this form and/oy auggesrions for reducing this burden, should be sent to dz: Chief Information
Officw. U.S. Potent and Trademark Oficc, U.S. Department ofcouunuee, Washington; DC 1023]. DO NOT SEND FEES OR OOMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Puma, Washington, DC 20231

Ifyau need assisrarccz In compllling U11:form. :01! J-S09-PTO-9/99 andulecl option 2.
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J/25%’/iAttorney Docket No. 73785-013 ‘J’ ”

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

G'°“P A” Um‘: 2544 CERTIFICATE or MAILING (37 C.F.R. § 1.8(a))

Examiner: Andrew Graham
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
deposited with the United States Postal Service as First
Class Mail under 37 CFR 1.8(a) in an envelope
addressed to, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box
1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on February 10,
2006.

@144 co
Anita Chou

SerialNo.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL
AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM

Mail Stop: Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSMITTAL AMENDMENT
Sir:

Transmitted herewith is an Amendment in response to the Office Action dated December 30, 2005 for the above-
identified application.

The present application qualifies for Small Entity Status under 37 C.F.R. §1.27.

The fee has been calculated as shown below:

Highest Numbe Nbr K Standard _" Addt’l. .1
Previously Paid For Extra Rate Fee

E E
II we E 1

Claims Remaining
After Amendment

Please charge my Deposit Account No. 50-1946 the amount of $600.00. A duplicate copy of this sheet is
enclosed.

121 We authorize the Commissioner to charge Deposit Account No. 50-1946 for payment of any additional fees
required by this response or to credit any overpayment to the account.

Qfifiglu Cgflfiél/WW
Daphn . Burton
Registration No. 45,323
Attorney for Applicant

0 @004

MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY, LLP

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone: (310)277-4110
Facsimile: (310) 277-4730

LAS99 1439108-l.073785.0013

/' W( .
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Attorney Docket No. 73785-013

PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Group Art Unit: 2644, e Application of:
MRI” . Earl Woolfork

Examiner: Andrew Graham

Serial No.2 l0/648,012

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
MUSIC SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. § l.8(a))

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail
under 37 CFR l.8(a) in an envelope addressed to, Mail Stop: Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box I450,

Alexandr‘@VA 22313-1450 on February 10, 2006.
Anita Chou

AMENDMENT

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Office action mailed on December 30, 2005, please amend the

above-identified application as indicated below.

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 3

of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings begin on page 12 of this paper and included is both an

attached replacement sheet and an annotated sheet showing changes.

Remarks begin on page 13 of this paper.

02/17/2006 BllBRlll~lll1 00000035 501946 10640012

01 FC:2201 600.00 M

LAS99 1439267-l.073785.00l3
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Serial No.: 10/648,012 Attorney Docket No.: 73785-013
Amdt. Dated: February 10, 2006
Reply to Office Action of December 30, 2005

Amendments to the Specification:

Please amend the specification as follows:

On page 6, line 10, (or paragraph [OOO9], line 12) please delete the following

sentence:

"This digital signal has a throughput of approximately 1.4 Mbps that may be as

low as approximately 1.0 Mbps."

On page 6, line 11, please delete the number "34" at the end of the sentence so

. that this sentence will read: "After digital conversion, the digital signal may be processed

by a digital low pass filter."

At para. 0010, line 6, please delete the number "64" at the end of the sentence so

that this sentence will read: "The transmitted signal from transmit antenna 24 may be

received by receiving antenna 52 and communicated to a wideband bandpass filter

(BPF)."

At paragraph [OOI6], line 1, please replace the first sentence with the following:

--The channel decoder 66 may be a Viterbi decoder. A channel decoder 66 may

be in communication with the bandpass filter. --

At paragraph [0010], line 6, please add the following sentences at the beginning

of this paragraph: --A digital signal may be received at antenna receiving antenna 52 and

communicated to, e.g., a wideband bandpass filter. The received spread spectrum signal

may then be communicated to a 2.4 GHZ direct conversion receiver 56. A frequency

shift keying (FSK) modulation/detection technique could be used given a frequency

hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) system choice. The direct conversion receiver 56 may

provide a means to convert the received signal while using timing and synchronization to

capture the correct bit sequence embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. --

Customer No. 33401
LAS99 1439267-1.073785.0013



S.erial No.2 10/648,012 Attorney Docket No.2 73785-013
Amdt. Dated: February 10, 2006 ‘

Reply to Office Action of December 30, 2005

Amendments to the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Currently amended) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an analog audio music source in communication

with a battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with an encoder [at a signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps];

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create [user code] a unigue hop pattern for

each individual user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a

receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

Customer No. 33401
LAS99 l439267—l.073785.00l3



Serial NC‘)-I 10/643.012 Attorney Docket No.: 73785-013
Amdt. Dated: February I0, 2006
Reply to Office Action of December 30, 2005

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

2. (Canceled).

3. (Canceled).

4. (Currently amended) A method for battery powered wireless

communication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery

operated digital transmitter and a battery operated digital receiver headphone comprising

the steps of:

connecting the plug attached to said battery operated digital transmitter to the

existing analog headphone jack of an audio music source;

converting a music audio signal to a digital communication signal using an ADC

in communication with an encoder;

encoding the communication signal using channel encoding;

[digital low pass filtering the communication signal;]

modulating the digital communication signal using a digital modulator;

creating a spread spectrum signal using a code generator to modulate a [unique

user code] unigue hop pattern for each individual user;

transmitting said spread spectrum signal at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4

GHz [at a power level for reception at a distance up to approximately 10 feet from said

battery operated transmitter];

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery operated receiver

headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal;

demodulating said digital communication signal;

[bandpass filtering said digital communication signal;]

channel decoding of said digital communication signal;

Customer No. 3340]
LAS99 1439267-l.073785.00l3



Serial N<|>.: 10/648,012 Attorney Docket No.: 73785-013
Amdt. Dated: February 10, 2006
Reply to Office Action of December 30, 2005

converting said digital communication signal back to said analog music audio

signal using a decoder in communication with a DAC; and

[communication] communicating said analog music audio signal to a headphone

speaker within the headphone receiver.

5. (Canceled)

6. (Currently amended) An audio music digital wireless transmitter for

spread spectrum communication of an audio music signal [from an analog headphone

jack connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter], comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter [converts] being configured to convert an

analog audio music signal from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal

using an ADC in communication with an encoder [at a signal rate of less than

approximately 1.0 Mbps];

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create [user code] a unigue hop pattern for

each individual user; and

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a

receiving antenna.

7. (Currently amended) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal [to be received by a battery powered

spread spectrum receiver], comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;
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said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unigue hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

8. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for each individual

user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a

receiving antenna;
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said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder that is

configured to perform soft-decision decoding;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

9. (New) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder that is

configured to perform soft-decision decoding;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and
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said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

10. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder that is configured to send

encoded symbols that are compatible with a Viterbi decoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for each individual

user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a

receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder;

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;
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said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

11. (New) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal to be received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder;

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

12. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an audio music signal from said

existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in communication with

an encoder;
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said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for an individual

user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a

receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

a 2.4 GHZ direct conversion receiver that includes a spread spectrum

communication demodulator and a receiver code generator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with said

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

13. (New) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a 2.4 GHZ direct conversion receiver,

wherein the direct conversion receiver includes a spread spectrum communication
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demodulator in communication with a code generator, said code generator being

configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.
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Amendments to the Drawings:

The drawings were objected to as incorporating new matter because of the altered

order of the filter in relation to other elements. Corrected drawings were required

because of the altered order of the filter in Figs. 2 and 3. More particularly, with respect

to Fig. 2, the low pass filter was shown between the ADC and encoder, thus differing

from the drawings in the parent application. With respect to Fig. 3, the bandpass filter

was shown in a different order from that shown in the parent.

In order to expedite matters, Applicant has deleted the low pass filter of Fig. 2 as

well as the bandpass filter of Fig. 3. These filters are often included with ana1og-to-

digital converters and demodulators such as those shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Moreover, Applicant has specified in Fig. 3 that the channel decoder 66 is a

Viterbi channel decoder. Also in Fig. 3, Applicant has specified that the receiver is a

direct conversion receiver. Each of these elements was originally found in Applicant's

parent specification.

ATTACHMENTS: 1 ANNOTATED SHEET AND 2 REPLACEMENT SHEETS
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REMARKS

Applicant would like to thank Examiner Xu Mei and Examiner Andrew Graham

for discussing the claims on January 26, 2006 at 2:00 p.m. EST.

Claims 1, 4, 6 and 7 remain pending in this application. These claims have been

amended to further clarify the scope of the invention for the reasons set forth below.

Moreover, new Claims 8-13 have been added with additional limitations discussed in the

Examiner interview.

Rejection under 35 USC 132-New Matter

The specification was objected to under 35 USC 132 as allegedly incorporating

new matter. More particularly, the specification was objected to based on a throughput
ll

rate "that may be as low as approximately 1.0 Mbps. Applicant's disclosure provided

that the throughput may be approximately 1.4 Mbps. Accordingly, Applicant submits

that the phrase objected to was not new matter. However, in order to further expedite

prosecution, Applicant has deleted this language from the specification. Accordingly,

Applicant requests that this objection be withdrawn.

Rejection under 35 USC 112, 1st paragraph

Claims 1 and 6 stand rejected under 35 USC 112, 1st paragraph, as allegedly

failing to comply with the written description requirement. More particularly, the office

action provided that the limitation "an ADC in communication with an encoder at a

signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps" incorporated new matter because there

was no support for this throughput rate between the ADC and encoder. Applicant has

13 Customer No. 33401
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amended the cited claims to read -- an ADC in communication with an encoder--,

deleting the reference to the signal rate. Accordingly, Applicant submits that this

rejection has been overcome.

Rejections under 35 USC 103

Claims 1, 4, 6 and 7 were rejected under 35 USC 103 as allegedly being

unpatentable over Alstatt (USPN 5771441) in view of Schotz et al (USPN 5946343) and

further in view of Schotz (USPN 5491839).

Applicant respectfully submits that a primafacie case of obviousness has not been

made since the references do not teach or suggest all claim limitations. Claims 1, 4 and 6

require a code generator that generates or modulates a "user code" that creates a unique

hop pattern for each individual user. The present invention uses frequency hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS) transmission technology with a unique pseudo-noise (PN) code

that is long enough, and that has low cross-correlation properties so that the hop pattern is

unique for each individual user. FHSS employs a data signal that is modulated with a

narrowband carrier signal that "hops" in a random but predictable sequence from

frequency to frequency as a function of time over a wide band of frequencies. The signal

energy is spread in the time domain--as opposed to severing each bit into small pieces in

the frequency domain. The FHSS technique reduces interference because a signal from a

narrowband system may only affect the spread spectrum signal if both are transmitting at

the same frequency at the same time. If synchronized properly, a single logical channel

is maintained. With FHSS, the transmission frequencies are determined by the PN code.
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The receiver is set to the same hopping code and listens to the incoming signal at the

right time and correct frequency.

By contrast, Schotz uses “one of four different PN sequences.” (See Schotz '343

at Col. 16:61 to C01. 17:2) These codes are assigned to specific devices for a single

household--not individual users. As such, the Schotz code may be properly deemed a

"device code" as opposed to a "user code" as in the present invention. There is no

mention in Schotz that the PN code must support individual users operating within the

same space. By contrast, the present invention addresses the interference between

individual users [parent specification/page4/lines16-22] and each PN code and its

hopping sequence is generated to address the needs of individual users. (See e.g., paras.

0009 and 0011 of the present disclosure.)

While Applicant submits that the references did not teach or suggest all claim

limitations as presented, Applicant has amended Claims 1, 4 and 6 to recite "a code

generator" that creates "a unique hop pattern for each individual user." This amendment

is made to further clarify the scope of the invention. Moreover, this limitation has been

added to Claim 7, and all new Claims 8-13 further include this limitation. Accordingly,

Applicant submits that the claims clearly state that this code generator is used to create a

unique hop pattern for each individual user, a limitation not taught or suggested by the

prior art references. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that this rejection has

been overcome.

Moreover, a primafacie case of obviousness was not made because the references

do not teach or suggest the limitation directed to an analog battery-powered digital
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transmitter. The office action provides that the combination of Alstatt and Schotz's '343

Patent teaches a battery powered digital transmitter. Applicant respectfully submits that a

primafacie case of obviousness has not been made. More particularly, the combination

of the battery-powered analog transmitter of Alstatt and the wall-powered digital

transmitter of Schotz '34} would render Alstatt unsatisfactory for its intended purpose.

Alstatt would suffer from a significantly reduced play time due to the power consumption

of Schotz's numerous integrated circuits. Moreover, the Alstatt headphones for his

portable device would be rendered too large because of the size of the integrated circuits

used in Schotz.

For the same reasons of reduced play time and unwieldy headphones, the

combination of Alstatt and Schotz would not provide a reasonable expectation of success.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that a prima facie case of obviousness has

not been made in this respect as well.

New limitations have been added to the new Claims 8-13, as discussed in

Applicant's Examiner interview. New Claims 8 and 9 have been added to recite a

channel decoder that permits soft-decision decoding. New Claims 10-11 have been

added to recite a channel decoder that is a Viterbi decoder. (For further clarification,

Claim 10, directed to the system, includes a limitation that the channel encoder is

configured to send encoded symbols that are compatible with a Viterbi decoder). The

specification has also been amended to recite that the channel decoder may be a Viterbi

decoder. This material was present in the parent application to which the present

application claims priority. [See page 4, line 27 of the parent application]
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The Viterbi decoder——or a channel decoder that permits soft-decision decoding--is

not taught or suggested by the prior art references. Schotz incorporates a 1/2 rate

extended Golay block coding scheme. (Col. 9:19-26) Schotz's block coding scheme

differs significantly from the coding scheme of the present claims. More particularly,

soft-decision coding may be used to prevent a greater band of interference than the Golay

‘block coding scheme.

While the Viterbi channel encoding/decoding scheme permits hard decision

coding as found in Schotz, it is the ability of this Viterbi scheme to further permit soft-

decision coding that permits the Viterbi scheme to suppress a broader range of

interference from other users. The Viterbi channel encoding/decoding scheme prevents

interference (or jamming) from other system users. This interference can be represented

as follower (or repeater) interference.

The follower (or repeater) jammer transmits frequency-hopped narrowband

interference using the same hop sequence as the communicator, where the communicator

is the primary user. This is equivalent to at least one additional system user in operation

within the same space (or range) of a primary user. The follower (or repeater) jammers'

output--resulting from use by other system users——must arrive at the primary user's

frequency-hopping receiver hop frequency band space and dwell there long enough to

cause interference before hopping to the next hop frequency band. The partial band

jammer that is referenced in Schotz's design is defined as a transmitter (non-hopping

type) that transmits its available power into a limited bandwidth which is smaller than the

spread spectrum bandwidth. (See Schotz '343, para. 0016, lines 1-5)
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Contrary to hard-decision decoding, soft-decision decoding includes additional

information symbols to determining the reliability of the symbols being decoded.

Included in the additional information symbols of the present invention is jammer state

information (JSI). JSI includes information regarding the potential jamming threat,

including the hop rate, dwell time, bandwidth, and so on, that would cause interference in

the system of the present disclosure. The J SI permits the receiver headphones to know if

other system users are in the area, and if so, then the Viterbi decoder assigns less weight

to the symbols that may be jammed so that it makes the a better estimate of the

transmitted code sequence.

The Schotz design uses hard-decision decoding (see e.g., reference SRT241203)

that does not incorporate JSI, as required with soft—decision decoding. In addition,

Schotz states that forward error correction (see e.g., SRT241203) can be eliminated by

frequency hopping is used in his design. (See Schotz para. 0016, lines 5-10)

Repeater jamming interference occurs when other system users are within

relatively close range to one another. In accordance with the present invention, a repeater

jammer transmits frequency—hopped narrow band interference using the same hop rate

and dwell time as the primary user. This is the case for one or more other system users,

because the same hop rate and dwell time is used for all system users, but each has a

different PN code sequence. So, the repeater jammer (represented by other system users)

may transmit an interference signal that may hop along with the primary system user to

create interference in the receiver headphones of the primary system user. Schotz does

not suppress this type of interference.
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Schotz provides states that his system adds “control information” so there is no

“need for independent stereos” in the same space. (See Schotz Abstract). Accordingly,

Schotz does not design his system to function with multiple users (i.e., multiple stereos)

in the same space. In fact, he teaches away from the use of independent stereos.

Schotz states the forward error correction is not needed (See Schotz at

Co1umn16:1-10). Further, the hard-decision decoder Schotz uses does not apply

additional confidence symbols (like JS1) to maximize accurate decoding.

New Claims 12 and 13 have also been added to recite a 2.4 GHz direct conversion

receiver. These receivers are compatible with systems incorporating frequency hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS) transmission technology. Applicant respectfully submits that

the prior art does not teach or suggest a direct conversion receiver. Schotz '343

incorporates a superheterodyne receiver that uses quadrature phase-shift keying as a

modulation technique. This superheterodyne receiver incorporates filtering, oscillator

and frequency synthesis components that are not needed when a direct conversion

receiver is used. Moreover, at the time of Applicant's invention, the QPSK modulation

technique was not compatible with modulation using frequency shift keying (FSK), so

Schotz does not suggest a direct conversion receiver.

Clarifying Amendments

Minor amendments have further been made to the claims in order to correct

typographical errors. More particularly, Claim 4 has been amended to recite that the

method comprises the steps of various elements, with steps being plural instead of
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singular. Claim 4 has also been amended to recite, as part of the method

"communicating" said analog music signal instead of "communication". Further, Claim 4

has been amended to delete reference to a distance of reception. The preambles of

Claims 6 and 7 have been amended to delete reference, respectively, to "an analog

headphone jack connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter" and "to be

H

received by a battery powered spread spectrum headphone receiver. A semicolon has

been added after the first element of Claim 7 directed to "a receiving antenna in

communication with a spread spectrum headphone receiver."

Claim 6 has also been amended to recite that the battery powered digital

transmitter is configured to convert an analog audio music signal, as opposed to

"converts" an analog audio music signal.

Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that the claims are in condition for allowance. A

notice of allowance is respectfully requested.

While Applicant does not believe any fees are necessary since this response is

submitted within the two-month window after the December 30, 2005 office action

However, if any such fees are deemed necessary, please charge any additional fees which

may be required, or credit overpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-1946, referencing

number 073785-0013.
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Respectfully submitted,
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Registration No. 45,323

MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY, LLP

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Telephone: (310) 277-4110

Facsimile: (310)277-4730
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Application No. Applicant(s)

Advisory Action 10/648,012 WOOLFORK, c. EARL

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Examine, A,., Unit
Andrew Graham 2644

--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 16 February 2006 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.

1. IX The reply was filed after a final rejection, but prior to or on the same day as filing a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonment of
this application, applicant must timely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which
places the application in condition for allowance; (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or
(3) a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1114. The reply must be filed within one of the
following time periods:

a) CI The period for reply expires months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) E The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In no

event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Examiner Note: If box I is checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO
MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. see MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1 .136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee have
been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee under 37
CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in (b)
above, it checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. E]The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date
of filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41.37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41_37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal.
Since a Notice of Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 4137( ).

AMENDMENTS

3. E The proposed amendment(s) filed after a final rejection, but priorto the date of filing a brief, will 3_t be entered because
(a)IZ They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b)I:I They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
(c)I:I They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or

(d)I:I They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE: See Continuation Sheet. (See 37 CFR 1116 and 41.33(a)).

4. E The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).

5. El Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. CI Newly proposed or amended c|aim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling
the non-allowable c|aim(s).

7. D For purposes of appeal, the proposed amendment(s). a) D will not be entered, or b) I] will be entered and an explanation of
how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
The status ofthe Claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed;
Claim(s) objected to:
Claim(s) rejected:
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE V
8. C] The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will hit be entered

because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary
and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e).

9. D The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_o_t be
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome Q rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a
showing a good and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41.33(d)(1)_

10. CI The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status ofthe claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

11. CI The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:

12. [3 Note the-attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SBIOB or PTO-1449) Paper No( ).

13. D Other: . Ag
Andrew Graham
571-272-7517

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-303 (Rev. 7-05) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20060301
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' Continuation of 3. NOTE: So far as the "unique hop pattern" is different or alleged to be different from the previously considered "user
'code", such an amendment would require further search and/or consideration. Also, certain claims now specify a "Viterbi" decoder,
which, in comparison with what was previously considered, would also require further search and/or consideration.
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Notice of Non-Compliant 10/648,012 WOOLFORK, c. EARL

Amendment (37 CFR 1.121) E"‘=""‘“e' A” U"“
Andrew Graham 2644

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

The amendment document filed on 16 February 2006 is considered non-compliant because it has failed to meet the

requirements of 37 CFR 1.121 or 1.4. In order for the amendment document to be compliant, correction of the following
item(s) is required.

THE FOLLOWING MARKED (X) lTEM(S) CAUSE THE AMENDMENT DOCUMENT TO BE NON-COMPLIANT:

E] 1. Amendments to the specification:
[: A. Amended paragraph(s) do not include markings.
I: B. New paragraph(s) should not be underlined.
I: c. Other

E] 2. Abstract:
[: A. Not presented on a separate sheet. 37 CFR 1.72.
I: B. Other

l___] 3. Amendments to the drawings:
I: A. The drawings are not properly identified in the top margin as “Replacement Sheet,” "New Sheet," or

"Annotated Sheet" as required by 37 CFR 1.121(d).

[: B. The practice of submitting proposed drawing correction has been eliminated. Replacement drawings
showing amended figures, without markings, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 are required.

I: C. Other

[2 4. Amendments to the claims:

[: A. A complete listing of all of the claims is not present.
E B. The listing of claims does not include the text of all pending claims (including withdrawn claims)
I: C. Each claim has not been provided with the proper status identifier, and as such, the individual status

of each claim cannot be identified. Note: the status of every claim must be indicated after its claim
number by using one ofthe following status identifiers: (Original), (Currently amended), (Canceled),
(Previously presented), (New), (Not entered), (Withdrawn) and (VVithdrawn-currently amended).

E] D. The claims of this amendment paper have not been presented in ascending numerical order.
E E. Other: See Continuation Sheet.

El 5. Other (e.g., the amendment is unsigned or not signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4):

For further explanation ofthe amendment format required by 37 CFR 1.121, see MPEP § 714.

TIME PERIODS FOR FILING A REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Applicant is given no new time period if the non-compliant amendment is an after-final amendment or an amendment
filed after allowance. If applicant wishes to resubmit the non-compliant after-final amendment with corrections, the
entire corrected amendment must be resubmitted.

Applicant is given one month, or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer, from the mail date ofthis notice to supply the
correction, ifthe non-compliant amendment is one ofthe following: a preliminary amendment, a non—final amendment
(including a submission for a request for continued examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114), a supplemental
amendment filed within a suspension period under 37 CFR 1.103(a) or (c), and an amendment filed in response to a
Quayle action. If any of above boxes 1. to 4. are checked, the correction required is only the corrected section ofthe
non-compliant amendment in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121.

Extensions of time are available under 37 CFR 1.136(3) only ifthe non-compliant amendment is a non-final
amendment or an amendment filed in response to a Quayle action.

Failure to timely respond to this notice will result in:
Abandonment of the application if the non-compliant amendment is a non-final amendment or an amendment
tiled in response to a Quayle action; or
Non-entry of the amendment it the non-compliant amendment is a preliminary amendment or supplemental
amendment.

Legal Instruments Examiner LIE), if a licable Telehone No.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20060301



‘ Continuation sheet (PTOL-324) Application No. 10/648,012

Continuation of 4(e) Other: Single brackets "[" and "]" are not valid claim markings. Double brackets may only be used for five or fewer
characters or situations where strikethrough might not easily be perceived, not several words of claim limitations. "New" claims in the

amendment have brackets in them which appearto be for showing deleted text; this is improper as the claims are "NeW' and not "Currently
amended".
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Attorney Docket No. 7378S~0l3

PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

2 ‘ e Application of: Group An Unit: 2644
. Earl Woolfork

Examiner: Andrew Graham

Serial No.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
MUSIC SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R.§1.8(a))

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail
under 37 CFR 1.8(a) in an envelope addressed to, Mail Stop: Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,

Alexandr'iQVA 22313-1450 on February 10,2006.
Anita Chou

AMENDMENT

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Office action mailed on December 30, 2005, please amend the

above-identified application as indicated below.

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

"‘°""°""f£"‘*+ Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 3

I“ 37‘ (Ff U?l of this paper.

M

55. LOG’

Amendments to the Drawings begin on page 12 of this paper and included is both an

attached replacement sheet and an annotated sheet showing changes.

Remarks begin on page 13 of this paper.

02/17/zoos BRBRRHAI ooooooas 501945 10848012

or FC:220I eoo.oo on
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Serial No: 10/543,012 T Attorney Docket No.: 073753-0013

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: . Group Art Unit: 2644
C. Earl Woolfork

Examiner: Andrew R. Graham

Serial No.2 10/643,012

CENTRAL FAX CENTER

'MART~320IB
Filed; August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
SYSTEM

TIFI OF FACS S . .6

Illcrelyy certify that this correspondence is being tmnsmi '2. ‘mile to 7 ‘-273-8300 under 37 CFR 1.6(d) on the date below.

Due; 3 lv Anita Chou

Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TELEPHOEE Q IERVIEW SUMMARY

The courtesy extended by Examiner Andrew Graham and Examiner Xu Mei during a

telephone conversation held on January 26, 2006 is appreciated. During the telephone

discussion, Applicant indicated an intent to cancel certain elements that allegedly contained new

matter. Moreover, Applicant raised arguments as to why there was no rnofivartion to combine the

references that the modification would render the prior art unsatisfactory for its intended

purpose. Applicant also argued that the user code presented in the claims was difierent from

Sehotz's house code. Amendments were discussed to flil‘|:h8l' clarify Applicant's user code.

Moreover, possible amendments were discussed related to a Viterbi decoder and a 2.4 GHz direct

conversion receiver. No agreement was reached as to the claims.

LAS99 1446643—1.0’73785.00l3
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Serial No.: 10/648,012 Attorney Docket No.: 073 753-0013 .

It is believed that no extension oftime is needed; However, in case an extension oftime

' is needed, to the extent necessary, a nefifion for an extension of time under 37 C.F.R. 1.136 is

heleby made. Please charge any shortage in fees due in connecfion with the filing of this paper,

including eictension of time fees, to Deposit Account 501946'and please credit any excess fees to

such deposit account.

Respectfully submitted,

MCDERMO"I'1“,‘WII‘..L.& EMBRY LLP

Respectfially submitted,

mgm 13790044 : Km/w~  
Date ‘ . Daphne .Burton ‘ .

Registration No. 45,323

MCDERMOIT WILL & EMERY LLP

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Telephone: (3 1 0) 277-41 10
Facsimile: (3 10) 277-4730

IAS99 1446643-1.07378S.O0l3
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Customer No. 33401 Artomey Docket No. 73785-013

PATENT

In re Application of:
C. Earl Woolfork

Serial No.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WTRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO
MUSIC SYSTEM

Mail Stop RCE
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria’, VA 22313-1450

In response to the Office action mailed on December 30, 2005, please amend the

above-identified application as indicated below.

Amendments to the specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the claims are reflected in the listing of claims which beginsion

page 3 ofthis paper.

Amendments to the drawings begin on page 12.

Remarks begin on page 13 of this paper.

I-A599 1446830-l.0'73785.0013
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Serial No.: 10/648,012 Attorney Docket No.: 73785-013
Amdt. Dated: March 14, 2006 -

Amendments to the Specification:

Please amend the specification as follows:

On page 6, line 10, (or paragraph [0009], line 12) please delete the following
sentence: ’

"This digital signal has a throughput of approximately 1.4 Mbps that may be as

low as approximately 1.0 Mbps."

On page 6, line 11, please delete the number "34" at the end ofthe sentence so

thatthis sentence will read: "After digital conversion, the digital signal may be processed

by a digital low pass filter."

At para. 0010, line 6, please delete the number "64" at the end ofthe sentence so

that this sentence will read: "The transmitted signal from transmit antenna 24 may be I

received by receiving antenna 52 and communicated to a wideband bandpass filter

cBPF)."

At paragraph [O016], line 1, please replace the first sentence with the following:

--The channel decoder 66 may be a Viterbi decoder. A channel decoder 66 may

be in communication with the bandpass filter. --

At paragraph [D010], line 6, please add the following sentences at the

of this paragraph: --A digital signal may be received‘ at antenna receiving antenna 52 and

communicated to, e.g., a wideband bandpass filter. The received spread spectrum signal

may then be communicated to a 2.4 GHz direct conversion receiver 56. A frequency

shifi keying (FSK) modulation/detection technique could be used given a frequency

hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) system choice. The direct conversion receiver 56 may

provide a means to convert the received signal while using timing and synchronization to

capture the correct bit sequence embedded in the received spread specmm signal. -- '

Customer No. 33401LAS99 1445330-1.omss.oo13
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S°ria1N°-= 10/648.012 Attorney Docket No.-: 73735-013
Amdt. Dated: March 14, zoos

Amendments to the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Currently amended) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal fi'om the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an analog audio music source in communication

with a battery powered digital transmitter, .

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication ‘with an encoder [at a signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps];

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder; A

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with 8 spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create [user code] a mgjgue hop mttem for

each individual user '

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communicafion with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio fiequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a

receiving antenna; A

said receiving antenna in communicafion with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in cornmunication with a.

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a-receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

Customer No. 33401
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said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate fiequency band of20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones. ' '

’ 2. (Canceled).

3. (Canceled).

4. (Currently amended) A method for battery powered wireless

commtmication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery

operated digital izransmitter and a battery operated digital receiver headphone comprising

the steps of:

connecting the plug attached to said. battery operated. digital transmitter to the

existing analog headphone jack ofan audio music source;

converting a music audio signal to a digital communication signal using an ADC

in communication with an encoder;

encoding the ‘communication signal using channel encoding;

[digital low pass filtering the communication sign.a1;]

modulating the digital communication signal using a digital modulator;

creating a spread spectrum signal using a code generator to modulate a [unique

user code] unigue hop pattern for each individual user;

transmitting said spread spectrum signal :11 a radio frequencyiofapproximately 2.4

GHz [at a power level for reception at a distance up to approximately 10 feet from said‘

battery operated transmitter]; ‘

_ receiving said spread spectmm signal at said battery operated receiver

headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal;

democlulating said digital communication signal;

[bandpass filtering said digital communication signal;]

channel decoding of said digital‘ communication signal;

Customer No. 33401
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converting said digital communication signal back to said analog music audio

signal using a decoder in comnnmication with a DAC; and

[communication] gg; said analog music audio signal to a headphone

speaker within the headphone receiver.

5. (Canceled)

6. (Currently amended) An audio music digital wireless transmitter for

spread spectrum communication of an audio music signal [from an analog headphone

jack connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter], comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

saiclbattery powered digital transmitter [converts] an

analog audio music signal from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal

using an ADC in communication with an encoder [at a signal rate of less than
approximately 1.0 Mbps];

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;
said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital -modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create [user code] a unigue hop palIe1'n.fo:r

each individual user, and

' said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio fiequcncy of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a
receiving antenna.

' 7. (Currently amended) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal [to be received by a battery powered

spread spectrum receiver], comprising: ‘

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configged Q cmaje a unique hop pattern for each ingvjdyal user;

5 Customer‘No. 33401IAS99 1446x8o1.07378s.oo13
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Said digital demodulator in Communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channellidecoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate fi-equency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

8. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread
spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from ‘said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in
communicafion with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spec1rum-communication

modulator that utilizes. a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for each individual
user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a

receiving antenna; i

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum cornmunicafion demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

Customer No. 33401
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said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder that is

configured to perform soft-decision decoding;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communicaition with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate fiequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and i

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

9. (New) An audio music digital Wireless receiver for spread spectrum

_ communication ofan audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder that is

configured to perform soft-decision decoding;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in comnnmication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker ‘headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user
Wearing the headphones.

10. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

bairery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising: ‘

an analog headphone jack from an "audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter; ’

Customer No. 33401
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said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with an encoder; i

said encoder in commrmication with a channel encoder that is configured to send
encoded symbols that are compatible with a Viterbi decoder; A

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for each individual
user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio fiequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a
receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator; I A

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder,

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

11. (New) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrurn

communication of an audio music signal to be received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising: :

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

Customer No. 33401LAS99 1445330-1.a737ss.no1s
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said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder;

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate fiequency band of 20 Hz to 201cHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing.

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

12. (New) A wireless digital audio music i system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising: V

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an audio music signal from said

existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in commtmication with
an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator,

said digital modulator in communication" with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for an individual

user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz‘for receipt by a

receiving antenna; ' l A
said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

Customer No. 33401LAS99 1446380-1.073785.00i3
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a 2.4 GHz direct conversion receiver that includes a spread spectrum

communication demodulator and a receiver code generator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with said

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said lowpass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones. _

13. (New) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a 2.4 GHz direct conversion receiver,
wherein the direct conversion receiver includes a spread spectrum communication

demodulator in communication with a code generator, said code generator being

configured to create a unique hop pattem for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of20 Hz to 20kHz; and in

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user
wearing the headphones.

10 Customer No. 33401
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Amendments to the Drawings:

The drawings were objected to as incorporating new matter because of the altered

order of the filter in relation to other elements. Corrected drawings were required

because of the altered order of the filter in Figs. 2 and 3. More parlzicularly, with respect

to Fig- 2, the low pass filter was shown between the ADC and encoder, thus difi'en'ng

from the drawings in the parent application.‘ With respect to Fig. 3, the bandpass filter

was shown in a different order from that shown in the parent.

1 In order to expedite matters, Applicant deleted the low pass filter of Fig. 2 as

well as the bandpass filter of Fig. 3. These filters are often included with a.nalog—to-

digital converters and demodulators such as those shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Moreover, Applicant has specified in Fig. 3 that the channel decoder 66 is a

Viterbi channel decoder. Also in4Fig.. 3, Applicant has specified that the receiver is a.

direct conversion receiver. Each of these elements was originally found in Applicant's

parent specification.

AIITACI-IIVIENTS: 1 ANNOTATED SHEET AND 2 REPLACEMENT SHEETS

l 1 Customer No. 334011.2.599 msaso-1.o737s5.ou13
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REMARKS

Applicant would like to thank Examiner Xu Mei and Examiner Andrew Graham

for discussing the claims on January 26, 2006 at 2:00 pm. EST.

Claims 1, 4, 6 and 7 remain pending in this application. These claims have been

amended to fiixther clarify the scope of the invention for the reasons set forth below.

Moreover, 116W Claims 8:13 have been added with additional limitations discussed in the

Examiner interview.

Rejection under 35 USC 132-New Matter

The specification was objected to under 35 USC 132 as allegedly incorporating

new matter. More particularly, the specification was objected to based on a throughput

V rate "that may be as low as approximately 1.0 Mbps." Applicant's disclosure provided

that the throughput may be approximately 1.4 Mbps. Accordingly, Applicant submits

that the phrase objected to was not new matter. However, in order to further expedite

prosecution, Applicant has deleted this language fi-om the specification. Accordingly,

Applicant requests that this objection be withdrawn.

Rejection under 35 USC 112, 1st paragraph

Claims 1 and 6 stand rejected under 35 USC 112, 1st paragraph, as allegedly

failing to comply with the written description requirement. More particularly, the ofiiee

action provided that the limitation "an ADC in communication with an encoder at a

signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps" incorporated new matter because there

was no support for this throughput rate between the ADC and encoder. Applicant has

12 Customer No. 33401
LAS99 144asso—1.oms5.oo13 .
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amended the cited claims to read -- an ADC in communication with an encoder--,

deleting the reference to the signal rate. Accordingly, Applicant submits that this

rejection has been overcome.

Rejections under 35 USC 103

Claims 1, 4, 6 and 7 ‘were rejected under 35 USC 103 as allegedly being

unpatentable over Alstatt (USPN 5771441) in view of Sehotz et al (USPN 5946343) and

further in View of Schotz (USPN 5491839).

Applicant respectfully submits that aprimafizcie case ofobviousness has not been

made since the references do not teach or suggest all claim limitations. Claims 1, 4 and 6

require a code generator that generates or modulates a "user code" that creates a unique

hop patter-nifor each individual -user. The present invention uses frequency hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS) transmission technology with a unique pseudo—noise (PN) code

that is long enough, and that has low cross-correlation properties so that the hop pattern is

unique for each individual user. FHSS ‘employs a data signal that is modulated with a

narrowband carrier signal that "hops" in a random but predictable sequence from

frequency to firequency as a function of time over a wide band of frequencies. The signal

energy is spread in the time domain—as opposed to severing each bit into small pieces in

the frequency domain. The FHSS technique reduces interference because a signal from a

narrowband system may only affect the. spread spectrum signal if both are transmitting at

the same fiequency at the same time. If synchronized properly, a single logical channel

is maintained. With FHSS, the transmission frequencies are determined by the PN code.

The receiver is set to the same hopping code end listens to the incoming signal at the

right time and correct fiequency.

13 Customer No. 33401LAS99 1446880-l.0737B5.0013
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By contrast, Scho1z uses “one of four different PN sequences." (See Schotz '343

at Col. 16:61 to C01. 17:2) These codes are assigned to specific devices for a single

household--not individual users". As such, the Schotz code may be properly deemed a A

"device code" as opposed to a "user code" as in the present invention. There is no

mention in Schotz that the PN code must support individual users operating within the

same space. By contrast, the present invention addresses the interference between

individual users [parent specification/page-A/lines16—22] and each PN code and its

hopping sequence is generated to address the needs of individual users. ‘(See c.g., paras.

0009 and 0011 of the present disclosure.)

While Applicant submits that the references did not teach or suggest all claim

limitations as presented, Applicant has amended Claims 1, 4 and 6 to recite "a code

generator" that creates "a unique hop pattern for each individual user." This amendment

is made to further clarify the scope of the invention. Moreover, this limitation has been

added to Claim 7, and all new Claims $13 further include this limitation. Accordingly,

Applicant submits that the claims clearly state that this code generator is used to create a

unique hop pattern for each individual user, a limitation not taught or suggested by the

prior art references. Accordingly, Applicant respectfiilly submits that this rejection has

been overcome.

Moreover, apriniafacie case of obviousness was not made because the references

do not teach or suggest the limimtion directed to an analog battery—powered digital

transmitter. The ofiice action provides that the combination of Alstatt and Schotz's '343

Patent teaches a battery powered digital transmitter. Applicant respectfully submits that a

primafacie case of obviousness has not been made. More particularly, the combination

14 Customer NO. 33401I-A599 1446880-l.073785.DO13
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of the battery-powered analog transmitter of Alstatt and the wall-powered digital

transmitter of Schotz ’343 would render Alstatt unsatisfactory for its ‘intended pmpose.

Alstatt would-suffer from a significantly reduced play time due to the power consumption

of Schotz's numerous integrated circuits. Moreover, the Alstatt headphones for:h.is

portable device would be rendered too large because of the size of the integrated circuits
used in Schotz.

For the same reasons of reduced play time and unwieldy headphones, the

combination of Alstatt and Schotz would not provide a reasonable expectation of success.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that e prima facic case of obviousness has

’ not been made in this respect as well.

New limitations have been added to the new Claims 8-13, as discussed. in

Applicant's Examiner interview. New Claims 8 and 9 have been added to recite a

channel decoder that permits soft—decision decoding. New Claims 10-11 have been

added to recite a channel decoder that is a Viterbi decoder. (For further clarification, _

Claim 10, directed to the system, includes a limitation that the channel encoder is

configured to send encoded symbols that are compatible with a Viterbi decoder). The

specification has also been amended to recite that the charmel decoder may be a Viterbi

decoder. This material was present in the parent application to ‘which the present

application claims priority. [See page 4, line 27 ofthe parent application]

The Viterbi decoder--or a channel decoder that permits soft-decision decoding-:-is

not taught or suggested by the prior art references. Schotz incorporates a 1/2 rate

extended Golny block coding scheme. (Col. 9:19-26) Schot2's block coding scheme

' dificrs significantly fiom the coding scheme of the present claims. More particularly,

_ 15 Customer No. 33401I.-A399 1446880-1.0737as.ao13
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sofi-decision coding may be used to prevent a greater band of interference than the Golay

block coding scheme.

decision coding that permits the Viterbi scheme to suppress a broader range: of

interference from other users.‘ The Viterbi channel encoding/decoding scheme prevents

interference (or jamming) fiom other system users. This interference can be represented

as follower (or repeater) interference.

The follower (or repeater) jammer transmits frequency-hopped nan-owband

interference using the same hop sequence as the communicator, where the communicator .

' is the primary user. This is equivalent to at least one additional system user in operation

. within the same space.(oI range) of a primary user. The follower (or repeater) jammers'

output—resu1ting from use by other system users--must arrive at the primary user's

frequency-hopping receiver hop frequency band space and dwell there long enough to

cause interference before hopping to the next hop frequency band. The partial band

jammer that is referenced in Schotz's design is defined as a transmitter (non—hopping

type) that transmits its available power into a limited bandwidth which is smaller than the

spread spectrum bandwidth (See Schotz '343, para. 0016, lines 1-5)

Contrary to hard-decision decoding, sofi—decision decoding includes additional

information symbols to determining the reliability of the symbols being decoded
_ Included in the additional information symbols of the present invention is jammer state

information (JS1). JSI includes information regarding the potential jamming threat,

including the hop rate, dwell time, bandwidth, and so on, that would cans: interference in

16 Customer No. 3340!ms» mssso-1.omss.oois
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the system of the present disclosure. The JSI permits the receiver headphones to know if

other system users are in the area, and if so, then the Viterbi decoder assigns less weight

to the symbols that may be jammed so that it makes the a better estimate of the

transmitted code sequence. .

The Schotz design uses hard-decision decoding (see e.g., reference SRT241203)

that does not incorporate JSI, as required with sofi—decision decoding. In addition,

Schotz states that forward error correction (see e.g., SRT241203) can be eliminated by

frequency hopping is used in his design. (See Schotz para. 0016, lines 5-10)

Repeater jamming interference occurs when other system users are within

relatively close range to one another. In accordance with the present invention, a repeater

jammer transmits frequency-hopped narrow band interference using the same hop rate

and dwell time as the primary user. This is the case for one or more other system users,

because the same hop rate and dwell time is used for all system users, but each has a

different PN code sequence. So, the repeater jaminer (represented by other system users)

may transmit an interference signal that may hop along with the primary system user to

create interference in the receiver headphones of the primary system user. Schotz does

not suppress this type of interference.

Schotz provides states that his system adds “control information” so there is no

“need for independent stereos” in the same space. (See Sehotz Abstract). Accordingly,

Sehotz does not design his system to firnetion with multiple users (i.e;, multiple stereos)

in the same space. In fact, he teaches away from the use of independent stereos.

17 Customer No. 33401LAS99 I446380-10737350013
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Schotz states the forward error correctiorn is not needed (See Schotz a1‘

Co1umnl6:1-10), Fturlner, the hard-decision decoder Schotz uses does not apply

additional confidence symbols (like JSI) to maximize accurate decoding.

New Claims 12 and 13 have also been added to recite a 2.4 GHz direct conversion

receiver. These receivers are compatible with systems incorporating frequency hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS) transmission technology. Applicant respectfully submits that

the prior does not teach or suggest a direct conversion receiver. Schotz '343

incorporates a superheterodyne receiver that uses quadrature phase—shift keying as a

modulation technique. This superheterodyne receiver incorporates filtering, oscillator

and frequency synthesis components that are not needed when a direct conversion

receiver is used. Moreover, at the time of Applicant's invention, the QPSK modulation

technique was not cornpatible with modulation using frequency shift keying (FSK), so -

Schotz does not suggest a direct conversion receiver.

Clarifying Amendments

Minor amendments have further been made to the claims in order to correct

typographical errors. More particularly, Claim 4 has been amended to recite that the

method comprises the steps of various elements, with steps being plural instead of

singtflan b Claim 4 has also been amended to recite, as pm of the method '

"communicating" said analog music signal instead of "communication". Further, Claim 4

has been amended to delete reference to a distance of reception. The preambles of

Claims 6 and 7 have been amended to delete reference, respectively, to "an analog

headphone jack connected to" a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter" and "to be

CustomerNo. 33401
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received by a battery powered spreed spectrum headphone receiver." A semicolon has

been added after the first element of ‘Claim 7 directed to "a receiving antenna in

communication with a spread spectrum headphone receiver."

Claim 6 has also been amended to recite that the battery powered digital

transmitter is configured to convert an analog audio music signal, as opposed to

"converts" an analog audio music signal.

' ' Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that the clsims are in condition for allowance. A

notice ofallowance is respectfully requested.

While Applicant does not believe any fees are necessary since this response is

submitted within the two-month window after the December 30, 2005 oflice action

However, if any such fees ere deemed necessary, please charge any additional fees which

may be required, or credit ovetpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-1946, referencing

number 073785-0013.

Respectfully submitted,

7 Hm/xm/‘,/flié
Registration No. 45,323

MCDERMQTT WILL & EMERY, LLP
2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Telephone: (310) 277-41 10

Facsimile: (310) 277-4730
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21. E1 Previously submitted

i. [:1 Consider the amendments/reply under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116 previously filed on:

ii. [:1 Consider the arguments in the Appeal Briefor Reply B1-ifpreviously filed on
C] Other

13. EEnclosed

i. E Amendment/Reply as filed on March 13, 2006 (previously submitted on February 16, 2005)
ii.1:1 Afida.vi_t(s)/Dec1araIion(s)

iii. 1:] Information Disclosme S1ntement(1DS)

iv. 1] Other
Miscellaneous

a. D Suspension ofaction ofthe above-identified application-is requested under 37 C.F.R, § 1.1.03(c) for a
period ofjmonths. (rahaatnqaeusamiign not and 5 mm;ma;raugaw31 c:r.n. 4 1.x7(mqs.eua)

b. D Other

Fees The ac: fie under 37 c.1=.1z. § l.l7(e) is required by 37 C1-‘.11. 5 1.114 when ma RCE is filed.

'a. The Director is hereby authorized to charge the following fees, or credit any ovetpayments, no DepositAccount No. 50-1946

i. E RCE fee required under 37 C.F.R. § I.17(e) $395.00

ii.1:_1 Extension oftime fee (37 C.F.R. §§ 1.136 and 1.17)

iii. D Other

b. EICheck in the amount of$__ enclosed

. -u entb credit Card (j’ounPID-Nitanelwad)
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

e Application of: Group Art Unit: 2644

Examiner: Andrew Graham

Serial No.: 10/648,012

Filed: August 26, 2003

For: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO

MUSIC SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. § 1.8(a))

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail
under 37 CFR 1.8(a) in an envelope addressed to, Mail Stop: Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alex "a, vA 22313-1450 on March 13; , 2006.

 66/:

Mail Stop Amendment

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Anita ou

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANT AMENDMENT MAILED

MARCH 7, 2006 ,
CORRECTED RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION MAILED FEBRUARY 16 2005

Sir:

In response to the Notice of Non-Complaint Amendment 37 CFR §1.121 mailed

on March 7, 2005, Applicant re-files herewith the response to the office action mailed to

the PTO on February 16, 2005. This response corrects the previously filed response by

deleting the brackets in the “New” claims. Applicant timely files this response within

one month of the mailing date of the notice.

Amendments to the specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on

page 3 of this paper.

Amendments to the drawings begin on page 12.

Remarks begin on page 13 of this paper.
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Amendments to the Specification:

Please amend the specification as follows:

On page 6, line 10, (or paragraph [0009], line 12) please delete the following

sentence:

"This digital signal has a throughput of approximately 1.4 Mbps that may be as

low as approximately 1.0 Mbps."

On page 6, line 11, please delete the number "34" at the end of the sentence so

that this sentence will read: "After digital conversion, the digital signal may be processed

by a digital low pass filter."

At para. 0010, line 6, please delete the number "64" at the end of the sentence so

that this sentence will read: "The transmitted signal from transmit antenna 24 may be

received by receiving antenna 52 and communicated to a wideband bandpass filter

(BPF)."

At paragraph [0016], line 1, please replace the first sentence with the following:

--The channel decoder 66 may be a Viterbi decoder. A channel decoder 66 may

be in communication with the bandpass filter. --

At paragraph [0010], line 6, please add the following sentences at the beginning

of this paragraph: --A digital signal may be received at antenna receiving antenna 52 and

communicated to, e.g., a wideband bandpass filter. The received spread spectrum signal

may then be communicated to a 2.4 GHz direct conversion receiver 56. A frequency

shift keying (FSK) modulation/detection technique could be used given a frequency

hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) system choice. The direct conversion receiver 56 may

provide a means to convert the received signal while using timing and synchronization to

capture the correct bit sequence embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. --

Customer No. 33401
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Amendments to the Claims:

Please amend the claims as follows:

1. (Currently amended) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread A

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an analog audio music source in communication

with a battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter convertsan analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with an encoder [at a signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps];

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create [user code] a unigue hop pattern for

each individual user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit _

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a

receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

Customer No, 33401
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said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

2. (Canceled).

3. A (Canceled).

4. (Currently amended) A method for battery powered wireless

communication transmission and reception of high fidelity audio music between a battery

operated digital transmitter and a battery operated digital receiver headphone comprising

the step§ of:

connecting the plug attached to said battery operated digital transmitter to the

existing analog headphone jack of an audio music source;

converting a music audio signal to a digital communication signal using an ADC

in communication with an encoder;

encoding the communication signal using charmel encoding;

[digital low pass filtering the communication signal;]

modulating the digital communication signal using a digital modulator;

creating a spread spectrum signal using a code generator to modulate a [unique

user code] unigue hop pattern for each individual user;

transmitting said spread spectrum‘ signal at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4

GHz [at a power level for reception at a distance up to approximately 10 feet from said

battery operated transmitter];

receiving said spread spectrum signal at said battery operated receiver

headphones;

demodulating said spread spectrum signal;

demodulating said digital communication signal;

[bandpass filtering said digital communication signal;]

channel decoding of said digital communication signal;

Customer No. 33401
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converting said digital communication signal back to said analog music audio

signal using a decoder in communication with a DAC; and

[communication] communicating said analog music audio signal to a headphone

speaker within the headphone receiver.

5. (Canceled)

6. (Currently amended) An audio music digital wireless transmitter for

spread spectrum communication of an audio music signal [from an analog headphone

jack connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter], comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter [converts] being configured to convert an

analog audio music signal'from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal

using an ADC in communication with an encoder [at a signal rate of less than

approximately 1.0 Mbps];

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with [a digital low pass filter;

said digital low pass filter in communication with] a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication J

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create [user code] a unigue hop pattern for

each individual user; and

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a

receiving antenna.

7. (Currently amended) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread

spectrum communication of an audio music signal [to be received by a battery powered

spread spectrum receiver], comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unigue hog pattern for each individual user;

Customer No. 3 3401
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said digital demodulator in communication with [a wide bandpass filter;

said wide bandpass filter in communication with] a charmel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication v\n'th a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones. ‘

8. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a .

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for each individual

user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a

receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

Customer No. 33401
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said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder that is

configured to perform soft-decision decoding;

said charmel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analogpmusic signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

9. (New) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder that is

configured to perform soft-decision decoding;

said charmel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

10. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

Customer No. 33401
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said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from said existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with encoder;
said encoder in communication with a channel encoder that is configured to send

encoded symbols that are compatible with a Viterbi decoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for each individual

user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a

receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder;

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and-

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

‘wearing the headphones.

11. (New) An audio music- digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal to be received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;
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said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a code

generator configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a Viterbi decoder;

said Viterbi decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

12. (New) A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal from the analog headphone jack connected to a

battery powered spread spectrum transmitter and received by a battery powered spread

spectrum headphone receiver comprising:

an analog headphone jack from an audio music source in communication with a

battery powered digital transmitter;

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an audio music signal from said

existing analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in communication with

an encoder;

said encoder in communication with a charmel encoder;

said channel encoder in communication with a digital modulator;

said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for an individual

user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication with a transmit

antenna that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately 2.4 GHz for receipt by a

receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator;

Customer No. 33401
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a 2.4 GHZ direct conversion receiver that includes a spread spectrum

communication demodulator and a receiver code generator;

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with said

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said receiver decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

13. (New) An audio music digital wireless receiver for spread spectrum

communication of an audio music signal, comprising:

a receiving antenna in communication with a 2.4 GHZ direct conversion receiver,

wherein the direct conversion receiver includes a spread spectrum communication

demodulator in communication with a code generator, said code generator being

configured to create a unique hop pattern for each individual user;

said digital demodulator in communication with a channel decoder;

said charmel decoder in communication with a decoder;

said decoder in communication with a DAC;

said DAC in communication with a low pass filter to pass the analog music signal

in the approximate frequency band of 20 Hz to 20kHz; and

said low pass filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing

to a speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones.

Customer No. 33401
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Amendments to the Drawings:

The drawings were objected to as incorporating new matter because of the altered

order of the filter in relation to other elements. Corrected drawings were required

because of the altered order of the filter in Figs. 2 and 3. More particularly, with respect

to Fig. 2, the low pass filter was shovm between the ADC and encoder, thus differing

from the drawings in the parent application. With respect to Fig. 3, the bandpass filter

was shown in a different order from that shown in the parent.

In order to expedite matters, Applicant has deleted the low pass filter of Fig. 2 as

well asthe bandpass filter of Fig. 3. These filters are often included with analog-to-

digital converters and demodulators such as those shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Moreover, Applicant has specified in Fig. 3 that the channel decoder 66 is a

Viterbi channel decoder. Also in Fig. 3, Applicant has specified that the receiver is a

direct conversion receiver. Each of these elements was originally found in Applicant's

parent specification.

ATTACHMENTS: l ANNOTATED SHEET AND 2 REPLACEMENT SHEETS

Customer No. 33401
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REMARKS

Applicant would like to thank Examiner Xu Mei and Examiner Andrew Graham

for discussing the claims on January 26, 2006 at 2:00 p.m. EST.

Claims 1, 4, 6 and 7 remain pending in this application. These claims have been

amended to further clarify the scope of the invention for the reasons set forth below.

Moreover, new Claims 8-13 have been added with additional limitations discussed in the

Examiner interview.

Rejection under 35 USC 132-New Matter

The specification was objected to under 35 USC 132 as allegedly incorporating

new matter. More particularly, the specification was objected to based on a throughput

I _ rate "that may be as low as approximately ‘1.0 Mbps. Applicant's disclosure provided

that the throughput may be approximately 1.4 Mbps. Accordingly, Applicant submits

that the phrase objected to was not new matter. However, in order to further expedite

prosecution, Applicant has deleted this language from the specification. Accordingly,

Applicant requests that this obj ection be withdrawn.

Rejection under 35 USC 112, 1st paragraph

Claims 1 and 6 stand rejected under 35 USC 112, 1st paragraph, as allegedly

failing to comply with the written description requirement. More particularly, the office _

action provided that the limitation "an ADC in ‘communication with an encoder at a

signal rate of less than approximately 1.0 Mbps" incorporated new matter because there

was no support for this throughput rate between the ADC and encoder. Applicant has

Customer No. 33401
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amended the cited claims to read -- an ADC in communication with an encoder--,

deleting the reference to the signal rate.) Accordingly, Applicant submits _that this

rejection has been overcome.

Rejections under 35 USC 103

Claims 1, 4, 6 and 7 were rejected under 35 USC 103 as allegedly being

unpatentable over Alstatt (USPN 5771441) in View of Schotz et al (USPN 5946343) and

further in view of Schotz (USPN 5491839).

Applicant respectfully submits that a primafacie case of obviousness has not been

made since the references do not teach or suggest all claim limitations. Claims 1, 4 and 6

require a code generator that generates or modulates a "user code" that creates a unique

hop pattern for each individual user. The present invention uses frequency hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS) transmission technology with a unique pseudo-noise (PN) code

that is long enough, and that has low cross-correlation properties so that the hop pattern is

unique for each individual user. FHSS employs a data signal that is modulated with a

narrowband carrier signal that "hops" in a random but predictable sequence from

frequency to frequency as a function of time over a wide band of frequencies. The signal

energy is spread in the time domain--as opposed to severing each bit into small pieces in

the frequency domain. The FHSS technique reduces interference because a signal from a

narrowband system may only affect the spread spectrum signal if both are transmitting at

the same frequency at the same time. If synchronized properly, a single logical channel

is maintained. With FHSS, the transmission frequencies are determined by the PN code.

The receiver is set to the same hopping code and listens to the incoming signal at the

right time and correct frequency.

Customer No. 33401
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By contrast, Schotz uses “one of four different PN sequences.” (See Schotz '343

at Col. 16:61 to C01. 17:2) These codes are assigned to specific devices for a single

household--not individual users. As such, the Schotz code may be properly deemed a

"device code" as opposed to a "user code" as in the present invention. There is no

mention in Schotz that the PN code must support individual users operating within the

same space. By contrast, the present invention addresses the interference between

individual users [parent specification/page4/linesl6—22] and each PN code and its

hopping sequence is generated to address the needs of individual users. (See e.g., paras.

0009 and 0011 of the present disclosure.)

While Applicant submits that the references did not teach or suggest all claim

limitations as presented, Applicant has amended Claims 1, 4 and 6 to recite "a code

' generator" that creates "a unique hop pattern for each individual user."- This amendment

is made to further clarify the scope of the invention. Moreover, this limitation has been

added to Claim 7, and all new Claims 8-13 further include‘ this limitation. Accordingly,

Applicant submits that the claims clearly state that this code generator is used to create a

unique hop pattern for each individual user, a limitation not taught or suggested by the

prior art references. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that this rejection has

been overcome.

Moreover, a primafacie case of obviousness was not made because the references

do not teach or suggest the limitation directed to an analog battery-powered digital"

transmitter. The office action provides that the combination of Alstatt and Schotz's '343

Patent teaches a battery powered digital transmitter. Applicant respectfully submits that a

prima facie case of obviousness has not been made. More particularly, the combination

14 Customer No. 33401
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of the battery-powered analog transmitter of Alstatt and the wall-powered digital

transmitter of Schotz '343 would render Alstatt unsatisfactory for its intended purpose.

Alstatt would suffer from a significantly reduced play time due to the power consumption

of Schotz's numerous integrated circuits. Moreover, the Alstatt headphones for his

portable device would be rendered too large because of the size of the integrated circuits

used in Schotz.

For the same reasons of reduced play time and unwieldy headphones, the

combination of Alstatt and Schotz would not provide a reasonableexpectation of success.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that a prima facie case of obviousness has

not been made in this respect as well.

New limitations have been added to the new Claims 8-13, as discussed in

Applicant's Examiner interview. New Claims 8 and 9 have been added to recite a

channel decoder that permits soft-decision decoding. New Claims 10-11 have been

added to recite a channel decoder that is a Viterbi decoder. (For further clarification,

Claim 10, directed to the system, includes a limitation that the channel encoder is

configured to send encoded symbols‘ that are compatible with a Viterbi decoder). The

specification has also been amended to recite that the channel decoder may be a Viterbi

decoder. This material was present in the parent application to which the present

application claims priority. [See page 4, line 27 of the parent application]

The Viterbi decoder--or a channel decoder that permits soft-decision decoding--is

not taught or suggested by the prior art references. Schotz incorporates a 1/2 rate

extended Golay block coding scheme. (Col. 9:19-26) Schotz's block coding scheme p

differs significantly from the coding scheme of the present claims. More particularly,

15 Customer No. 33401
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soft-decision coding may be used to prevent a greater band of interference than the Golay

block coding scheme.

While the Viterbi channel encoding/decoding scheme permits hard decision

coding as found in Schotz, it is the ability of this Viterbi scheme to further permit soft-

decision coding that permits the Viterbi scheme to suppress a broader range of

interference from other users. The Viterbi channel encoding/decoding scheme prevents

interference (or jamming) from other system users. This interference can be represented

as follower (or repeater) interference.

The follower (or repeater) jammer transmits frequency-hopped narrowband

interference using the same hop sequence as the communicator, where the communicator

is the primary user. This is equivalent to at least one additional system user in operation

within the same space (or range) of a primary user. The follower (or repeater) jammers'

output--resulting from use by other system users--must arrive at the primary user's

frequency-hopping receiver hop frequency band space and dwell there long enough to

cause interference before hopping to the next hop frequency band. The partial band

jammer that is referenced in Schotz's design is defined as a transmitter (non-hopping

type) that transmits its available power into a limited bandwidth which is smaller than the

spread spectrum bandwidth. (See Schotz '343, para. 0016, lines 1-5)

Contrary to hard-decision decoding, soft-decision decoding includes additional

information symbols to determining the reliability of the symbols being decoded.

Included in the additional information symbols of the present invention is jammer state

information (JSI). JSI includes information regarding the potential jamming threat,‘

including the hop rate, dwell time, bandwidth, and so on, that would cause interference in

_ 16 ' Customer No. 33401LAS99 1446555-l.073785.00l3
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the system of the present disclosure. The JSI permits the receiver headphones to know if

other system users are in the area, and if so, then the Viterbi decoder assigns less weight

to the symbols that may be jammed so that it makes the a better estimate of the

transmitted code sequence.

The Schotz design uses hard-decision decoding (see e.g., reference SRT241203)

that does not incorporate JSI, as required with soft-decision decoding. In -addition,

Schotz states that forward_ error correction (see e.g., SRT241203) can be eliminated by

frequency hopping is used in his design. (See Schotz para. 0016, lines 5-10)

Repeater jamming interference occurs when other system users are within

relatively close range to one another. In accordance with the present invention, a repeater

jammer transmits frequency-hopped narrow band interference using the same hop rate

and dwell time as the primary user. This is the case for one or more other system users,

because the same hop rate and dwell time is used for all system users, but each has a

different PN code sequence. So, the repeater jammer (represented by other system users)

may transmit an interference signal that may hop along with the primary system user to

create interference in the receiver headphones‘ of the primary system user. Schotz does

not suppress this type of interference.

Schotz provides states that his system adds “control information” so there is no

“need for independent stereos” in the same space. (See Schotz Abstract). Accordingly,

Schotz does not design his system to function with multiple users (i.e., multiple stereos)

in the same space. In fact, he teaches away from the use of independent stereos.
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Schotz states the forward error correction is not needed (See Schotz at

Column16:1-10). Further, the hard—decision decoder Schotz uses does not apply

additional confidence symbols (like JS1) to maximize accurate decoding.

New Claims 12 and 13 have also been added to recite a 2.4 GHz direct conversion

receiver. These receivers are compatible with systems incorporating frequency hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS) transmission technology. Applicant respectfully submits that

the prior art does not teach or suggest a direct conversion receiver. Schotz '343

incorporates a superheterodyne receiver that uses quadrature phase-shift keying as a

modulation technique._ This superheterodyne receiver incorporates filtering, oscillator

and frequency synthesis components that are not needed when a direct conversion

receiver is used. Moreover, at the time of Applicant's invention, the QPSK modulation

technique was not compatible with modulation using frequency shift keying (FSK), so

Schotz does not suggest a direct conversion receiver.

Clarifying Amendments

Minor amendments have further been made to the claims in order to correct

typographical errors. More particularly, Claim 4 has been amended to recite that the

method comprises the steps of Various elements, with steps being plural instead of

singular. Claim 4 has also been amended to recite, as part of the method

"communicating" said analog music signal instead of "communication". Further, Claim 4

has been amended to delete reference to a distance of reception. The preambles of

Claims 6 and 7 have been amended to delete reference, respectively, to "an analog

headphone jack connected to a battery powered spread spectrum transmitter" and "to be

Customer No. 33401
LAS99 1446555-1.073785.0013
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received by a battery powered spread spectrum headphone receiver. A semicolon has

been added after, the first element of Claim 7 directed to "a receiving antenna in

communication with a spread spectrum headphone receiver."

Claim 6 has also been amended to recite that the battery powered digital

transmitter is configured to convert an analog audio music signal, as opposed to

"converts" an analog audio music signal.

Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that the claims are in condition for allowance. A

notice of allowance is respectfully requested.

While Applicant does not believe any fees are necessary since this response is

submitted within the two-month window after the December 30, 2005 office action

However, if any such fees are deemed necessary, please charge any additional fees which

may be required, or credit overpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-1946, referencing

number 073785-0013.

Respectfully submitted,

1/Mali (3/mé  
Registration No. 45,323

MCDERMOTT WILL & EMERY, LLP

2049 Century Park East, 34th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Telephone: (310) 277-4110

Facsimile: (310) 277-4730

Customer No. 33401
LAS99 1446555-1.o7378s.ooI3
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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set

forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this

application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set

forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action

has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on 17

March 2006 has been entered.

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed 17 March 2006 have been fully considered but they

are not persuasive.

Applicant alleges:

“Moreover, a prima facie case of obviousness was not made

because the references do not teach or suggest the limitation directed to

an analog battery-powered digital transmitter. The office action provides

that the combination of Alstatt and Schotz's '343 Patent teaches a battery
powered digital transmitter. Applicant respectfully submits that a prima

facie case of obviousness has not been made. More particularly, the

combination of the battery-powered analog transmitter of Alstatt and the

wall—powered digital transmitter of Schotz '343 would render Alstatt

unsatisfactory for its intended purpose. Alstatt would suffer from a

significantly reduced play time due to the power consumption of Schotz's

numerous integrated circuits. Moreover, the Alstatt headphones for his
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portable device would be rendered too large because of the size of the

integrated circuits used in Schotz.”

Examiner respectfully disagrees with this allegation. The combination of Alstatt

in view of Schotz does teach an analog batter-powered digital transmitter as shown on

page 6 and 8 of the previous office action. Alstatt discloses a analog battery powered

transmitter (14) while Schotz discloses a digital transmitter (22).

Applicant's further allegations that the wall—powered digital transmitter in Schotz

would render Alstatt unsatisfactory are unfounded. Neither Schotz nor Alstatt gives any

indication as to the power requirements of the various components used in the

combination. As such, the Examiner can find no evidence that Alstatt would suffer from

a significantly reduced play time due to the power consumption of Schotz’s numerous

integrated circuits. If Applicant is in possession (and wishes to maintain this argument)

of such evidence, detailing the power requirements of the components used in the

combination, the Examiner respectfully requests these documents.

Applicant states:

”New limitations have been added to the new Claims 8-13, as

discussed in Applicant's Examiner interview. New Claims 8 and 9 have

been added to recite a channel decoder that permits soft-decision

decoding. New Claims 10-1 1 have been added to recite a channel

decoder that is a Viterbi decoder. (For further clarification, Claim 10,‘

directed to the system, includes a limitation that the channel encoder is

configured to send encoded symbols that are compatible with a Viterbi

decoder). The specification has also been amended to recite that the

channel decoder may be a Viterbi decoder. This material was present in

the parent application to which the present application claims priority. (See
page 4, line 27 of the parent app|ication).” V
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The details of the Viterbi decoder are present in the cited reference given by the

applicant. However, the limitation of the soft-decision decoding is not present in either

of the disclosures. While it is known that the Viterbi decoder is able to perform soft-

decision decoding, the disc|osure’s relied upon lack sufficient description for one of

ordinary skill in the art to reproduce this implementation.

Applicant's remaining arguments have been considered but are moot in view of

the new ground(s) of rejection necessitated by Applicant's amendments.

Drawings

New corrected drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in this

application because Figure 2 incorporates new matter, which is prohibited by 37 CFG

1.121 (f).

The drawings submitted 17 March 2006 show the code generator (60) and

spread spectrum demodulator (62) integrated to form the direct conversion receiver 56.

A 2.4 GHz direct conversion receiver is not previously disclosed including these two

elements as shown in the present drawings and thus create a new matter situation. A

direct conversion receiver (56) is shown in the parent application’s drawings (Fig. 3
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element 56) but the demodulator (62) and code generator (60) are shown as separate

components.

Specification

The amendment filed 17 March 2006 is objected to under 35 U.S.C. 132(a)

because it introduces new matter into the disclosure. 35 U.S.C. 132(a) states that no

amendment shall introduce new matter into the disclosure of the invention. The added

material which is not supported by the original disclosure is as follows:

“A channel decoder 66 may be in communication with the band pass

filter.”

Examiner is unable to find a basis for this in either the specification or the

drawings. In the parent application the decoder (66) is not directly connected to the

band pass filter (54) and thus cannot be in communication with it. Additionally the

decoder and BPF in Fig. 3 of the present application are not shown to be in

communication with each other as there exists a fuzzy logic detector (61) between.

2. “The received spread spectrum signal may be communicated to a 2.4 GHz

direct conversion receiver 56.”

The new drawings submitted 17 March 2006 show the code generator (60) and

spread spectrum demodulator (62) integrated to form the direct conversion receiver 56.
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A 2.4 GHz direct conversion receiver is not previously disclosed including these two

elements as shown in the present drawings and thus create a new matter situation. A

direct conversion receiver (56) is shown in the parent application's drawings (Fig. 3

element 56) but the demodulator (62) and code generator (60) are shown as separate

components.

3. “A frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation/detection technique could be

used given a frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) system choice."

The terms and techniques disclosed in this sentence (FSK and FHSS) were not

present in the parent disclosure nor in the current application's disclosure and thus are

new matter.

4. “The direct conversion receiver 56 may provide a means to convert the

received signal while using timing and synchronization to capture the correct bit

sequence embedded in the received spread spectrum signal.”

The means to convert has previously only be described as a down conversion

processes in the parent application (paragraphs 15 and 16). The phrase “means to

convert” implies other forms of conversion in addition to the down conversion thus

creating a new matter situation.

Applicant is required to cancel the new matter in the reply to this Office Action.
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Claim Rejections - 35 use § 112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the
art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall
set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

Claims 1, 4, 6, 870., 10, 1-2-and-1-3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first 5/6

paragraph, as falling to comply with the written description requirement. The claim(s)

contains subject matter which was not described in the specification in such a way as to

reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the time the

application was filed, had possession of the claimed invention. The newly added

limitation of “a unique hop pattern for each individual user” is not supported in the

disclosure of neither the present application nor the parent application. The relied upon

disclosures teach generating a unique user code with one user but do not disclose any

details on creating a unique “hop pattern" for each individual user.

Claims 12 and 13 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as failing to

comply with the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter

which was not described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably convey to

one skilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the time the application was filed,

had possession of the claimed invention. The newly added limitation of “a 2.4 GHz

direct conversion receiver that includes a spread spectrum communication demodulator
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and a receiver code generator” is not supported in the disclosure of neither the present

application nor the parent application. These components were only disclosed in the

parent application's fig. 2 in which they are shown as discrete components.

Claim 8 and 9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as based on a

disclosure which is not enabling. Claims 8 and 9 recite a limitation of a channel decoder

that is configured to perform soft-decision decoding which is considered to be critical or

essential to the practice of the invention, but is not enabled by the disclosure.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

_l,‘+iL—€’a~l u/:3 WV
C|aim$«1-is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Alstatt 83/

(U.S. Patent 5,771,441) in view of Schotz (U.S. Patent 5,946,343) and in further view of

Schotz (U.S. Patent 5,491,839) and in furtherview of Rozin (U.S. Patent 6,342,844)

Regarding Claim 1,
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Alstatt teaches an audio dongle for an utilizes a RF connection to interface

portable audio device a pair of wireless headphones.

Specifically regarding Claim Alstatt teaches:

A wireless audio music system (Figure 1) for communication of an audio music

signal (from 10) from the analog headphone jack (12) connected to a battery powered

transmitter (14) and .received by a battery powered headphone receiver (col. 4 lines 29-

53; battery transmitter 43 col. 6, line 54; battery for headphone receiver is implicit the

wireless nature of the headphones and context Alstatt) comprising:

an analog headphone jack (12) from an audio music source (10) in

communication with a batter powered digital transmitter (14) (col. 4 lines 29 - 39)

The headphone system of Altstatt includes an antenna (24), receiver (22) and

earphones 26 and 28.

However, the system of Altstatt an analog transmission system that, operation,

lacks the benefits digitally encoded and transmitted audio signal.

With regard to the limitations of Claim 1, Altstatt does not clearly teach or

suggest:

A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum communication

said battery powered digital transmitter converts an analog audio music signal

from saidexisting analog headphone jack to a digital signal using an ADC in

communication with an encoder

said encoder in communication with a channel encoder
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said digital modulator in communication with a spread spectrum communication

modulator that utilizes a code generator to create a unique hop pattern for each

individual user;

said spread spectrum communication modulator in communication modulator in

communication with a transmit antenna that transmits a radio frequency of

approximately 2.4 GHZ for receipt by a receiving antenna;

said receiving antenna in communication with a spread spectrum communication

demodulator

said spread spectrum communication demodulator in communication with a

receiver code generator and with a digital demodulator;

said digital demodulator in communication with a wide bandpass filter

said wide bandpass filter in communication with a channel decoder;

said channel decoder in communication with a receiver decoder;

said DAC in communication with a filter to pass the analog music signal in the

approximate frequency band of 20Hz to 20 kHz; and

said filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing to a

speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a signal user

wearing the headphones.

Schotz et al discloses a wireless digital audio transmission system.

Specifically regarding Claim 1, Schotz et al, when considered in view of the

teachings of Altstatt applied above, teaches or at least suggests:
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A wireless digital audio music system for spread spectrum communication

(Figure 1 of Schott et al in view of Figure 1 of Altstatt, col. 6, lines 6-54; col. 14, lines 5-

12)

said digital transmitter (22 of Schotz et al in view of 14 of Altstatt) converts an

analog audio music signal from said existing analog headphone jack (analog input

30A,30B of Schott et al in view of analog connection 12,18 of Altstatt) to a digital signal

using an ADC (52) in communication with an encoder (300) (col. 7, lines 6-15; col. 14,

lines 43-58, as noted above ‘in communication’ has been interpreted herein to mean

passing a signal between the two components, regardless of other components that

may be disposed between two said components)

said encod_er (300) in communication with a channel encoder (98) (col. 9, lines 1-

48; col. 14, lines 61-65)

said digital modulator (102) in communication with a spread spectrum

communication modulator (104) that utilizes a code generator (106,308) (102 modulates

input signal to produce l,Q signals, col. 10, lines 17-24; spread spectrum, col. 14, lines

5-12, col. 15, lines 40-52; code generator and user code corresponds to either house

select code or PN code, col. 10, lines 43-47 or col. 15, lines 40-52; either can be

considered to generate ‘user codes‘ in context of Schotz et al and particularly Altstatt in

that the use of a transmitter corresponds to a particular user operating said transmitter);

said spread spectrum communication modulator (104) in communication (via

108) with a transmit antenna (38) that transmits at a radio frequency of approximately

2.4 GHz for receipt by a receiving antenna (40) (col. 6, lines 39-42; col. 10, lines 31-37)
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said receiving antenna (40) in communication with a spread spectrum

communication demodulator (comprising 144,146,148; col. 11, line 13 - col. 12, line 24;

col. 15, lines 45-52)

said spread spectrum communication demodulator (144,146,148) in

communication with a receiver code generator (408 or house code generator, col. 11,

lines 13-56; col. 15, lines 45-52) and with a digital demodulator (202)(202 reverses

phase shift modulation and combines signals, col. 12, lines 41-47);

said digital demodulator (202) in communication with a wide bandpass filter (such

as 138 or 142 or 178, via components of 140,146) (col. 11, lines 14-24, col. 12, lines 1-

11, noting that audio signals require wideband transmission col. 2, lines 58-60, which

infers such a wideband nature on these filters); «

said wide bandpass filter (such as 138 or 142 or 178) in communication (via

components of 140,146) with a channel decoder (198) (col. 12, lines 1-28);

said channel decoder (198) in communication with a receiver decoder (400)(co|.

15, lines 10-18);

said receiver decoder (400)in communication with a DAC (216) (col. 15, lines 10-

26);

said DAC (216) in communication with a filter (218A,2185) to pass the analog

music signal in the approximate frequency band of 20Hz to 20 kHz (signal is music, col.

2, lines 55-58; filtering col. 13, lines 57-67)

To one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was-made, it would

have been obvious to modify the wireless audio system of Altstatt to incorporate the
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digital transmission and reception scheme of Schotz et al for the wireless

communication of full range audio data. The motivation behind such a modification

would have been that such a digital transmission would have provided a number of

benefits, including the reception of CD-quality sound and forwarding error correction,

the latter of which would have enabled the system to account for errors in transmission.

The digital-based system of Schotz et al would have also enabled the option of muting

the output signal in the presence of sufficient levels of error. The spread spectrum

technique of Schotz et al would have also limited interference from another signal to

cause error in only one portion of the transmitted signal rather than the entire signal.

Further, the transmission components of Schotz et al would have also permitted

transmission over unlicensed frequency bands.

while the system of Altstatt in view of Schotz et al discloses a variety of filtering

and other signal modifications, Altstatt in view of Schotz et al is not considered to clearly

teach or suggest:

said channel encoder in communication with a digital low pass filter

said digital low pass filter in communication with a digital modulator

said DAC in communication with a filter that is a low pass filter

said filter passing analog music signal will be amplified for processing to a

speaker headphone set to provide high quality music for listening by a single user

wearing the headphones

However, Schotz et al incorporates another digital wireless system by reference,

issued to Schotz.












































































































































































































































































































